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1 INTRODUCTION 
In the following, the purpose and goals of this work are described, the research 
areas which comprise the primary focus of the thesis are described, and the main body of the 
thesis is outlined. Throughout the introduction and the remainder of the thesis, references to 
previous work are cited as they are discussed in context. 
1.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
This research is directed toward the analysis of large, three dimensional, nonlinear 
dynamic problems in structural and solid mechanics. Such problems include those exhibiting 
large deformations, displacements, or rotations, those requiring finite strain plasticitymateri-
al models to couple these geometric nonlinearities with material nonlinearities, and those 
demanding detailed geometric modeling. The finite element method is employed to model 
these problems. Examples of applications employing such finite element models are 
• Vehicle crashworthiness 
• Offshore structures 
• Thin walled structures 
• Seismic structure response 
• Fracture mechanics and crack propagation 
• Metal forming 
• Composite materials 
Advances in computer technology and the advent of supercomputers have made 
available to analysts large amounts of main memory and the ability to perform calculations at 
very high speeds. These advances allow the capabilities of implicit methods for structural dy-
namics to be realistically explored. The implicit formulation also provides a unified approach 
within which both nonlinear static and dynamic structural problems can be addressed. 
Ultimately, this research targets the solution of very large problems, which can 
contain on the order of 100,000 degrees of freedom and half band widths of perhaps 10,000. 
Such problems can require many gigabytes of memory if a direct solver is used to solve a linear 
system of equations within a nonlinear equilibrium iteration; unfortunately the machines 
used in this research, the Convex C240 and primarily the Alliant FX/8, either do not posses 
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such large memory capacity or it is generally unavailable. Consequently, smaller problems 
which can be analyzed by the Alliant FX/8 are utilized as example problems in this thesis. 
These example problems reach sizes of more than 10,000 degrees of freedom and upwards of 
2500 elements and are large for the Alliant. Thus, these example problems provide a micro-
cosm of larger problems that can be solved on more powerful supercomputers and allow rep-
resentative trends to be observed. 
NLDFEp, a Nonlinear Dynamic Finite Element Program, is designed around the 
three dimensional isoparametric family of elements. Isoparametric elements are attractive 
because of their flexible geometric modeling capability and their systematic approach to ele-
ment computations. The modeling capability results from the ability to take a basic shape and 
orientation in parametric space and through interpolation of nodal Cartesian coordinates 
transform it to a deformed shape and arbitrary orientation in Cartesian space. Isoparametric 
elements can be approached systematically because it is necessary to integrate element equa-
tions numerically, creating a natural hierarchy of computations. The two elements currently 
implemented in NLDFEP are the 8 and 20 node bricks. The program is structured so that 
additional elements, such as the 27 node brick or another family of parametric elements can 
be incorporated into the program without difficulty. 
Many supercomputers, such as the Alliant FX/8, employ optimizing compilers that 
take an existing code and optimize it for concurrency and vectorization. These compilers are 
capable of vectorizing loops and providing a low level of concurrency. Unfortunately, these 
optimizing compilers are not sufficient for dealing with complications such as data dependen-
cies and are not equipped to recognize opportunities to restructure code to achieve a higher 
level of concurrency and a consistently efficient vector length. Because of this, existing finite 
element code written for sequential computers is inefficient when executed on supercom-
puters even with compiler optimization. In order to take full advantage of the computational 
power of a supercomputer, special element computation algorithms must be written to ex-
ploit the opportunities for designed vectorization and high level concurrency available in the 
finite element method. These opportunities are ample, especially when dealing with the com-
putational hierarchy generated by the use of the isoparametric element formulation. 
As noted above, the solution of a linear system of equations is generally required 
for each equilibrium iteration in a nonlinear analysis, whether it be static or dynamic. Tradi-
tionally, a direct solver has been used to perform this linear solution. However, given the 
memory requirements and computational effort characteristic of a direct solver, iterative 
methods may be more appropriate for large problems solved on supercomputers. Specifical-
ly, the preconditioned conjugate gradient method, due to its reliance on vector and matrix-
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vector operations and the fact that it is not necessary to assemble the global stiffness matrix, is 
considered as an alternative to a direct solver. The stiffness matrix can be stored by elements, 
which mitigates the amount of memory usage and allows the matrix-vector operations to be 
performed in an element-by-element fashion that utilizes optimized element computation 
algorithms, and the vector operations are ideally suited to the capabilities of a supercom-
puter. 
As well as discovering an efficient linear solution algorithm, an efficient nonlinear 
solution algorithm must be also be found. Such a nonlinear solution algorithm must be able to 
handle combined material and geometric nonlinearities effectively. Algorithms which seem 
worthy of consideration are modified Newton-Raphson, some form of quasi-Newton, and a 
nonlinear implementation of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method. 
Advances in computer technology have made practical the consideration of plas-
ticity in conjunction with large strains and finite rotations. So that this may be accomplished, 
an effective finite strain plasticity material model that behaves correctly from the standpoint 
of theoretical and computational engineering mechanics is developed. This material model 
must also be suitable to the implicit dynamic formulation of NLDFEP in that it accounts for 
the computational power available and the greater computational complexity of implicit dy-
namics, and should be compatible with a small strain plasticity model in the case that only 
material nonlinearities are present in the problem. 
The preceding paragraphs highlight the four primary areas of research addressed 
in this thesis. Developments in these areas combine to allow the supercomputer analysis of 
large, three dimensional, dynamic structural engineering problems exhibiting complex be-
havior. These areas are 
1) The development of element computation algorithms so that the inherent opportu-
nities for concurrency and vectorization present in the finite element method can be 
exploited. 
2) The comparison of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method to a representa-
tive direct solver. 
3) The investigation of various nonlinear solution algorithms. 
4) The discovery of an accurate and robust finite strain plasticity material model so 
that material nonlinearities can be evaluated both in the presence and the absence 
of geometric nonlinearities. 
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1.2 PRIMARY RESEARCH AREAS 
In this section, the four primary areas of research addressed by this thesis are dis-
cussed in some depth. These research areas are the development of effective element compu-
tation algorithms, linear solution algorithms, nonlinear solution algorithms, and finite strain 
plasticity material models. 
1.2.1 ELEMENT COMPUTATION ALGORITHMS 
A readily exploitable computational hierarchy is created by the nature of the finite 
element method itself and the fact that for the isoparametric formulation it is necessary to 
evaluate element integrals numerically. This hierarchy spans three levels: computations flow 
from the structure level to the element level and finally to the material point level. As long as 
there is nonconflicting access to the appropriate data, calculations at the element level and 
subsequently calculations at the material point level can take place independently, allowing 
excellent opportunities for concurrency and vectorization. 
Element computation algorithms are designed to capitalize on this computational 
hierarchy in ways that are optimal for the architecture of a given machine. Fundamental ele-
ment computations, such as the calculation of the internal force vector, the tangent stiffness 
matrix, the tangent mass matrix, and the stress recovery, which encompass all three levels of 
the hierarchy are subject to the element computation algorithms. Further, computations tra-
versing only the structure and element levels of the hierarchy, such as the matrix-vector prod-
uct critical to the success of the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm, also fall 
under the auspices of the element computation algorithms. The machines considered in this 
thesis are capable of both concurrency and vectorization, and the element computation algo-
rithms manipulate these two attributes in various ways to discover the most effective combi-
nation on a given machine. Hughes et al [39] applied a block element vectorization algorithm, 
where vectorization takes place across a block of simultaneously processed elements with the 
vector lengths equal to the number of elements in the block, on a Cray X-MP/4S. However, 
no provision is made for concurrency in this algorithm, and it is applied only to linear 
isoparametric elements. These observations lead to many new questions, such as 
• For parallel-vector machines such as the Alliant FX/S, which rely heavily on concur-
rency, should the primary emphasis be on vectorization or would an algorithm empha-
sizing concurrency be more efficient? What about parallel-vector machines like the 
Convex C240, which depend primarily on vectorization ? 
• How would the element computation algorithms perform when applied to quadratic 
isoparametric elements, which require significantly more computational effort than 
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linear isoparametric elements? How does the increase in element data requirements 
affect the algorithms? How do the natural vector lengths inherent in quadratic, and 
perhaps linear, isoparametric elements combined with higher level concurrency com-
pare with designing vectorization ? 
Element computations form the foundation of the finite element method, and 
should be optimized if supercomputers are to be fully exploited. Because the Alliant FX/8 
and the Convex C240 are representative of the spectrum of supercomputers which utilize 
both concurrency and vectorization, the answers to the above questions should be applicable 
to other supercomputers. 
1.2.2 LINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
The capabilities of the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm and a 
representative direct solver in terms of memory usage and computational efficiency are ex-
plored in this work. There is a limit to the amount of main and virtual memory available on a 
given machine and if the memory requirements of a given linear solver exceed this amount an 
analysis would not be possible. This is a particular concern on the Alliant FX/8, which is the 
primary machine used in this research. Because a direct solver requires storage of a global 
stiffness matrix in banded or other format, as the size and dimensionality of a given problem 
increase the memory space demanded by a direct solver can quickly become prohibitive. The 
linear preconditioned conjugate gradient method does not require storage of the global stif-
fness, just the element stiffness matrices. This can represent a tremendous savings in memory, 
enough to provide the difference between a successful solution and one that exceeds the ca-
pacity of the machine. Even if the memory usage of the direct solver does not exceed this 
capacity, the amount of virtual memory paging during the factorization and solution can se-
verely hamper the efficiency of these operations and nullify the power of a supercomputer. 
For large stiffness matrices, the computational efficiency of a direct solver can drop 
significantly, apart from the memory considerations. Given the large half band widths and 
number of equations characteristic of these matrices, calculations with large vector lengths 
can result which, when performed repeatedly and considering concurrency, can inefficiently 
utilize the cache memory of machines like the Alliant FX/S. Of course, the sheer computa-
tional effort required by a direct solver is the critical drawback when applied to large prob-
lems. Use of the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient method can greatly reduce the re-
quired computational effort, and the algorithm contains operations, such as a matrix-vector 
product, which can be performed with highly optimized element computation algorithms. 
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This can translate into a great savings in execution time and more effectively exploit the capa-
bilities of a supercomputer. 
The principal pre conditioners employed in this research are the diagonal and ele-
ment-by-element [39] pre conditioners. The diagonal preconditioner, consisting in this case 
of the main diagonal of the global dynamic tangent stiffness matrix, is the simplest and least 
computationally intensive pre conditioner and one which is most generally employed. The ele-
ment-by-element pre conditioner is more complex, but its more involved computations may 
be more than compensated by a reduced number of performed linear iterations. Additionally, 
the element-by-element formulation is implemented with the highly optimized element 
computation algorithms and represents a natural extension of the finite element method. A 
third pre conditioner, the hierarchical pre conditioner [13],[18] was considered, but difficul-
ties were encountered during its implementation, and since it is only applicable to quadratic 
isoparametric elements, it was not pursued. An effective pre conditioner is critical to perform-
ance of the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient method, and the evaluation of the above 
pre conditioners is an important aspect of this research. 
The performance of the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient method, using 
both the diagonal and element-by-element pre conditioners, is compared in reference [39] to 
a direct solver in the production nonlinear stress analysis code NIKE3D on the Cray X-
MP/48. This comparison deals solely with linear isoparametric elements, and many questions 
remain unanswered. Among these questions are 
• How is the comparison affected by the use of quadratic isoparametric elements? How 
is the comparison affected by the presence of concurrency? By combined material and 
geometric nonlinearities ? Exactly how and why do three dimensional elements 
applied to one or two dimensional meshes exhibit poor performance for the linear pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient method, as reported by Hughes? 
• What is the influence of dynamic effects? How does varying the size of the time step 
affect the performance of the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient method? 
These questions and others should be answered and the comparison of the linear 
solvers should be completed if large, nonlinear dynamic finite element solutions are to be 
performed efficiently on supercomputers. 
1.2.3 NONLINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
The benchmark nonlinear solution algorithm employed in this research is modi-
fied Newton-Raphson. This algorithm is chosen because of its widespread use in structural 
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engineering codes [1],[70], and because of the quadratic convergence rates characteristic of 
the algorithm. It provides a solid base for comparison of the nonlinear solution algorithms 
under combined material and geometric nonlinearities. The main computational expense of 
the modified Newton-Raphson method is the update of the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix, 
and the factorization of the global dynamic tangent stiffness if a direct solver is specified. Of 
course, in modified Newton-Raphson it is not necessary to update the dynamic tangent stif-
fness every equilibrium iteration, although for a highly nonlinear analysis more frequent up-
dates are often required to insure an adequate convergence rate. This update falls within the 
province of the highly optimized element computation algorithms, so that modified N ewton-
Raphson stands to benefit from the capabilities of a supercomputer. 
Quasi-Newton methods are the extrapolation of the one degree of freedom secant 
method for finding the roots of an equation [19]. In quasi-Newton, an approximate dynamic 
tangent stiffness matrix at the beginning of a time step is updated by satisfying a secant rela-
tionship at each equilibrium iteration in order to obtain a better approximation. This approxi-
mation approaches the true tangent stiffness in the limit of convergence. The updating can be 
accomplished through a series of vector operations suitable for supercomputers and can be 
intertwined with the solution of the linear set of equations [53]. These operations rely heavily 
on the calculation of the internal force vector and the stress recovery [31], which are per-
formed with the highly optimized element computation algorithms. Also, only one computa-
tion of the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix is required per time step [31 ],[ 53] and if a direct 
solver is employed only one factorization of the global matrix is required per time step 
[31],[53] although storage of the global matrix would still be necessary, and one forward re-
duction and back substitution is combined with the series of vector operations above to pro-
duce the new search direction for each equilibrium iteration [53]. It is necessary to store the 
updating vectors, an additional two per equilibrium iteration, and if so many equilibrium iter-
ations are performed that the number of updating vectors becomes too large, then the process 
can be restarted with a new approximation to the final dynamic tangent stiffness, which must 
be recalculated and factorized if a direct solver is used [31],[53]. Quasi-Newton is the non-
linear solution algorithm employed in reference [39]. 
Unfortunately, time constraints did not allow enough effort to be put into the de-
velopment of a quasi-Newton algorithm to do it justice. Consequently, quasi-Newton was 
implemented in a qualitative sense by the adoption of the method termed secant-Newton, 
attributed to Crisfield [17],[19]. In this method, the secant relationship of quasi-Newton is 
satisfied by modifying the iterative displacement increment produced by modified Newton-
Raphson. This represents an acceleration of modified N ewton-Raphson and is accomplished 
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through a small number of vector operations suitable for supercomputers. Secant-Newton 
also has the advantage that it is very compatible with modified Newton-Raphson and can be 
incorporated as an easily implemented option into a modified Newton-Raphson approach. 
As a nonlinear solution algorithm, the preconditioned conjugate gradient method 
is promising for use on supercomputers for a variety of reasons. As with the linear algorithm, 
it is composed mainly of vector operations. A key computational expense is the line search to 
find the step length necessary to force the calculated residual to be orthogonal to the current 
search direction. The line search requires repeated stress recovery and computation of the 
internal force vector. Since these calculations can be performed using the highly optimized 
element computation algorithms, it is possible that the power of a supercomputer may signifi-
cantly mitigate the cost of the line search. The preconditioning step can be accomplished in 
one of two ways. First, some form of the global dynamic tangent stiffness matrix, such as the 
main diagonal, may be employed, eliminating the need for a complete solution of the linear 
set of equations [64]. However, the number of nonlinear equilibrium iterations thus required 
may be prohibitive, as for a highly nonlinear solution more frequent dynamic tangent stiffness 
updates are often necessary, in addition to the always mandatory line search. A second ap-
proach to the preconditioning step is to use the entire dynamic tangent stiffness matrix as the 
preconditioner. The nonlinear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm then resembles 
the conjugate-Newton method proposed by Irons and Elsawaf [42]. The difference between 
the two methods lies primarily in the manner that the search direction multiplier is calculated 
and consequently the manifestation of the global dynamic tangent stiffness matrix to which 
the search directions are orthogonal. The advantage of the nonlinear preconditioned conju-
gate gradient method under the second preconditioning approach resides in the possibility 
that far fewer global equilibrium iterations may be necessary, as compared to the related 
Newton-Raphson method, given the convergence characteristics of the conjugate gradient 
method that result from the enforcement of orthogonality and the line search. This would 
decrease the number of dynamic tangent stiffness updates, and global matrix factorizations if 
a direct solver is employed. An advantage of the first approach, dispensing with the need to 
assemble the full dynamic tangent stiffness matrix, can be realized in the second approach if 
the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm is used as the linear solver. 
Each of the nonlinear solution algorithms discussed here have qualities and char-
acteristics amenable to supercomputer analysis. Testing and evaluation is necessary to deter-
mine which of these algorithms performs best under combined material and geometric non-
linearities and makes best use of the resources of a supercomputer. 
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1.2.4 MATERIAL MODELS 
The type of plasticity considered in this thesis is isotropic, rate independent J2 flow 
theory including both isotropic and kinematic hardening. When combined with large strain 
and finite rotations, the situation is greatly complicated. Finite rotations of material axes, 
those axes attached to material points that deform and rotate with the continuum in a local 
sense, complicate the definition of stress-strain rates and their numerical integration to ad-
vance the material response over a time step. Traditionally, constit~tjve models for large 
strain plasticity in finite element codes are cast in a spatial setting which mandates use of an 
objective stress rate to remove that part of the total stress rate due to simple rigid rotation of 
the material. In a spatial setting, the components of Cauchy ( true) stress are defined relative 
to a fixed, Cartesian system; thus rigid rotation alone alters the stress components. While nu-
merous objective stress rates may be constructed [3], the J aumann stress rate has been widely 
implemented in both explicit and implicit codes given its apparent simplicity [1],[48]. 
Over the past ten years, serious objections to constitutive models employing the 
J aumann rate have developed as more complex material behaviour is considered, for exam-
ple kinematic hardening and viscoplasticity, and as the magnitude of the deformations experi-
enced in the applications has increased, up to plastic strains of 50 to 100%. The first objection 
addresses the increased complexity of numerical algorithms to accommodate the spatial set-
ting; tensorial state variables within the plasticity model, for example the back stress in 
kinematic hardening, must also be expressed using an objective rate and modified to reflect 
rigid rotations. Processing of the purely kinematic effects due to finite rotations is thus inter-
woven with the integration of evolution equations for internal state variables. Consequently, 
development of each new material model potentially requires individual treatment of finite 
rotations. The second objection to use of the Jaumann rate concerns the physically unaccept-
able stresses predicted at large strains under certain conditions. The problem of finite simple 
shear illustrates this deficiency [20]. When an incremental, linear elastic material law is used 
to relate the J aumann stress rate to the rate of deformation tensor in a fixed Cartesian system, 
the predicted Cauchy stresses oscillate in an unrealistic manner, with the shear stress actually 
reversing sign. Nagtegaal and de Jong [56] and Johnson and Baumann [44] noted such stress 
oscillations with kinematic hardening in elasto-plasticity for a material which strain hardens 
monotonically in tension. Atluri [3] later showed that similar oscillations exist for isotropic 
hardening unless the elastic strains are vanishingly small. 
Atluri [3] demonstrated that removal of the oscillatory response in simple shear 
may be accomplished through definition of alternate stress rates or through a more general 
construction of the hypoelastic material law. In a desire to retain the simplest hypoelastic ma-
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teriallaw as a direct generalization of the conventional small strain forms, Green and Naghdi 
[35] introduced an objective stress rate that has been discussed extensively by Dienes [20], 
Johnson and Baumann [44], and Atluri [3]. A Cauchy stress measure and its objective rate are 
defined on an unrotated orthogonal reference frame established through a polar decomposi-
tion of the deformation gradient at each material point. This constitutive model predicts 
monotonically increasing stresses in finite simple shear for incremental linear elasticity. Us-
ing this concept of an unrotated reference frame for constitutive modeling, Flanagan and Thy-
lor [26] developed the PRONTO 2-D and 3-D [80],[81] codes for transient dynamic analysis 
with explicit time integration. Constitutive computations are performed using strains, 
stresses, and their objective rates defined on the unrotated reference frame. Effects of finite 
rotations are thus uncoupled from and transparent to the integration algorithms for stresses 
and material state variables, so that the numerical architecture of existing small strain plastic-
ity models is fully retained. In their formulation, Flanagan and Thylor developed an efficient 
algorithm for the approximate evolution of the polar decomposition with time in the globally 
explicit solution. 
In this research, the concept of the unrotated reference frame is implemented, and 
as this research concerns implicit time integration this implementation represents an exten-
sion of the work of Flanagan and Taylor. Additional requirements generated by implicit time 
integration are 
1) An efficient and accurate algorithm for the polar decomposition that accounts for 
the large strain increments and fewer time steps characteristic of implicit methods. 
The approximate evolution of the polar decomposition developed by Flanagan and 
Taylor for explicit time integration may not be suitable for implicit methods. 
2) An equally efficient and accurate scheme for the integration of the plasticity rate 
equations over the large strain increments. This scheme should contain the small 
strain plasticity model as a kernel around which the finite strain operations act. 
3) A consistent tangent operator which maintains the desired quadratic convergence 
rates of the global equilibrium iterations. In keeping with the Total Lagrangian ap-
proach of this research, this tangent operator relates the rate of second Piola-Kir-
choff stress to the Green strain rate. 
A formulation revolving around the Truesdell stress rate is also implemented in 
NLDFEP. Such a formulation also avoids the oscillatory response noted above for the Jau-
mann stress rate in finite simple shear employing incremental linear elasticity. The Truesdell 
stress rate formulation enjoys the advantage that no polar decompositions are required, but 
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labors under the burden of requiring that the initial Cauchy stresses, and the initial back 
stresses if kinematic hardening is specified, at the beginning of a time step must be trans-
formed to reflect the nature of the Truesdell stress rate. It is thus more difficult to uncouple 
the small strain plasticity model from the finite strain effects. While requirement 1 listed 
above is not applicable to the Truesdell formulation, requirements 2 and 3 remain imperative. 
In this thesis, both the unrotated and Truesdell formulations are tested and eva-
luated to discover which provides the most robust, accurate, and efficient finite strain plastic-
ity model. 
1.3 OUTLINE 
This thesis is organized into seven chapters. The first chapter is, of course, the in-
troduction. The remaining chapters are, in order, theory and application, numerical results of 
finite element analyses, numerical timing results, conclusions, bibliography, and appendices. 
In the balance of this section the contents' of the remaining chapters are discussed. 
1.3.1 THEORY AND APPLICATION 
The chapter on theory and application contains four sections. In the first section, 
the foundation of the finite element method is developed from the standpoint of three dimen-
sional isoparametric elements and geometric nonlinearity. Subsections include discussions 
on 
• The equations of motion 
• The finite element formulation, including geometric nonlinearity 
• The determination of element quantities, including the internal force vector, 
the tangent stiffness matrix, and the tangent mass matrix 
In the second section, the linear and nonlinear solution algorithms implemented in 
this research are presented and developed, as well as the basis of the implicit integration of 
the equations of motion. Subsections involve 
• The Newmark Beta method for implicit time integration 
• The modified Newton-Raphson and secant-Newton nonlinear solution algo-
rithms, including convergence criteria and the direct solvers employed 
• The linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm, including a discussion 
of various pre conditioners 
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• The nonlinear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm, including discus-
sion of the line search algorithm and the calculation of the search direction 
multiplier 
The third section concerns the development and implementation of the element 
computation algorithms. Subsections deal with 
• The element computational hierarchy 
• Parallel and vector algorithms, the interactions of vectorization and concur-
rency,gather/scatter operations, element blocking algorithms, and element 
da ta structures 
• Possible element computation algorithms 
• Element computation algorithms implemented in NLDFEP on both the Alliant 
FX/8 and the Convex C240 
The final section in the theory and application chapter deals with the finite strain 
plasticity material models. The two finite strain formulations, based on the unrotated and 
Truesdell stress rates, and the small strain kernel are presented and developed. Subsections 
concern 
• Definitions of stress and strain for finite deformations and rotations 
• Stress rates and constitutive relationships 
• The performance of the polar decomposition, including an exact and approxi-
mate approach and a numerical comparison of the two 
• The small strain stress recovery and tangent operator 
• The finite strain stress recovery and tangent operators for both the unrotated 
and Truesdell formulations 
1.3.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES 
Numerical results are presented to establish the validity of NLD FEP as a nonlinear 
dynamic finite element program, and to explore the capabilities of the finite strain plasticity 
material models. Four example problems, which are also examined in the chapter on numeri-
cal timing results, are analyzed to demonstrate the efficacy of NLDFEP in various circum-
stances. These are the bar extension problem, the shear band problem, the 3D bend barprob-
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lem, and the cylindrical shell problem. The results of each of these analyses are discussed in 
separate sections. The final section in this chapter deals with the investigation of the finite 
strain plasticity models. Various problems are studied, including finite simple shear, finite ex-
tension, and severe blunting at a crack tip within a boundary layer small scale yield problem. 
1.3.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS: TIMINGS 
Timing results are presented based on the analysis of various example problems. 
The example problems represent a broad spectrum of behaviours, from one dimensional to 
three dimensional problems, employing both linear and quadratic three dimensional 
isoparametric elements, exhibiting curved and crack tip geometries, combining material and 
geometric nonlinearities, and ranging from static to highly dynamic problems. The example 
problems, the first four of which are treated in the finite element results chapter above, are 
the bar extension problem, the shear band problem, the 3D bend bar problem, the cylindrical 
shell problem, the 3D linear finite extension problem, and the 3D quadratic finite extension 
problem. The timing results are arranged in sections concerning descriptions of the per-
formed timing runs, the linear solution algorithms, the element computation algorithms, and 
the nonlinear solution algorithms. 
The timing runs are intended to be representative of the behaviour of each prob-
lem solved. In addition, they should be feasible to execute within the parameters of the avail-
able machine time on the Convex C240 and especially the Allaint FX/8. In the section de-
scribing the timing runs, subsections are provided which describe the slices of each example 
problem analyzed for the purposes of comparing the linear solution, element computation, 
and nonlinear solution algorithms. 
In the section presenting the timing results concerning the linear solution algo-
rithms, the results are divided into subsections discussing 
• The memory requirements of the various linear solvers 
• The comparison of the direct solver with linear preconditioned conjugate gradi-
ents 
• A study of the LPCG convergence characteristics. The study is separated into 
two aspects: the variation of the condition number and the convergence rate of 
linear preconditioned conjugate gradients with the size of the time step, and the 
effect of the element computation algorithm employed and nonlinearity on the 
the convergence rate of linear preconditioned conjugate gradients. 
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The section pertaining to the element computation algorithms is partitioned into 
subsections concerning 
• The blocking and memory requirements of the various element computation 
algorithms 
• Speedups of the element computations performed by the various algorithms, 
including those versus the sequential application and the compiler optimized 
sequential application. 
The section comparing of the nonlinear solution algorithms is organinzed by the 
example problems analyzed for this comparison, namely the 3D bend bar and 3D finite exten-
sion problems. 
A summary is provided at the end of each section. 
1.3.4 CONCLUSION 
The conclusion chapter is partitioned into five sections, four of which are dedicated 
to the primary research areas of this thesis: the element computation algorithms, the linear 
solution algorithms, the nonlinear solution algorithms, and the finite strain plasticity material 
models. The fifth section concerns possible improvements and extensions to the research. 
The section on the element computation algorithms draws conclusions in two prin-
cipal areas: 
• The algorithms implemented on the Alliant FX/8 
• The algorithms implemented on the Convex C240 
The section on the linear solution algorithms draws conclusions on 
• meshes comprised of linear three dimensional isoparametric elements 
• meshes comprised of quadratic three dimensional isoparametric elements 
The section on nonlinear solution algorithms contains recommendations concern-
ing the preferred algorithm while the section on the material models contains recommenda-
tions regarding which finite strain plasticity material model to employ in various situations. 
The section on improvements and extensions is organized by the four principal 
areas of research. 
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2 THEORY AND APPLICATION 
In this chapter, the theory supporting NLDFEP is presented and discussed. Based 
on this theoretical foundation, application algorithms are developed and examined. The 
four principal areas of concentration targeted in this chapter include the finite element for-
mulation, solution algorithms for nonlinear systems of equations, element computation algo-
rithms, and the numerical model pertaining to material behaviour. 
2.1 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 
In NLDFEP, the structure is assumed to occupy the reference configuration Bo at 
time t = 0 and to evolve through time to the deformed configuration B at time t. In the refer-
ence configuration, the structure may not be undeformed, and may not be at rest. In reaching 
the deformed configuration, the structure may displace in any manner, including simple rigid 
body translation or rotation in the absence of true deformation. This situation is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.1-1. The position vector X identifies a point in the reference (undeformed) configura-
tion and x denotes the position vector of the same point in the deformed (current) configura-






Fig. ( 2.1-1 ), definition of reference and deformed configurations 
deformed configuration. The coordinates of the structure in the reference configuration rep-
resent the initial geometry interpolated from the parametric coordinates in the isoparametric 
formulation [16]. Following the development of Zienkiewicz and Nayak [86], the nonlinear 
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implementation of the finite element method in NLDFEP is a Total Lagrangian formulation 
so that the expression of virtual work defining equilibrium and the equation of motion are 
defined and solved in the reference configuration [16]. Throughout the deformation history 
of the structure, the choice of reference configuration remains constant; it is never updated. 
In the remainder of this section, the equations of motion are derived, the basic de-
velopment of the finite element formulation for three dimensional isoparametric elements is 
presented, and key element quantities such as the internal force vector are determined. 
2.1.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The virtual work expression in the reference configuration [86] is given by 
J oeTSdV - J odTf IFldV - ~ odTpi = 0 ( 2.1-1 ) 
V V 
where e and S are the Green strain and second Piola-Kirchoff stress vectors, f is the body 
force vector per unit volume in the deformed configuration, and each Pi is a 3x1 vector of 
concentrated external forces acting at discrete points. The operator 8 denotes a small, arbi-
trary virtual variation. The Green strain and the second Piola-Kirchoff stress are chosen to 
represent the internal virtual work in the reference configuration because they are work con-
jugate measures of stress and strain [36]. The matrix F is the deformation gradient defined by 
F = ax . 
ax ' IFI > 0 (2.1-2 ) 
The external force vectors are assumed to be conservative in that the magnitude and direction 
of the loads are constant over a load step. In NLDFEP the only loads acting on the structure 
are assumed to be concentrated loads at the structural nodes. The only body forces in 
NLDFEP are the inertial D'Alembert forces defined by 
f= -Qd (2.1-3 ) 
where p is the mass density in the deformed configuration. Equation (1) then becomes 
f oeTSdV + f DdT ed IFldV - ~ odT Pi = 0 ( 2.1-4 ) 
V V 
In accordance with the work of Zienkiewicz and Nayak [86], in the finite element formulation 
equation (4) evolves as 
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f OeTSdV + f od\)ii IFldV - ~ odT Pi = 
V V 
( 2.1-5 ) 
#elem #elem m 
L ( ourIe )j + I ( ourMeue )j - IodTpi = 
j=l j=l i=l 
where u is the global nodal displacement vector, U e is an element nodal displacement vector, 
Ie is an element internal force vector, Me is an element mass matrix, and P is the global exter-
nal force vector. The determination of the element internal force vector and element mass 
matrix as well as the element tangent stiffness matrix is presented later. The summation in the 
last of equations (5) denotes the global assembly process. Since the 8u are arbitrary in nature, 
(2.1-6 ) 
Performing the global assembly of equation (6) gives the global equation of motion 
I+Mu = p (2.1-7) 
The solution of the nonlinear system of equations represented by equation (7) is discussed in 
Section 2.2. 
2.1.2 BASIC DEVELOPMENT 
The basic development of the finite element formulation using three dimensional. 
isoparametric elements begins with the interpolation of the element displacements and coor-
dinates. The displacement of a point from the reference configuration to the current configu-
ration is interpolated from the nodal displacements through the use of the element shape 
function matrix, yielding 
( 2.1-8 ) 
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The coordinates of a point in the reference configuration are interpolated from the nodal 
reference coordinates using the same shape functions, resulting in the similar equation 
{ X} { (c~) n Xl} X = Y = N (cD n x 1 = N Ce 3 x 1 3n x 1 
Z (C~)n x 1 
( 2.1-9 ) 
The element shape functions, one for each element node, are functions of the parametric vari-
ables £, ll, and ~. They are grouped in the row vector 
(2.1-10 ) 
where n is the number of element nodes. The shape function derivatives with respect to the 
parametric variables are represented by the row vectors 
(2.1-11 ) 
The element shape functions are collected in the element shape function matrix defined by 
N=[~~~l 3X3n 
o 0 N 
( 2.1-12 ) 
The Jacobian matrix relating infinitesimal increments in the reference configuration to those 
in parametric space is given by 
ax aY az 
---
a~ a~ a~ 
ax aY az 
J= ---a1J a1J a1J 3x3 
ax aY az 
( 2.1-13 ) 
---
a~ a~ a~ 
with the inverse of the Jacobian matrix denoted by 
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(2.1-14 ) 
The displacement gradients in the reference configuration are contained in the vector defined 
by 















[ d,~ ] u'TJ 
<p = d'TJ - v'TJ 




The two displacement gradient vectors are related by the equation 
where 
( 2.1-15 ) 
( 2.1-16 ) 
(2.1-17 ) 
( 2.1-18 ) 





N,~ 0 0 
o N,~ 0 
G=[~:!l= 
N,~ 
o 0 N,~ 
N,TJ 0 0 
o N,TJ 0 
o 0 N,TJ 
N,~ 0 0 
( 2.1-20 ) 
9x3n 
o N,~ 0 
o 0 N,~ 
The Green strain vector is defined by 
EX U,X 'he u,x7 + v,x7 + w,x7 ) 
Ey V,y 'he u,; + v,; + w,; ) 
e= EZ = 
W,Z 
+ 'he u,z2 + v,Z2 + w,z2 ) YXY U,y+ V,x U,XU,y + V,xv,y + w,xw,y (2.1-21) 
yYz V,z+W,y U,yU,Z + V,yV,Z + W,yW,Z 
yxz W,x+ U,z U,xU,z + V,xV,z + W,xW,z 
The Green strain vector and Green strain rate vector are written in terms of the nodal dis-




Defining the matrix A in terms of the reference configuration displacement gradients as 
A= 
and the matrix 
ek 0 0 
o e~ 0 
o 0 e~ 
eT eT 0 y X T 6x9 
o e~ ey 
e~ 0 e1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 000 1 0 0 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 0 1 
010 1 000 0 0 
o 0 000 1 0 1 0 
o 0 100 0 100 
( 2.1-24 ) 
( 2.1-25 ) 
6x9 
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The vectors and matrices presented in this section form the building blocks of the key element 
quantities determined below. 
2.1.3 DETERMINATION OF ELEMENT QUANTITIES 
The key element quantities and calculations vital to the solution of the equations of 
motion are the internal force vector, the tangent stiffness matrix, the mass matrix, and the 
recovery of the second Piola-Kirchoff stress vector. The stress recovery is explored in depth in 
Section 2.4. The remaining element quantities are examined in the following development. 
2.1.3.1 INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR 
The element internal force vector is derived from the internal virtual work term in 
equation (1) given by 
( 2.1-28 ) 
Assuming small virtual displacements, the virtual Green strains are related to the virtual ele-
ment nodal displacements as in equation (23) by 
oe = BOlle (2.1-29 ) 
Substituting equation (29) into equation (28) yields 
( 2.1-30 ) 
Comparison with the third of equations (5) shows the element internal force vector to be de-
fined as 
1 1 1 
Ie = f BTSdVe = f f f BTS IJld£d1]d~ (2.1-31) 
Ve -1 -1 -1 
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The global internal force vector is obtained through global assembly of the element internal 
force vectors. It is calculated using the element computation algorithms of Section 2.3. 
2.1.3.2 TANGENT STIFFNESS MATRIX 
The element tangent stiffness matrix is defined in terms of the rate of the element 
internal force vector by 
(2.1-32) 
From equation (31) the rate of the element internal force vector is 
( 2.1-33 ) 
The first term in equation (33) can be manipulated to the form 
( 2.1-34 ) 
where 
( 2.1-35 ) 
The term in parentheses in equation (34) is the geometric tangent stiffness matrix 
( 2.1-36 ) 
The second term in equation (33) resolves to 
( 2.1-37 ) 
where C is the constitutive matrix relating the rate of second Piola-Kirchoff stress to the 
Green strain rate, as in 
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(2.1-38) 
Combining equations (34) and (37) permits the element tangent stiffness matrix to be written 
as 
(KT)e = J ( GTt™atG + BTCB ) dYe 
Ve 
1 1 1 ( 2.1-39 ) 
= J J J ( GJfTMatG + BTCB ) IJld~d1Jd~ 
-1 -1 -1 
Again, the global tangent stiffness matrix can be obtained through global assembly of the 
element matrices. The tangent stiffness matrix is also evaluated using the element computa-
tion algorithms of Section 2.3. 
2.1.3.3 MASS MATRIX 
The element consistent mass matrix is derived from the inertial virtual work term 
in the second of equations (5) given by 
J odT £Iii IFldVe ( 2.1-40 ) 
Ve 
Substituting equation (8) and its second time derivative, noting that the shape functions are 
independent of time, into equation (40) yields 
( 2.1-41 ) 
Comparison with the third of equations (5) reveals the element consistent mass matrix to be 
111 
Me = J NTN QIFldVe = J J J NTN QIFIIJld~d1Jd~ (2.1-42 ) 
-1 -1 -1 
In practice, considering the block diagonal structure of equation (12), the element consistent 
mass matrix is also block diagonal, and it is only necessary to compute the block diagonal 
mass matrix corresponding to one of the three continuum degrees of freedom and to assign 
this matrix to the other two. 
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The mass density p used in equation (42) corresponds to the current configuration, 
as the inertial body force acts there. It is defined in terms of the original mass density in the 
reference configuration by 
Qo = QIFI (2.1-43 ) 
Substitution of equation (43) into (42) yields 
111 
Me = f f f NTN QoIJld~d17d~ (2.1-44 ) 
-1 -1 -1 
The element consistent mass matrix defined by equation (44) is independent of time, so that 
the element tangent and secant consistent mass matrices are seen to be equal. 
It is also possible to define a diagonal element lumped mass matrix. This is accom-
plished in the following manner: 
1) Compute the diagonal terms of the block diagonal consistent mass matrix corre-
sponding to one of the continuum degrees of freedom. 
2) Accumulate the mass of these diagonal terms. Scale the diagonal terms by the ratio 
of the total element mass related to the continuum degree of freedom to the accu-
mulated mass so that the total mass of the diagonal terms is correct. Assign the diag-
onal terms to the other two continuum degrees of freedom. This is the element 
lumped mass matrix. 
Once again, either the global consistent or lumped mass matrix is found through 
assembly of the element matrices. The consistent or lumped mass matrix is once more com-
puted using the element computation algorithms of Section 2.3. 
2.2 LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
A main thrust of this research effort is to explore the suitability of various linear 
and nonlinear solution algorithms to supercomputer applications. In this section the non-
linear solution algorithms implemented in NLDFEP, as well as the linear solvers employed by 
these algorithms, are presented and developed. In addition, the particulars of the numerical 
integration technique pertaining to the dynamic analysis is discussed to provide necessary 
background information for the nonlinear solution algorithms. 
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2.2.1 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS: NEWMARK BETA METHOD 
The numerical integration of the equations of motion in NLDFEP is based on a 
method attributed to Newmark [59]. The method relies upon a two parameter family of equa-
tions that define the displacement, velocity, and acceleration at time tn + 1 in terms of the dis-
placement increment from tn to tn + 1 and the kinematic state at time tn. These equations result 
from successive application of the extended mean value theorem of differential calculus [82]. 
Consider first the velocities at time tn and tn + 1. Use of the extended m.ean value theorem for 
the first derivative leads to the equation 
(2.2-1 ) 
Using the relationship 
Ur = (1 - y)un + yUn+l o $;y$;l (2.2-2 ) 
equation (1) can be rewritten as 
(2.2-3 ) 
Equation (3) would be exact for a given time interval if the parameter 'Y happened to be cho-
sen correctly. Even so, the constant acceleration or upon integration of equation (1) would 
not necessarily produce the correct displacement at time tn + 1 in terms of the displacement 
and velocity at time tn. Accordingly, the extended mean value theorem for the second deriva-
tive is invoked to yield 
up E [un , Un+l ] (2.2-4 ) 
Again, a relationship such as 
up = (1 - 2{:J)un + 2{3Un+l o $; 2{3 $; 1 (2.2-5 ) 
is employed to recast equation (4) as 
~. (1-2{:J) ~2" {3~2" Un+ 1 = Un + tun + 2 t Un + t Un+ 1 (2.2-6 ) 
Equation (6) would also be exact for a given time interval as long as the choice of the parame-
ter f3 proved to be correct. Of course, in general it is impossible to choose either'Y or f3 correct-
ly without knowing the solution in advance, so that the approximation in the Newmark meth-
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od lies in the choice of)' and~. Newmark [59] showed that to avoid spurious damping in linear 
systems, the parameter), should equal 1/2. The pertinent equations of the Newmark method 
then become 
, ,~t C" " ) U n+l = Un +- Un +Un+l 2 
(2.2-7 ) 
~' Cl-2fJ) ~2" f3~2" 
U n+l = Un + tUn + 2 t Un + t U n+l 
A wide variety of values for the parameter ~ are possible. For instance, setting ~ 
equal to zero leads to the well known second central difference method. A choice of ~ equal 
to 1/6 results in the linear acceleration method, where the acceleration is assumed to vary 
linearly over the time increment. Selecting ~ equal to 1/4 produces the constant average ac-
celeration method. Newmark [59] demonstrated that ~ equal to 1/4 renders the method un-
conditionally stable for linear problems; other choices must satisfy a time step constraint to 
maintain stability throughout the solution. For materially nonlinear problems, Schoeberle 
and Belytschko [75] established that the use of ~ equal to 1/4 leads to unconditional stability 
as long as enough nonlinear equilibrium iterations are performed to satisfy an energy conver-
gence criterion, and for nonlinear elastic problems Hughes [38] found much the same situa-
tion. Consequently, dynamic applications in NLDFEP generally specify ~ to be 1/4, and rely 
on a sufficiently stringent convergence criterion for the nonlinear equilibrium iterations to 
maintain stability. 
Use of the Newmark method leads to an implicit dynamic formulation in that the 
solution of a nontrivial system of equations is required to compute a displacement increment. 
Toward this end C and assuming that ~ does not equal zero ), equations (7) are manipulated to 
the form 
~Un+l = U n+l - Un 
, 1 C1 - 2fJ), C1 - 4fJ) .. 
U n+l = -f3-~Un+l - f3 Un - f3 ~tun 2 ~t 2 4 (2.2-8 ) 
Equations (8) are substituted into the equations of motion and the chosen iterative nonlinear 
solution algorithm, the total displacement increment for the current iteration is computed, 
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and that increment is back substituted into equations (8) to produce the velocity and accelera-
tion for the current estimate of the solution at time tn+ 1. 
2.2.2 MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON 
Recalling the basic equation of motion, the residual load vector at any time is ex-
pressed as 
R= P-I-Mii (2.2-9 ) 
Where P is the extemalload vector, I is the internal force vector, M is the mass matrix, and u is 
the nodal displacement vector. The residual is the out-of-balance force vector that results 
from the iterative solution of a nonlinear problem, an iterative solution designed to drive the 
residual as close to zero as desired. The Newton-Raphson algorithm for nonlinear equations, 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1-1 for a static problem, can be derived by assuming that there exists an 
approximate displacement state in the neighborhood of which a linear mapping represented 
by 
R(u) = R(u) + dR(u) = R(u) + ~~ du (2.2-10 ) 
is a good approximation to the residual load vector. The partial derivative in equation (10) 
represents the Jacobian matrix mapping the displacement vector to the residual load vector. 
Presumably, a better approximation is obtained by setting equation (10) to zero. The differen-
tial increment of the residual load vector, remembering that the mass matrix for a given time 
step is constant, is given by 
dR = dP - dI - Mdii (2.2-11 ) 
The external loads in NLDFEP are nodal loads, assumed to be constant in direction and mag-
nitude during the solution of a time step. Accordingly, utilizing equations (8) and recalling the 
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Fig. ( 2.2-1 ), illustration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm for static problems 
Equation (11) can then be written in the form 
dR= -Kfdu (2.2-13 ) 
where 
(2.2-14 ) 
defines the dynamic tangent stiffness. Substituting equation (13) into equation (10) yields 
R(u) = R(u) - Kfdu (2.2-15 ) 
so that the dynamic tangent stiffness is seen to be the negative of the Jacobian matrix relating 
the residual load vector to the displacement vector: 
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Kf = _ aR 
au 
Setting equation (15) to zero and rearranging gives 
K1du = R(u) 
For finite increments, equation (17) becomes 




where ou~+ 1 is the increment of displacement for the current iteration of the time step ad-
vancing the solution from time tn to time tn + 1 and R~-+\ is the residual load after the previous 
iteration. This residual is defined as 
R i - 1 P li-l M" i - 1 n+l = n+l - n+l - U n+l 
or, after substitution of equations (8), alternately as 
R i-1 pd Ii-11M A i-I n+1 = n+l - n+l -:- {3f!t2 LlUn+l 
(2.2-19 ) 
(2.2-20 ) 
where P~+l is the applied load vector at time tn+ 1 modified by terms associated with equa-
tions (8): 
d 1. (1 - 2[3) .. 
Pn+l = Pn+l +-{3 MUn + p MUn ll.t 2 (2.2-21 ) 
The displacement vector for the current iteration is obtained from the displacement vector 
after the previous time step and the total increment of the displacement vector for the current 
time step; the total increment is the sum of the displacement increments from all iterations: 
(2.2-22 ) 
Combining equations (18) and (20) generates the basic equation driving the iterative solution 
associated with the N ewton-Raphson method: 
. d . 1 1 . 1 K t ~ l P Il - M A l-duUn+l = n+l - n+l --p 2 LlUn+l f!t (2.2-23 ) 
In the modified N ewton-Raphson method, it is not necessary to update the dynam-
ic tangent stiffness matrix every iteration; the matrix is updated when required for adequate 
convergence. Iterations continue until specified convergence criteria are met or until a speci-
fied limit on iterations is reached. 
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The residual load vector, the dynamic tangent stiffness, and the mass matrix are 
computed using the element computation algorithms discussed in Section 2.3. The solution of 
equation (23) for the iterative displacement increment is performed by solvers discussed sub-
sequently. 
2.2.2.1 CONVERGENCE CRITERIA 
Four convergence criteria are provided in NLDFEP for the modified N ewton-
Raphson method. They are: 
Possible alternatives to tests 2) and 4) would include the initial reactions for con-
strained degrees of freedom in the initial residual norm, which normally contains zero for 
constrained degrees of freedom. This would aid convergence in situations where the initial 
residual is small compared to the magnitude of the overall loading experienced by the struc-
ture. Additionally, there is no mechanism to control loading in the vicinity of limit points or to 
otherwise improve performance in such situations. Such techniques were considered periph-
eral to this research and were not explored. The numerical examples presented in Sections 3.1 
to 3.5 employ test 2) with a tolerance of 0.01 % for dynamic applications, and no stability 
problems in the dynamic solution were observed. 
2.2.2.2 SECANT-NEWTON 
The secant-Newton method is essentially an accelerated modified Newton-Raph-
son technique [19]. It proceeds by modifying the incremental displacement vector calculated 
by equation (23). The modified incremental displacement vector for the current iteration is 
where 
~ i Kd-1Ri-1 




as before and the scalars ei and Ii are defined as 
a· fi = __ l 
bi 
The scalar inner products ai, hi, and Ci are given by 
(~ Ai-l )TRi- 1 ai = uUn+l n+l 
b (~ Ai-l )T(Ri Ri-1 ) i = uUn+l n+l - n+l 
( ~ i )T(Ri Ri-1) Ci = uUn+l n+l - n+l 
(2.2-26 ) 
(2.2-27 ) 
The total increment of displacement for the current step is now the sum of the modified dis-
placement increments for all iterations: 
(2.2-28 ) 
Equation (24) represents the secant relationship characteristic of the variable metric or quasi 
-Newton nonlinear solution method, given in a more recognizable form by 
(~ Ai )T(Ri Ri-1) (~ Ai-l )TRi UUn+l n+l - n+l = - uUn+l n+l (2.2-29 ) 
Equation (29) can be derived by taking' the dot product of equation (24) with R~+l - R~~\ . 
This relationship is illustrated in one dimension in Fig. 2.2-2, and is akin to the search direc-
tion update in the preconditioned conjugate gradient method that, in part, enforces the conju-
gate condition, and allows for the faster convergence for which quasi-Newton is noted. In 
fact, a secant-Newton iteration is equivalent to a quasi-Newton iteration when 
1) The estimate of the dynamic tangent stiffness used in equation (25) is identical to the 
approximate dynamic tangent stiffness used in the previous iteration of the quasi-
Newton method. 
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Fig. ( 2.2-2 ), illustration of the secant relationship in one dimension 
u 
In practice, all iterations of modified N ewton-Raphson are accelerated, and the stiffnesses do 
not coincide. However, the influence of the quasi-Newton method is still manifest. In this 
way, the convergence characteristics of the quasi-Newton method can be studied in relation 
to modified Newton-Raphson and the preconditioned conjugate gradient method yet to be 
discussed, without actually implementing quasi-Newton. 
2.2.2.3 SOLVERS 
In NLDFEP, the resolution of the linear set of equations described by equation 
(23) is handled either by a direct solver or by a linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algo-
rithm. The direct solver used is generally a highly optimized version of the LINPACK Choles-
ky factorization and back substitution routines that is provided by the computer manufactur-
er. The direct solver is used as a benchmark against which to compare the linear 
preconditioned conjugate gradient solver. Although the manufacturer optimized LINPACK 
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routines may not be the fastest available, they are representative of direct solvers and are a 
worthy benchmark. Linear preconditioned conjugate gradient as an alternative to a direct 
solver is one of the main focuses of this research and is discussed in detail presently. 
2.2.3 LINEAR PRECONDITIONED CONJUGATE GRADIENT 
As stated above, the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm can be 
used to solve the linear system of equations in a nonlinear iteration of modified N ewton-
Raphson. It can also perform the same function for the nonlinear preconditioned conjugate 
gradient algorithm as will be examined shortly. In the following development, the linear sys-
tem of equations is denoted by Ax = b, where A is understood to be the current estimate of the 
dynamic tangent stiffness and b the nonlinear residual. The matrix B represents the precondi-
tioning matrix. The linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm proceeds as follows: 
1) Initialize: 
Xo = 0 
for j = 1, Neq ; if j is a constrained dof, 
rj = 0 
else 
r· - b· J - J 
end if 
k = 1 
note: to facilitate linear and nonlinear preconditioned conjugate gradient and mo-
dified N ewton-Raphson using Crisfield acceleration, non-zero displacement con-
straints are placed in the total increment of displacement vector at the beginning of 
each step and corresponding residual entries are set to zero. Otherwise, the non-
zero constraints will be propagated throughout the solution by equation (24) above 




3) Check convergence: 
if II rk II :'5 Or /I ro /I then 
Return 
else 
(Po = 0) 




k = k+1 







note: a second convergence test exists that compares the square root of the dot 
product between Zk-l and rk-l to the square root of the initial dot product. This test 
is evaluated after equation (30) of step 2). If this test is activated and true, then the 
algorithm is exited. If false or deactivated, the algorithm continues as indicated. 
The costly operations in the above algorithm are represented by the precondition-
ing step, equation (30), and the matrix-vector product required by equations (33) and (35). 
Performance of the preconditioning step is discussed in conjunction with the examination of 
available preconditioning matrices made below. Because the matrix A is never formed on the 
global level, the matrix-vector product is computed in blocks of similar, nonconflicting ele-
ments using the element computation algorithms of Section 2.3. FORTRAN code for the step 
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length calculation defined by equation (33) is given in Appendix B for each of the fully im-
plemented element computation algorithms. 
The key to the performance of the linear preconditioned conjugate algorithm is the 
choice of a preconditioning matrix, represented by the matrix B in equation (30). Defining the 
"1(' norm as 
(2.2-36 ) 
the rate of convergence in this norm is given by 
[
1 fK]2k 
Ilx-xdA = Ilx-xolk 1:~ (2.2-37 ) 
where K is the condition number 
(2.2-38 ) 
and Amax and Amin are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of B-IA. [15],[34],[39]. The 
preconditioning matrix should resemble the inverse of A so that K approaches unity and con-
vergence is enhanced, and it should also be a relatively trivial matter to invert the precondi-
tioning matrix. Below are presented the preconditioning matrices available in NLDFEP. 
2.2.3.1 DIAGONAL PRECONDITIONER 
The first and simplest preconditioning matrix in NLDFEP is the diagonal precon-
ditioner 
B = diag(A) (2.2-39 ) 
which represents diagonal scaling or an acceleration of the Jacobi iterative method [34]. In-
stead of using the current estimate of the dynamic tangent stiffness A, it is also possible to 
employ the diagonal elements of the current estimate of the tangent stiffness or the mass ma-
trix as the pre conditioner, although no real advantage results since A must be available in 
some form (in the case ofNLDFEP upper triangular storage by element) to calculate the step 
length and the linear residual in equations (33) and (35). Solution of equation (30) using the 
diagonal preconditioner is accomplished on the global level, as it consists merely of a simple 
vector multiply. 
2.2.3.2 EBE PRECONDITIONER 
The second preconditioner available in NLDFEP is the Crout element-by-ele-
ment preconditioner [39]. This preconditioner is an attractive one because it conforms to the 
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element format of data storage inherent in the finite element method and it provides an ideal 
vehicle for the element computation algorithms of Section 2.3. The preconditioner consists 
of the product decomposition 
NeL NeL I 
B = W 1/2 X IT L~ x n D~ x n U~ x W 1/2 (2.2-40 ) 
e=l e=l e=NeL 
where 
W = diag(A) (2.2-41 ) 
and L~, D~ U~are the lower triangular, diagonal, and upper triangular matrices of the Crout 
factorization of the corresponding Winget regularized element matrix defined by 
Ae = 1+ W -1/2 ( Ae - We )W -1/2 ; we = diag(Ae) (2.2-42 ) 
The reverse element ordering in the upper triangular product of equation (40) insures that B 
is symmetric, and the Winget regularization dictates that the regularized element matrix be 
positive-definite. Since the regularized element matrix is also symmetric, L~ is the transpose 
of U~ and need not be computed or require additional storage. The upper triangular and 
diagonal matrix factors for a given element are computed by equations (43)-(46), for each 
matrix column k as k goes from one to the number of element degrees of freedom. The fac-
i-I 
ue7k = Ark - I uejiUejk 
j=1 
k-l 
De kk = A~k - I uejkuejk 
j=1 
i = 1, k - 1 (2.2-43 ) 
i = 2, k-1 (2.2-44 ) 
i = 1, k - 1 (2.2-45 ) 
i = 1, k - 1 (2.2-46 ) 
torization is performed for all elements each time the matrix A is recomputed in the course of 
the nonlinear iterative solution. In practice, all element matrices are stored and manipulated 
in a compact upper triangular vector form illustrated in Appendix A Performance of the ele-
ment regularizations and factorizations are accomplished in blocks of similar, nonconflicting 
elements using the element computation algorithms of Section 2.3. FORTRAN code for the 
regularization and factorization process is given in Appendix B for each of the fully implem-
ented element computation algorithms. 
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The steps required to solve equation (30) given the preconditioning matrix of 
equation (40) are listed as follows: 
1) Global diagonal scaling 
* -1/2 Zo = W rk-1 (2.2-47 ) 
2) Element forward reduction 
* _ (Li)-l * . Zi - P Zi-1, i= 1, Nez (2.2-48 ) 
3) Element diagonal scaling 
A * A (Di )-1 A Zo = ZNel ~ Zi = P Zi-1 i=l, Nez (2.2-49 ) 
4) Element back substitution 
(2.2-50 ) 
5) Global diagonal scaling 
W -1/2 -Zk-1 = Zl (2.2-51 ) 
The element operations implied by equations (48) and (50) are again executed in blocks of 
similar, nonconflicting elements. FORTRAN code for these operations is also given in Ap-
pendix B for each of the fully implemented element computation algorithms. Element diago-
nal scaling is achieved at the global level through the equation 
A • -1 * 
ZNel = W ZNel (2.2-52 ) 
where 
Nel 
",-1 = TI D~-l (2.2-53 ) 
e=l 
is premultiplied during the regularization and factorization procedure. FORTRAN code for 
the premultiplication is included with the code for regularization and factorization. 
As with the diagonal pre conditioner, it is also possible to employ the Crout factor-
ization of the current estimate of the tangent stiffness or the mass matrix as the pre con-
ditioner, although again no real advantage will accrue. 
2.2.3.3 HIERARCHICAL PRECONDITIONER 
The final preconditioner considered in NLDFEP is the hierarchical precon-
ditioner. Strictly speaking, this preconditioner is not suitable for eight node isoparametric 
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elements, as in this case the preconditioning matrix reduces to the matrix A itself. The hierar-
chical preconditioner is based on the use of hierarchical shape functions and variables and is 
applicable to higher order elements. The only higher order element in NLDFEP is the twenty 
node isoparametric element; in this case the hierarchical displacement variables are the cor-
ner node displacements and midside variables that represent departures from linearity. In 
contrast, the displacement variables associated with the serendipity approach normally used 
in NLDFEP are displacements at all nodes. The relationship between the midside displace-
ments and the midside hierarchical displacement variables along an edge of a twenty node 
isoparametric element is given by 
U
3 
= (U1 + U2) - U~ 
2 
V3 = (V1 + V2) - l1 
2 
W3 = (WI + W2) _ ~ 
2 
( 2.2-54 ) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to corner nodes, the subscript 3 to the midside node, the 
superscript h to a hierarchical variable, and U,v, and W to the x,y, and z displacements. The 
foundation for this relationship is given in Fig. 2.2-3 [85]. Defined in this way, the hierarchical 
displacement variables actually represent a departure to linearity, as when they are added to 
the actual displacements they produce a linear variation along the edge. Based on this rela-
tionship, the transformations between the element nodal displacement vector and the ele-
ment hierarchical displacement vector are 
(2.2-55 ) 
Note that the same transformation matrix acts in both directions. This property results from 
the definition of the hierarchical displacement variables as a departure to linearity. The struc-
ture of the transformation matrix is given in Appendix A Applying the principle of contra-
gradience, the transformations between element nodal and hierarchical force vectors are 
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(2.2-56 ) 
and element hierarchical mass and tangent stiffness matrices are obtained from their seren-
dipity counterparts through 
(2.2-57 ) 
Once the element hierarchical mass and tangent stiffness matrices are formed, combined, and 
assembled into the global hierarchical dynamic tangent stiffness matrix (Kf)h, the hierarchical 
preconditioning matrix is defined as 
B = [(Kf)?z 0 h ] 
o (Df)hh (2.2-58 ) 
where the subscript I refers to lower order or corner nodes, and the subscript h refers to higher 
order or midside nodes. The matrix (Dfilm contains only the diagonal elements of (Kf)~ The 
advantage of the hierarchical preconditioning matrix is that, while it still must be formed 
globally and factorized, its size and bandwidth is significantly smaller than that of the original 
problem. Also, it has been shown that for two dimensional problems the number of iterations 
required for convergence of the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm is 
bounded as the mesh is refined when using the hierarchical pre conditioner [18]. 
There are drawbacks to using the hierarchical pre conditioner. First, one still has to 
form a global stiffness matrix. One of the primary advantages of the linear preconditioned 
conjugate gradient method is that it is not necessary to assemble and factorize a global stif-
fness matrix, which can become so large that the speed of the supercomputer is offset by pro-
lific disk I/O. The size of the global stiffness matrix can even become so great that the virtual 
memory capacity of the supercomputer is exceeded. Although the size and bandwidth of the 
corner node stiffness will be smaller than that of the overall stiffness, for large problems they 
could still be prohibitive. Consider also that even though a limit on iterations may exist as the 
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mesh is refined, there is no assurance that this limit will be low enough to insure that the cost 
of using a direct solver on the corner node stiffness will be offset by greatly reduced iterations. 
Quadratic serendipity shape functions: u = NlUl + ~U2 + MU3 
node 1 node 3 node 2 
• • • ~ = -1 ~ = 0 ~ = 1 
Nl= 
(~2_ ~) ~ = 1_~2 ~ = (~2 +~) 
2 2 
Quadratic hierarchical shape functions: u = NiUl + N2U2 + N'3l13 
node 1 node 3 node 2 
• • • ~ =-1 ~ = 0 ~ = 1 
N';. = (1-~) 
2 
N'3 = ~2_1 Ni = (1 + ~) 
2 
Fig. ( 2.2-3 ), relationship between serendipity and hierarchical variables, ID element 
The second drawback is a simple one mentioned above: hierarchical precondition-
ing is useless for lower order elements such as the eight node brick. A great many problems 
can be solved with these elements efficiently, and an effective preconditioner should encom-
pass these problems as well. 
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The third drawback is that the hierarchical preconditioner is fundamentally incom-
patible with programs such as NLDFEP that are built upon serendipity elements and which 
employ other preconditioners. In order to use the hierarchical preconditioner, the equations 
of motion have to be couched in terms of hierarchical variables. This means that widespread 
transformations must be performed selectively when use of the hierarchical preconditioner is 
specified. This is a process that is ripe for error. Currently, implementation of the hierarchical 
precondi tioner in NLD PEP is in a state of disarray; many roaches must be exterminated. Con-
sequently its use has not been investigated in this thesis. 
Although there are problems with its implementation, the hierarchical precon-
ditioner merits investigation - a topic for further research. Probably a separate code should 
be created to explore its use, instead of attempting to integrate it into the existing code. Of 
course, this separate code would only apply to 20 node isoparametric elements. An intriguing 
possibility would be to use a linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm with a simple 
pre conditioner (say diagonal) to invert the comer node stiffness within the outer algorithm. 
In this way, a global stiffness matrix would not be required and perhaps the corner node stif-
fness would be well conditioned enough to make the nested system efficient. 
2.2.4 NONLINEAR PRECONDITIONED CONJUGATE GRADIENT 
Whereas the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm is employed to 
solve the linear system of equations resulting from the nonlinear solution algorithm, the non-
linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm is a nonlinear solution method. Original-
ly it was designed to employ one of the pre conditioners discussed above, but preliminary test-
ing showed that this was hopelessly costly in light of the number of iterations that were 
required for the convergence of the first time step and the calculations necessary for each 
iteration, such as a stress recovery, an internal force vector update, and possibly a dynamic 
stiffness matrix update. It was then adapted to use the current estimate of the dynamic tangent 
stiffness as the nonlinear pre conditioner and to invert the preconditioning matrix using the 
linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. In this form, the nonlinear algorithm be-
comes an accelerated Newton-Raphson method while retaining the benefits of a conjugate 
gradient algorithm. Belatedly, it was discovered to closely resemble the conjugate-Newton 
method developed by Irons and Elsawaf [42], but with definite differences. The nonlinear 
preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm to advance the solution from tn to tn + 1 thus pro-
ceeds as follows: 
1) Initialize: 
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update initial residual ( equation (20) ) 
for j = 1, Neq; if j is a constrained dof, 
(~U~+l)j = Cj 
else 
end if 
k = 1 
note: as stated previously, non-zero displacement constraints ( Cj ) are placed in the 
total increment of displacement vector at the beginning of each step and corre-
sponding residual entries are set to zero. 
2) Compute: 
update the dynamic tangent stiffness, if necessary 
k-l _ (Kd)-lRk-1 
Zn+l - t n+l (2.2-59 ) 
compute fJk 
k k-l fJ k-l 
Pn+l = Zn+l + kPn+l (2.2-60 ) 
compute ak with line search 
note: the residual for iteration k is updated during the line search operation. 
A k A k-l ~ k 
ilUn+l = L..l.Un+l + uUn+l (2.2-61 ) 
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3) Check convergence: 




if k > iteration limit then 
Return 
else 
k = k+l 
Go to 2) 
end if 
note: the convergence tests used here are identical to those given for the modified 
Newton-Raphson algorithm above. 
Again, equation (59) is solved using the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient 
algorithm. It remains to discuss the computation of the search direction multiplier f3k and the 
step length O!k. 
2.2.4.1 SEARCH DIRECTION MULTIPLIER 
The search direction multiplier f3k is determined by either the equation 




(Zk-l)T(Rk-l _ Rk-2) f3 n+l n+l n+l k = - (Pk-l) T(Rk-l _ Rk-2) 
n+l n+l n+l 
(2.2-63 ) 
Equation (62) represents the Polak-Ribiere form of f3k [69] while equation (63) follows the 
form suggested by Sorenson [79] to ensure the orthogonality of the current search direction 
and the last residual increment. By substituting equation (63) into equation (60) the relation-
ship 
(Pk )T(Rk-l Rk-2) 0 n+l n+l - n+l = (2.2-64 ) 
is satisfied, establishing the desired orthogonality. Applying the mean value theorem to equa-
tion (13) and accounting for equation (61) leads to 
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Rk - 1 Rk-2 K'd k-l n+ 1 - n+ 1 = - ak t Pn+ 1 (2.2-65 ) 
where K? is the the actual ( not the estimate) dynamic tangent stiffness evaluated at some 
point between iteration k-1 and iteration k-2. Combining (64) and (65) gives, assuming a 
nonzero step length, 
(Pk )2KQ k-l 0 n+l tPn+l = (2.2-66 ) 
Thus, use of the Sorenson f3k assures that consecutive search directions will be orthogonal 
with respect to some dynamic tangent stiffness matrix intermediate to the previous iterations. 
Use of a closed form expression for f3k is the primary difference between the nonlinear pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient method presented here and the conjugate-Newton method. 
In the conjugate-Newton method, a numerical procedure based on information gathered 
during the line search is used to force equation (66) to be true with respect to the dynamic 
tangent stiffness matrix at iteration k-l. This difference mayor may not be significant. The 
numerical procedure could be integrated into NLDFEP as an alternative to equations (62) 
and (63). 
2.2.4.2 STEP LENGTH: PERFORMING THE LINE SEARCH 
The line search computes a step length ak such that the current search direction is 
orthogonal to the residual resulting from the displacement update in equation (61), or 
(2.2-67 ) 
For the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm, this operation represents the 
minimizing of a functional over all previous search directions and ak can be expressed in the 
closed form of equation (33). For the nonlinear algorithm, equation (67) provides for a zero 
residual in the current search direction, or a mild statement of equilibrium in that direction. 
The line search algorithm proceeds first by bracketing the root, or finding a step 
length such that the sign of the dot product of equation (67) is reversed. This is done byassum-
ing an initial step length of one, and successively doubling the step length until the root is 
bracketed. If the root cannot be bracketed after a reasonable number of doublings a step 
length of one is adopted and the line search is exited. For the linear preconditioned conjugate 
gradient algorithm it can be shown that the final step length and the dot product for zero step 
length are nonnegative. For a nonlinear algorithm where the preconditioning matrix is not 
constant and material nonlinearities exist so that a potential energy functional is not defined, 
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the situation is somewhat muddled. However, the assumption is that the above statement of 
nonnegativity holds. 
Once bracketing is achieved, the root is located by using a false position-bisection 
technique [64]. A first estimate of the step length is calculated by bisecting the current bracket 
val ues according to 
b (a~ + af) 
ak = 2 (2.2-68 ) 
where the superscript b refers to the bisection estimate, the superscript R to the right bracket, 
and the superscript L to the left bracket. The brackets are then reset so that the calculated step 
length becomes the new left or right bracket, depending on whether the dot product asso-
ciated with the calculated step length is positive or negative. A second estimate of the step 
length is then obtained using the false position relation 
i L (P~+l)TR~+llaf(a~-af) 
ak = ak - ( k )T k I (K)T k I 
Pn+l Rn+l af - Pn+l Rn+l af (2.2-69 ) 
where the superscript i refers to the line search iteration number. Convergence is tested based 
on the new estimate. If convergence has not been attained, the brackets are reset and the 
process is repeated until either convergence has been met or a limit on the number of itera-
tions has been reached. The convergence tests used in the line search algorithm are 
The quantity on the right hand side of the first convergence test represents the initial bracket 
length. 
Each time a new step length is calculated and a new residual is required, the stress 
recovery and internal force vector computations must be performed. These computations uti-
lize the element computation algorithms of Section 2.3. As is discussed in detail in Section 2.4, 
the stress recovery produces a trial state of stress at the current estimate of the solution at time 
tn + 1, this estimate corresponding to the varying step length in the line search, that is then used 
to calculate the internal force vector. The stress recovery strategy is "path independent" and 
the material history, outside of the trial state at the current estimate, is not updated until there 
is global convergence to an acceptable estimate of the solution at time tn+ 1. The line search 
can be an extremely costly process if many iterations are required to reduce equation (67) 
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sufficiently close to zero. This is the trade off inherent in the nonlinear preconditioned conju-
gate gradient algorithm: fewer global equilibrium iterations may be executed but the line 
search may prove excessively expensive. 
2.3 ELEMENT COMPUTATION ALGORITHMS 
Element computations form the backbone of nonlinear dynamic structural analy-
sis using the finite element method. Element computations include t~e stress recovery pro-
cess, matrix-vector products, and the determination of the internal force vector, the tangent 
stiffness matrix, and the mass matrix. In order to optimize a finite element solution on a super-
computer, these calculations must be done as efficiently as possible. This involves exploiting 
the opportunities for concurrency and vectorization inherent in the finite element method to 
the utmost degree. This section deals with the development and implementation of various 
algorithms designed to accomplish this task. 
2.3.1 COMPUTATIONAL HIERARCHY 
Use of three dimensional isoparametric elements within the finite element method 
allows for multiple levels of computation that can be readily optimized for concurrency and 
vectorization. This echelon consists of a structure or global level, an element level, and a ma-
terial point level which is a consequence of the isoparametric formulation. These levels com-
prise a computational hierarchy to which concurrency and vectorization may be applied in 
various combinations to discover the best combination for a given machine architecture. The 
remainder of this subsection describes the levels of the hierarchy in more detail. 
2.3.1.1 LEVEL ONE: STRUCTURE 
Computations at the structur~ level include the factorization and back substitution 
operations on a symmetric, positive definite banded matrix for those nonlinear solution algo-
rithms that require a direct solver, and global vector operations, mandated by the nonlinear 
solution algorithm, of the form a + a::b, where a and b are vectors and a:: is a scalar. An opera-
tion of this type is termed a linked triad [63]. It is generally profitable to perform these global 
vector operations at the structure level because the global vectors are typically more than 
large enough to make concurrency and vectorization applied at the structure level efficient. 
The alternative would be to perform the global linked triads at the element level, which is 
considered in the following discussion of element level calculations. 
The structure level is a factor in all element and material point level calculations 
through the communication of data accomplished by gather/scatter operations. In a gather 
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operation, data is transferred from global storage to a form usable at the element or material 
point level; in a scatter operation, the result of the element or material point level calculation 
is transferred back to global storage. Gather/scatter operations are illustrated in Fig. 2.3-l. 
In the element computation algorithms, this is the role that the structure level plays. 
Global input vector 
Gathered from 
global storage global storage 
~ / I~ ~ ~ ~lln=I~1 I~I=I~II~ ~ ~ ~I 
Element a Element b 
Global results vector 
Fig. ( 2.3-1 ), element-by-element matrix-vector multiply 
2.3.1.2 LEVEL TWO: ELEMENT 
The finite element method provides a natural domain decomposition technique, 
where the structure is partitioned into discrete sub domains, such as elements, for the purpose 
of reducing computations at the structure level. Calculations performed solely at the element 
level can take place independently as long as each element has unimpeded access to the 
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appropriate element data. Interaction with the structure level involves the gather/ scatter of 
the element data. An example of such a calculation is a global matrix-vector product. Instead 
of mUltiplying the global matrix by the global vector, the computation can be done 
element-by-element with each element matrix-vector product being done independently. As 
shown in Fig 2.3-1, the element matrix and input vector are first gathered, then multiplied, 
and finally the result is scattered back to the structure level. This type of calculation is ripe for 
concurrency and vectorization, provided that the elements involved are nonconflicting in the 
sense that they have no global degrees of freedom in common. Further, g10bal matrix-vector 
operations performed at the element level are compatible with storing such global matrices as 
the tangent stiffness and tangent mass matrices by elements, which simplifies matrix 
gather/scatter operations and reduces memory usage. 
As mentioned above, it would be possible to perform global vector operations such 
as the linked triad at the element level, but there are at least two key drawbacks. First, if the 
global vectors are stored in their natural global format, the necessary gather/scatter 
operations to and from the element level would be overly costly compared to the simplicity of 
a structure level computation. Second, if the global vectors are stored by elements, making 
gather/scatter much simpler, then the amount of storage required will generally be greater 
than that required by a structure level storage format. This disparity will increase as the size of 
the problem increases. Thus, in this research, global vector operations are performed at the 
structure level. 
Element level matrix-vector products occur in the linear preconditioned 
conjugate gradient algorithm and in updates of the global residual when the consistent mass 
matrix is employed. In general, element level computations are burdened with the added 
complexity of coping with the need for subdivision to the material point level. This level of the 
computational hierarchy is discussed next. 
2.3.1.3 LEVEL THREE: MATERIAL POINT 
The isoparametric element formulation provides for a third level of computation, 
namely that at the material points. Material point calculations arise from the necessity for 
numerical integration of element integrals. Numerical integration is required because of the 
mapping inherent in the isoparametric formulation. There are two types of mapping, one 
which concerns the determination of the initial geometry and the other which refers to the 
resolution of the current configuration. The initial geometry is established by interpolation of 
the initial coordinates in a parametric space. The current configuration is constructed from 
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Initial Geometry at time t = 0 
Y, v 
-+--... X, U 
Z,W 
Current Configuration at time t 
( initial geometry + displacements) 
[ I ] = 
[ P ] = I 
ax ay az 
---
a; a; a; 
ax ay az 
aTj aTj aTj 
ax ay az 
---
a~ a~ a~ 
Jacobian matrix 
1 + u,x U,y 
v,x 1 + V,y 
W,x W,y 






Fig. ( 2.3-2 ), mapping from parametric to reference to current configuration 
the initial geometry and through interpolation of the element displacements in the same 
parametric space. Consequently, as seen in Fig 2.3-2, in order to perform an element integral 
information concerning the mapping of both initial coordinates and element displacements is 
required. This information takes the form of the Jacobian matrix J, the deformation gradient 
F, and their respective determinants. In general, both of these quantities will consist of a 
quotient of polynomials and will render the element integral impractical or impossible to 
resolve in a closed form. Element integrals thus have to be determined numerically, and the 
numerical integration technique used is Gauss quadrature. At each of a series of integration 
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or material points, the integrand is evaluated and multiplied by an appropriate weighting 
factor. The contributions of each material point are summed to produce the final element 
result. This process is demonstrated in Fig 2.3-3. In effect, each material point becomes an 
element itself, with element type calculations at the material points being performed 
independently of each other as long as each material point has unimpeded access to the 
appropriate element and material point data. An example of a calculation requiring material 
point computations and thus utilizing the entire spectrum of the computational hierarchy is 
let <P = some function 
111 
e f <I> dV = f <I> FdV = f f f <I> FJd;drf1~ 
• 
,e----- .. -- -1 -1 -1 
NPTS 
e e I <Pi Fj i j Wi 
Fig. ( 2.3-3 ), Gauss quadrature 
the determination of the global tangent stiffness matrix, for which the hierarchy of 
computations is shown in Fig. 2.3-4. Calculations represented by Fig. 2.3-4 are the primary 
focus of element computation algorithms. 
2.3.2 CONSIDERATIONS FOR PARALLEL AND VECTOR ALGORITHMS 
There are a number of considerations that bear directly upon the implementation 
and performance of parallel and vector algorithms suited to element computations. Among 
these are such concerns as whether to favor vectorization or concurrency, execution of 
gather/scatter operations, element reordering or blocking schemes, and appropriate element 
data structures. This subsection explores these considerations in some detail. 
2.3.2.1 VECTORIZATION VS. CONCURRENCY 
The nature of the optimizing algorithms employed are related directly to the 
architecture of the machines utilized. If the machine on which the application is to be run is a 
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STRUCTURE LEVEL 
global displacement, coordinate, stress vectors 
ELEMENT LEVEL 
task: computation then global assembly of element tangent stiffness 
req'd: element displacement, coordinate, stress vectors from global vectors 




MATERIAL POINT LEVEL 
task: computation then summation of material point tangent stiffness 
req'd: elem. displacement, coordinate vectors; m.p. stresses from elem. stresses 
I I 
M.P. # 1 • IMoPo#n 
Fig. ( 2.3-4 ), computation hierarchy for the tangent stiffness 
vector machine, then there is certainly no use in pondering the role of concurrency. The 
machines used in this research have the capability of both concurrency and vectorization, 
being comprised of a given number of vector processors that perform in concert. For such 
machines, the programmer must first contemplate whether to apply concurrency in a 



















Fig. ( 2.3-5 ), symbolic representation of multitasking 
into substantial, comparably sized tasks which are assigned to individual vector processors for 
independent processing. If there are more tasks than vector processors, then the tasks are 
executed in blocks. The size of the tasks is termed the parallelizable granularity, and the 
aggregate size of the tasks in a block is called the block granularity. Each of the tasks should 
exhibit an exploitable vectorizable granularity, which is a subset of the task appropriate for 
vectorization. Multitasking is symbolically represented in Fig. 2.3-5. When microtasking, the 
parallelizable granularity is much smaller and concurrency is often applied incidentally in the 
sense that it results from the automatic optimization of the compiler rather than programmer 
design. Vector-concurrent loops and concurrent outer-vector inner nested loops in 
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FORTRAN are examples of incidental concurrent microtasking. The main focus then is a 
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Fig. ( 2.3-6 ), symbolic representation of microtasking 
If the programmer stipulates a large multitasking parallelizable granularity with a 
designed vectorizable granularity, then vectorization is favored over concurrency. Likewise, 
if the overall computation is subdivided into large granularity, sequentially processed blocks 
of tasks with a designed vectorizable granularity and applying incidental concurrency, then 
vectorization is favored. On the other hand, if a smaller multitasking parallelizable 
granularity is specified over a larger number of vector processors while relying on an 
incidental vectorizable granularity, then concurrency is favored over vectorization. Again, 
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which emphasis is the most effective is dependent on the architecture of a given machine. For 
a machine like the Convex C240, which has four relatively powerful vector processors, then it 
is logical that vectorization should be emphasized over concurrency for best performance. 
Conversely, for a computer such as the Alliant FX/8, which possesses eight less powerful 
vector processors, one would expect to promote concurrency above vectorization to achieve 
the best results. All reasonable possibilities must be explored for a given architecture to 
determine which is most efficient. 
2.3.2.2 GATHER/SCATTER OPERATIONS 
Gather/scatter operations arise from the need to perform computations at the 
element level dictated by the finite element method. For a sequential application, the 
pertinent global data is gathered to the element level, the element computation is executed, 
and the result is scattered to the global level for each element in tum. To facilitate parallel and 
vector processing, however, special attention must be paid to the gather/scatter. 
The main concern for gather operations is to avoid congestion during the data 
retrieval. As will be discussed later, the parallel and vector algorithms for element 
computations are based on processing blocks of elements. If the elements in the block have 
degrees of freedom in common, then the elements are said to be conflicting and signals 
referencing the global data will interfere with each other. This interference can cause a 
noticeable slowdown in the performance of the gather, and in some cases may lead to bus 
errors. To eliminate this problem, the element blocks should be nonconflicting with no 
degrees of freedom in common. 
The main concern for scatter operations is similar to but more serious than that for 
gather operations. For scatter operations, one must prevent data dependencies. Data 
dependencies are also the consequence of conflicting element blocks, but where in most cases 
congestion simply slows down the gather, data dependencies can cause the scatter to be 
incorrect. If a result from more than one element is to be accumulated into the same global 
location, then if the scatter is done in a parallel or vector mode a lack of synchronization can 
allow some of the results to be ignored. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3-7. In this figure, the 
contribution of element a is disregarded because both elements attempt to augment the same 
global degree of freedom and element a lags slightly behind element b. To dispense with data 
dependencies, element blocks should again be nonconflicting. Alternatively, to scatter an 
element vector for all the elements in the structure to the global level, an approach that 
concentrates on the nodal connectivity of the structure can be adopted [27]. The algorithm 
relies primarily on vectorization over the nodes. Considering for example the assembly of the 
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internal force vector, the scatter from the existing element vectors is vectorized over all the 
structural nodes with at least one element framing in, then those with at least two, etc, until 
finished. It is possible to scatter the x, y, and z degrees of freedom independently, so they can 
be processed in parallel. This algorithm has the advantage that it generally maintains long 
vector lengths and - if global storage by element exists for the quantity of interest - it can 
dispense with the necessity of some gather operations, as element blocks are no longer 
required to be nonconflicting and can be processed in the order of the element numbering. It 
has a number of disadvantages. First, unless the nodes are renumbered, a high degree of 
indirect addressing is required. Indirect addressing leads to reduced vector performance, and 
renumbering the nodes would destroy the half band width if a direct solver is used. Second, if 
there are large numbers of elements framing into the nodes, then a correspondingly large 
number of vector operations must be performed sequentially and the efficiency of the 
algorithm is diminished. Third, the results for all elements in the structure have to be 
calculated before the algorithm can proceed, forcing the results to be stored locally and 
wasting memory. Finally, the algorithm is even more complicated and wasteful for the scatter 
of matrices such as the tangent stiffness. In light of the above, it was decided to arrange blocks 
of nonconflicting elements. 
global dof before scatter 
global dof after scatter 
conflicting dof 
for element b 
Fig. ( 2.3-7 ), concurrent scatter operation illustrating the effects of data dependencies 
2.3.2.3 ELEMENT BLOCKING 
Element blocking may be viewed as a symbolic reordering of the elements so that 
successive groups of nonconflicting elements can be processed simultaneously. The size and 
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arrangement of the element blocks depend upon the type of parallel-vector algorithm, the 
number of vector processors, and the length of the vector registers. In addition to the 
nonconflicting criterion, the elements in a block must be similar if vectorization over the 
block is to be performed. To be similar, the elements in the block must be of the same type, 
they must have the same number of material points, they must be uniformly geometrically 
linear or nonlinear, and if geometrically nonlinear their behaviour must be governed by the 
same stress rate. The condition of similarity need not be imposed if the parallel-vector 
algorithm calls for concurrent processing of the element block with in"cidental vectorization. 
In practice, as the condition is not overly restrictive, similarity is in general enforced for all 
parallel-vector algorithms. 
2.3.2.4 DATA STRUCTURES 
Special attention must also be paid to the element block data structure in order to 
promote concurrent and vector optimization. One issue to address is that of data locality. The 
























Fig. ( 2.3-8 ), symbolic hierarchical memory structure 
Fig. 2.3-8. There is the main memory, a fast cache memory accessible by the vector 
processors, and the vector registers of the processors. The cache memory may be local to each 
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processor, or may be shared by multiple processors. For best performance, the data involved 
in an ongoing calculation on a vector processor should fit as nearly as possible into the fast 
cache memory so that the transfer time of data to and from the vector registers and the cache 
misses to fetch data not in the cache from main memory are minimized. In addition, vector 
lengths and thus the negotiable size of the element block data structure for those 
parallel-vector algorithms which rely on designed vectorization should correspond to the size 

























































Fig. ( 2.3-9 ), elem. block data structures favoring vectorization (1) and concurrency (r) 
Element block data structures should be arranged to make parallel and vector 
calculations both feasible and efficient. Obviously, such calculations and their related 
gather/scatter functions cannot proceed if data dependencies exist, and just as obviously, 
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independent data structures for each element in the block are needed to prevent them. 
Provisions to make parallel and vector calculations more efficient are less obvious. For 
instance, vector calculations progress most proficiently when the elements of the vectors 
being processed are offset in memory by a unit stride. This reduces the overhead associated 
with moving the vectors in and out of the vector registers. Since FORTRAN stores data by 
columns, if vectorization over the element block is desired then data for different elements 
should be stored by columns. Conversely, if the element calculations in a block are to be 
handled concurrently, then the data should be arranged in reverse; data for a given element 
should be stored by columns. Then, data for various elements can be passed to separate 
subroutines and treated as an array of dimension one less than in the calling routine. This is 
highly convenient and expedites vectorization in the subroutines. The above arrangements 
for element block data structures are represented in Fig. 2.3-9. If both concurrency and 
vectorization are applied by design to the element block, then the above arrangements need 
to be combined to work in unison. 
2.3.3 POSSIBLE ALGORITHMS 
There are numerous ways that concurrency and vectorization can be employed to 
exploit the three tiered computational hierarchy. Below are discussed seven possible 
combinations of concurrency and vectorization likely to result in reasonable computational 
efficiency. FORTRAN code for the computation of the internal force vector employing all of 
the element computation algorithms discussed below is listed in Appendix B. The internal 
force vector is a basic example of a level three, or material level, computation that runs the 
gamut of the element computational hierarchy. Given as well are common blocks manifesting 
the local block data structures associated with each of the element computation algorithms. 
Finally, FORTRAN code outlining the various blocking algorithms pertinent to a given 
element computation algorithm is also provided in Appendix B. 
2.3.3.1 BLOCK ELEMENT CONCURRENCY 
Block element concurrency (BE C) consists of executing the computations for a 
block of similar, nonconflicting elements in parallel, one block element per vector processor. 
Incidental vectorization of the calculations for a given element is performed, with these 
calculations being arranged so that the largest loops are vectorized, if possible. This often 
results in vector lengths of twenty-four for eight node bricks and sixty for twenty node bricks. 
The local block data structures follow the concurrent form of Fig. 2.3-9. BEe represents an 
algorithm where concurrency is favored over vectorization by virtue of its small grained 
designed parallelism and moderate incidental vectorizable granularity. It is a relatively 
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streamlined algorithm to code as the subroutines to be executed in parallel deal with only one 
element and thus are uncluttered and straightforward to write. It has the advantage that the 
data required by a vector processor often fits or nearly fits into the cache memory, thereby 
reducing overhead by minimizing cache misses. Overhead is also reduced by the relatively 
small amount of bus traffic necessary to supply the vector processors with the required data. 
One would expect BEC to be most efficient for twenty node isoparametric elements due to 
the greater incidental vector length. 
mesh segment containing 










block 2 block 3 
Fig. ( 2.3-10 ), element blocking for a group of similar elements 
block 4 
The element blocking algorithm for BEC is adopted from Hughes et al [39]. The 
structure is first divided into groups of similar elements. Similar elements are of the same 
type, they employ the same number of material points, and they are uniformly geometrically 
linear or nonlinear. Similarity is generally necessary to insure that all of the elements in a 
block can be processed identically. Each group of similar elements is then subdivided into 
nonconflicting element blocks. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.3-10, where the group of 
similar elements in the mesh segment are numbered from left to right and top to bottom. 
Each element in a group is placed in an open element block if it is nonconflicting with all the 
elements of the group currently in the block. If the element conflicts with all open blocks, a 
new block is opened. An element block is closed when it reaches the maximum allowable size, 
in this case the number of available vector processors, or when all elements in the group are 
processed. This algorithm generally provides for full or nearly full block sizes for a majority of 
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the created element blocks. The deleterious effects of insufficient element block sizes 
decreases as the number of elements in the group increases, and is not that significant in any 
case as the number of vector processors is usually a relatively small number (8 for the Alliant 
FX/8, 4 for the Convex C240). As the focus of this research is problems of at least a reasonably 
large size, inadequate element block sizes are not a major concern and no attempt is made to 
balance the element block sizes. 
2.3.3.2 BLOCK ELEMENT VECTORIZATION 
Block element vectorization (BEY) vectorizes element computations over a block 
of similar, nonconflicting elements. This means that if the result for a given element de gree of 
freedom is required, then that result is found for all block elements in a vector calculation. 
Incidental concurrency is applied on machines where it is effective, and its application is 
examined below. The local block data structures follow the vector form of Fig. 2.3-9. BEV 
represents an algorithm where vectorization is favored over concurrency due to its large block 
granularity, its designed vectorizable granularity, and its small or nonexistent parallelizable 
granularity. Coding BEV is more complicated than BEC due to the contrivance of element 
span loops, the arrangement of the local block data structures, and the manipulation of loops 
when applying incidental concurrency. BEV also has the drawback that the local block data 
structures are in general larger than for BEC so that cache misses increase in the absence of 
concurrency, and incidental concurrency is handicapped by escalated overhead and bus 
traffic. 
When administered, incidental concurrency is arranged to provide for as many 
concurrent-outer vector-inner (COVI) nested loops as possible. These loops are in general 
faster than vector-concurrent loops as long as the outer loop is of sufficient size. If data 
dependencies exist that prohibit COVI execution, then the loops are interchanged so that the 
element span is the outer concurrent loop if doing so eliminates the data dependencies. This 
preserves COVI execution and is faster than normal vector-concurrent execution if the 
vectors of the formerly outer loop are of constant stride and do not use indirect addressing. 
This interchanging of loops represents a fan-in algorithm. If incidental concurrency is not 
practised, COVI loops are unrolled if possible and there is no loop interchanging. 
The element blocking algorithm for BEV is identical to that for BEC with the 
maximum allowable block size equal to the size of the vector registers (32 for the Alliant 
FX/8, 128 for the Convex C240) rather than the number of available vector processors. The 
size of the vector registers makes the effect of inadequate element block size more critical but 
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still not significant for sufficiently large problems, so that again no balancing of element block 
sizes is attempted. 
2.3.3.3 CONCURRENT BLOCK ELEMENT VECTORIZATION 
Concurrent block element vectorization (CBEV) processes multiple blocks of 
similar, nonconflicting elements in parallel, and vectorizes over the element blocks 
themselves. For the calculations pertaining to a single element block _on a vector processor, 
outer loops are unrolled as much as is feasible, such as in BEV with no incidental concurrency. 
The local block data structures are a merger of the concurrent and vector forms of Fig 2.3-9. 
The first dimension refers to the element block span and the final dimension refers to the 
vector processor number, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3-11. CBEV is an algorithm that generally 
favors vectorization as as result of its large parallelizable granularity and significant designed 
vectorizable granularity, although the element blocking algorithm may enforce primarily 
either concurrency or vectorization. CBEV is actually less complicated to code than BEV 
with incidental concurrency because the concurrency is accounted for early on and then the 
programming reduces to BEV without incidental concurrency. CBEV operates under the 
burden of a very large local block data structure that places heavy traffic on the bus and 
aggravates the cache miss problem. 
element data 
block elements 
Fig. ( 2.3-11 ), element block data structures for CBEV 
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The element blocking algorithm for CBEV is more involved than for BEC and 
BEY, requiring an extra step. First, the same algorithm as for BEC and BEV is applied with 
the maximum allowable block size equal to the size of the vector registers multiplied by the 
number of available vector processors (8x32 for the Alliant FX/8, 4x128 for the Convex 
C240). These large element blocks must then be subdivided into smaller blocks for parallel 
processing. Two approaches can be adopted, one favoring vectorization, the other 
concurrency. To favor vectorization, the large element block is divided by the size of the 
vector registers with the remainder placed in the final smaller element block. If the final block 
is too small, the denominator can be reduced from the initial size of the vector registers so that 
the smaller element block sizes are more balanced. This approach can often leave processors 
unused. To favor concurrency, the large element block is divided by the number of available 
vector processors. The remainder is distributed among the smaller element blocks. With this 
scheme, all the processors are used, which is ostensibly more efficient than leaving any 
processors idle. Both of these approaches are implemented to determine if one is significantly 
more efficient than the other. Of course, if the structure is large enough so that the great 
majority of the large element blocks are full, then there is scant if any difference between the 
two blocking schemes. 
2.3.3.4 BEC WITH MATERIAL POINT VECTORIZATION 
Block element concurrency with material point vectorization (BECIMPV) is 
identical to BEC except that incidental vectorization is replaced with vectorization over the 
material points of an element. For computations which encompass only the element level of 
the computational hierarchy BECIMPV reduces to BEC. The local block data structures are 
similar to those of CBEV with the element block span being replaced by the span of material 
points. The idea behind BECIMPV is to formalize the vectorization by providing a consistent 
designed vector length. The use of the material points to furnish this vector length is a natural 
choice compatible with the element computational hierarchy. For problems utilizing twenty 
node isoparametric elements with full integration, the vector length is an acceptable value of 
twenty-seven. However, if reduced integration or eight node isoparametric elements are used 
the vector length can be eight or less, which is clearly unacceptable and a severe drawback. 
The element blocking algorithm for BECIMPV is identical to that for BEC. 
2.3.3.5 BEV WITH MATERIAL POINT CONCURRENCY 
Block element vectorization with material point concurrency (BEV/MPC) differs 
from BEV in that incidental concurrency is supplanted by the parallel execution of the 
vectorized block element calculations specific to the material points, one material point per 
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vector processor. Again, computations occurring only at the element level of the 
computational hierarchy devolve to BEY. The local block data structures are again similar to 
CBEV, this time with the vector processor number being replaced by the material point 
number. The concept of BEV IMPC is to exploit the material point level of the computational 
hierarchy with designed concurrency. BEV IMPC does not suffer the same deficiency as 
BECIMPV since even if the number of material points is eight or slightly less a satisfactory 
parallelizable granularity can be obtained. However, the amount of data assigned to each 
processor is much larger than for BEV and bus traffic and cache misses increase. Also, the 
number of material points will not necessarily be an even multiple of the number of vector 
processors, possibly increasing overhead. Lastly, material point quantities cannot be 
gathered or scattered in parallel due to data conflicts, necessitating a nonoptimized outer 
material point loop in the element block scatter that would otherwise be buried in the 
vectorized element block calculations. 
The element blocking algorithm for BEV IMPC is identical to that for BEY. 
2.3.3.6 BLOCK MATERIAL POINT CONCURRENCY 
Block material point concurrency (BMPC) performs the computations for a block 
of similar, nonconflicting material points in parallel, one material point per vector processor. 
The local block data structures follow the concurrent form of Fig. 2.3-9 and are very similar 
to those for BEC except that storage required for the material points of an element in BEC is 
not needed in BMPC. BMPC grew out of the observation that for a machine like the Alliant 
FX/8 favoring concurrency over vectorization as in BEC leads to greater efficiency. BMPC 
has a higher degree of parallelism than BEC, with a smaller parallelizable granularity and an 
equivalent vectorizable granularity. BMPC also has a smaller local block data structure than 
BEC, which causes fewer cache misses. The drawbacks of BMPC are threefold. First, the 
greater degree of parallelism increases the associated overhead. Second, for a block of 
material points to be nonconflicting, they must refer to separate, nonconflicting elements. If 
the element quantity being computed has to be manipulated in its complete form, such as with 
the tangent mass, then a hybrid approach combining BMPC and BEC must be employed. 
Lastly, BMPC is not applicable to purely element level calculations and BEC must be used 
instead, further obscuring the difference between BMPC and BEC. 
BMPC uses the same element blocking algorithm as for BEC, with material point 
blocks being derived from element blocks by first considering material point one for all block 
elements, then material point two, and so forth until all the material points are processed. 
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2.3.3.7 BLOCK MATERIAL POINT VECTORIZATION 
Block material point vectorization (BMPV) vectorizes element computations over 
blocks of similar, nonconflicting material points. It is mentioned as the complement ofBMPC 
for approaches favoring vectorization. In practise, it is virtually identical to BEV and is not 
considered. 
2.3.4 IMPLEMENTATION 
BEC, BEY, and CBEV are fully implemented where practical and in the most 
efficient form on the Alliant FX/8 and the Convex C240. The material point algorithms -
BECIMPY, BEV IMPC, and BMPC - are not fully implemented for the following reasons. 
First, it is a basic tenet of finite element analysis to minimize the number of material points 
used in order to reduce the overall computational effort. Although a one point integration 
scheme for eight node bricks and the corresponding scheme for twenty node bricks is not 
adopted in NLDFEP, it certainly could be, and such a scheme would demolish the efficiency of 
the material point algorithms. As it is, even an eight point integration sharply restricts 
BECIMPY. Second, all the material point algorithms reduce to BEC or BEV for element 
level computations and are not applicable in many situations. Finally, there was not enough 
time to institute all of the above algorithms, and it was decided to install only the basic 
algorithms plus a sequential algorithm for timing comparisons. 
2.4 MATERIAL MODEL 
Material nonlinearities in NLDFEP exist in both a small strain form, where the effects 
of geometric nonlinearities are ignored, and a finite strain form, where those effects are 
included. The small strain material model is based on the rate independent incremental (flow) 
theory of plasticity with isotropic and kinematic hardening and an isotropic Von Mises yield 
surface. The uniaxial response of the material is assumed to be bilinear. The finite strain 
model is an extension of the small strain model so that finite strains and rotations are 
included. This model is intended for the analysis of ductile metals which experience large 
plastic strains and comparatively small elastic strains, so that the unloaded state is virtually 
identical to the undeformed. This condition allows the use of an additive rather than a 
multiplicative decomposition of the elastic and plastic components of the strain increments 
referred to the deformed configuration. In the finite strain models, a hypoelastic approach is 
adopted where an objective measure of the rate of Cauchy stress is coupled with a constitutive 
law defined in terms of the Cauchy stress and the rate of deformation tensor. The objective 
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rates of Cauchy stress employed in NLDFEP are the Truesdell and Green-Naghdi rates. The 
Green-N aghdi rate is implemented through an unrotated formulation that requires a polar 
decomposition of the deformation gradient. Both the unrotated and Truesdell formulations 
represent a unique approach to finite strain plasticity in implicit computational mechanics. 
In the following discussion, the theory underlying the small strain and finite strain 
plasticity models is presented and the application of these models is developed and outlined. 
2.4.1 DEFINITIONS OF STRESS AND STRAIN FOR FINITE DEFORMATION 
Let X identify a material point in the reference ( undeformed ) configuration Bo and x 
denote the position vector of the same material point in the deformed ( current ) 
configuration B. The deformation gradient F of the motion from Bo to B is given as 
F = ax/ax, det(F) = IFI > 0 (2.4-1 ) 
The polar decomposition of F generates 
F = VR = RU (2.4-2 ) 
where V and U are the symmetric, positive definite left and right stretch tensors, respectively, 
and Ris the proper orthogonal rotation tensor. The principal values of V and U are the stretch 
ratios of the deformation; their natural logarithms are sometimes referred to as the natural 
strains. The two forms of equation (2) that comprise alternate methods of separating the 
motion of a material point are demonstrated in Fig. 2.4-1. In all configurations, spatial 
orthogonal axes which refer to fixed, global Cartesian coordinates are defined. Attached to 
each material point exist material or convected axes, etched in the body and originally aligned 
with the global spatial axes in Bo, which follow both the deformation and rotation of the 
material. In addition, an orthogonal reference frame fastened to individual material points 
such that throughout the loading history the motion relative to these axes is only deformation 
may be identified. Given the RU decomposition, for instance, these axes are spatial during the 
motion from Bo to Bu; they are not affected by the deformation of the body. From Bu to B they 
are material and rotate with the body. These axes are termed the unrotated axes; stress and 
strain tensors and their rates associated with this frame are said to be defined in the unrotated 
configuration 
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unrotated axes are material: 
follow the rotation 
unrotated axes are spatial: 
do not follow deformation 
unrotated axes attached L: material point 
unrotated axes are spatial: 
do not follow deformation 
L 
global spatial axes 
unrotated axes are material: 
follow the rotation 
Fig. ( 2.4-1 ), configurations characteristic of two methods of decomposition 
The symmetric, positive definite right Cauchy-Green or metric tensor is defined as 
with which the Lagrange or Green strain tensor can be calculated as 




where I is the identity tensor. The material velocity vector is given as v = x ; the velocity 
gradient is then given as 
L = av = av ax = Fy-l 
ax ax ax 
(2.4-5 ) 
The symmetric part of L is called the rate of deformation tensor D; the antisymmetric part is 





D = Z(L + L1); 1 W = -(L-L1) 2 
(2.4-6 ) 
(2.4-7 ) 
W represents the angular velocity of the principal axes of the rate of deformation tensor D. 
When integrated over the loading history, the principal values of D ·are recognized as the 
logarithmic (true) strains of infinitesimal fibers oriented in the principal directions if the 
principal directions do not rotate. D and Ware instantaneous rates that refer to the global 
spatial axes at time t; in general they do not pertain to a particular point during the motion of 
the body and have no awareness of the history of the deformation. 
The RU decomposition of F can be employed to rewrite (6) yielding 
(2.4-8 ) 
The first term of the right-hand side of (8) is the antisymmetric tensor 0: 
(2.4-9 ) 
o represents the rate of rigid body rotation at a material point, or the rate of rotation of the 
unrotated axes. The symmetric part of the quantity UU-I is the unrotated rate of deformation 
tensor d : 
d = l.(UU-1 + U-IV) = RTDR 
2 
(2.4-10 ) 
d measures a material strain rate relative to the unrotated axes. The rate of Green strain can 
now be written in the interchangeable forms 
and 
It = UdU 
The Cauchy stress tensor T may be expressed as either 







T = RtRT (2.4-14 ) 
where S is the symmetric Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor and t is the unrotated Cauchy stress 
tensor~ t is the Cauchy stress referenced to the unrotated axes; it is the Cauchy stress with the 
effects of material rotation eliminated. 
2.4.2 STRESS RATES AND CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS 
The hypoelastic constitutive law in the finite strain plasticity models is based on the 
Cauchy stress and the rate of deformation tensor. The Cauchy stress is chosen because it is a 
tangible and physically meaningful measure of stress referred to the deformed configuration. 
The use of the rate of deformation tensor follows because it is the measure of strain rate that is 
work conjugate to the Cauchy stress in the sense that the work per unit volume in the 
deformed configuration is given by TiPij . This leads to a constitutive framework of the form 
f = f(T,D) (2.4-15 ) 
where f is an objective rate of Cauchy stress. By objective it is meant that a given second rank 
tensor is either unchanged or unchanged apart from orientation under a superposed rigid 
body motion [44]. This prevents a simple rotation from altering the principal values and 
invariants of the tensor. Consider the motion 
x * (t) = a(t) + Q(t)x(t) (2.4-16 ) 
where x is the given motion of the body, a expresses a rigid body translation, and Q is a proper 
orthogonal tensor depicting a rigid body rotation of the deformed state. From (16) it is a 
simple matter to show that 
F* = QF (2.4-17 ) 




w* = QQT + QWQT (2.4-21 ) 
d* = d (2.4-22 ) 
T* = QTQT (2.4-23 ) 
S* = S (2.4-24 ) 
* t = t (2.4-25 ) 
T* = QTQT + QTQT + QTQT (2.4-26 ) 
s* = s (2.4-27 ) 
.* (2.4-28 ) t = t 
It is seen that the rate of deformation tensor undergoes a similarity transformation so that it 
retains its eigenvalues but not its eigenvectors. It is thus unchanged apart from orientation 
and objective. Unfortunately~o the rate of Cauchy stress is not objective and alternate forms of 
the rate of Cauchy stress must be considered. 
When choosing an objective rate of Cauchy stress to satisfy (15), two principal factors 
should be considered. First, the use of the stress rate should lead to a convenient formulation. 
Second, the results obtained should be physically plausible. Accordingly, the first stress rate 
implemented in NLDFEP is the Truesdell stress rate. Differentiating equation (13) with 
respect to time one obtains 
or 
TT = T-LT-TLT + tr(D)T 
AI· T TT = -FSF IPI 
(2.4-29 ) 
(2.4-30 ) 
where TJis the Truesdell stress rate. Observing (30), the Truesdell stress rate can be described 
as the rate of change of the symmetric Piola-Kirchoff stress expressed in the deformed 
configuration. That is, the change in symmetric Piola-Kirchoff stress with time is measured 
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with respect to the deformed configuration acting as the reference configuration. By 
combining equations (17), (27), and (29) one can write 
(2.4-31 ) 
Thus, the Truesdell stress rate is objective. 
The principal advantage afforded by the use of the Truesdell stress rate is the 
straightforward transferral of the constitutive relationship to the reference configuration, 
which is necessary in a Total Lagrangian formulation. The principal disadvantage is that the 
invariants of T are not necessarily stationary for vanishing T T [44]. This property is particularly 
disturbing in light of the fact that a zero governing stress rate implies that there is no 
movement along the yield surface when the material is undergoing plastic flow. However, if 
the invariants ofT vary for a zero value ofTT, the yield surface might actually move away from 
the stress point, initiating spurious plastic flow. A second disadvantage associated with the 
Truesdell stress rate is that it is a relatively complicated process to incorporate small strain 
plasticity into the finite strain procedure, and the increments of stress involved in the recovery 
process are not physically meaningful. 
The second stress rate installed in NlDFEP is the Green-Naghdi stress rate. This time 
differentiating equation (14) with time, applying equation (9), and rearranging gives 
TG=T-QT+TQ (2.4-32 ) 
or 
(2.4-33 ) 
here TG is the Green-Naghdi stress rate. From equation (33) one can state that the 
Green-N aghdi stress rate is the rate of change of the unrotated stress referred to the 
deformed configuration. That is, the Green-Naghdi stress rate measures the rate of Cauchy 
stress with the change in stress due to the material rotation removed. Applying equations (18), 
(28), and (32), one arrives at 
(2.4-34 ) 
proving that the Green-Naghdi stress rate is objective. 
Dienes [20] shows that by application of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem one can 
express the constitutive relation 
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TG = J(T, D) (2.4-35 ) 
in the equivalent form of 
t = J(t, d) (2.4-36 ) 
equations (22) and (28) show that d and t are objective rates. The formulation of equation 
(36) is desirable because it leads to a simple and elegant fusion of small and finite strain 
plasticity. By performing the stress recovery in the unrotated configuration, the small and 
finite strain plasticity models are essentially divorced; they can function independently. Any 
existing small strain plasticity model could become the kernel on which the finite strain model 
operates. For a Von Mises approach, stress and strain rate at the beginning of the recovery 
process are transformed into the unrotated configuration, the small strain plasticity model is 
applied, and the results are transformed back to the reference configuration. Tensorial state 
variables such as the back stress necessary for the evolution of the material response need 
only be defined in the unrotated configuration and are not transformed. Equation (36) 
represents the description of the Green-Naghdi stress rate instituted in NLDFEP; 
henceforth it will be identified as the unrotated Cauchy stress rate. 
Use of the unrotated Cauchy stress rate has other advantages as well. First, the 
invariants of the Cauchy stress remain constant when t disappears [44]. Second, the 
unrotated Cauchy stress is physically meaningful; during the stress recovery relevant stress 
increments are manipulated. The drawback connected with the unrotated Cauchy stress rate 
is the necessity of a polar decomposition of the deformation gradient. The next subsection will 
show that this is not a significant problem for implicit applications. 
A third stress rate was considered for application in NLDFEP. This is the J aumann 
stress rate and is characterized by the equation 
Tf = T-Wf + TW (2.4-37 ) 
The J aumann stress rate can be derived from the Truesdell stress rate by setting D in equation 
(29) equal to zero. Equations (21), (23), (26), and (37) merge to yield 
(2.4-38 ) 
illustrating the objectivity of the Jaumann stress rate. 
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Equation (37) is similar to equation (32), with.n being replaced with W. Consequently, 
the Jaumann stress rate is the rate of Cauchy stress with the change in stress related to the 
rotation of the principal axes of D removed. Defining the antisymmetric tensor Z as 
Z = DV-VD (2.4-39 ) 




where CijJJ.S the permutation tensor, Dienes [20] derives the following relationship between.n 
and W through the equation 
OJ = w + [I tr(V) - Vr1 z (2.4-43 ) 
Except for special cases, such as rigid body rotation where D = 0 and pure dilation where V = 
aI, nand W differ for general motions. 
The Jaumann stress rate has been widely applied in finite element programs due to its 
accessibility as a consequence of calculating D. Unfortunately, for some deformations the 
Jaumann stress rate projects a physically implausible result for the material at truly finite 
strains, as described in Section 1.2 for the finite simple shear problem. This case with a linear 
elastic, isotropic constitutive matrix relating T]and D is examined in Section 3.5. Given this, 
and the fact that the unrotated stress rate accounts for the actual material rotation while the 
J aumann stress rate only approximates it, it was decided to implement only the unrotated 
stress rate. 
2.4.3 PERFORMING THE POLAR DECOMPOSITION 
As stated in the subsection above, a polar decomposition of the deformation gradient 
is required for implementation of the unrotated stress rate. The decomposition can be 
accomplished exactly, involving the solution of a 3x3 eigenvalue problem for each material 
point, or it can be approximated employing an algorithm based on equation (43). In this 
subsection, both of these approaches will be presented and numerical results compared to 
determine which is the most efficient. 
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2.4.3.1 THE EXACT APPROACH 
The algorithm presented here is based directly on work done by Hoger and Carlson 
[37]. The algorithm consists of the following steps at each material point: 
1) Compute the components of the metric tensor C given by Cij = FkiFkj in accordance 
with equation (3). 
2) Compute the components of C2 given by Ci/ = CikCkj. 
3) Compute the principal values of C by solving a 3x3 eigenvalue problem. 
4) Compute Ai, the principal values of U, as the square roots of the principal values of 
C. 
5) Compute the invariants of U from the principal values: 
6) Compute the components of U based on the following: 
Un = a ( b + CCll - Cll2 ) 
U13 = U31 = a ( CC13- C132 ) 





7) Compute the components of V-I based on the following: 
b = lullu2- lllu( lu2 + llu ) 
c = -lllu-lu( lu2-2IIu ) 
d = Iu 
Ull- 1 = a ( b + CCll + dC112 ) 
U12-1 = U21-1 = a ( CC12 + dC122 ) 
U22-1 = a ( b + CC22 + dC222 ) 
U13-1 = U31-1 = a ( cC13 + dC132 ) 
U23-1 = U32-1 = a ( CC23 + dC232 ) 
U33-1 = a ( b + CC33 + dC332 ) 
(2.4-47 ) 
( 2.4-48 ) 
8) Compute the components of the rotation tensor R given by Rij = FikUkrl in 
accordance with equation (2). 
In practice, the tensors V, V-I, C, and C2 are stored and manipulated in upper 
triangular vector form consisting of 6 entries in the order of { 11, 12, 22, 13, 23, 33 }. The 
major sticking point in the algorithm is step 3. Hoger and Carlson [37] proposed a closed form 
solution to the quartic equation relating the invariants of V to the invariants of C given by 
(2.4-49 ) 
but later retracted it based on work by Sawyers [74]. Although it may yet be possible to 
achieve a closed form solution to equation (49), that solution will involve evaluating 
numerous square root floating point operations, By contrast, step 3 is accomplished by a very 
efficient eigenvalue routine specifically tailored to the 3x3 size and employing Jacobi 
transformations. All "do loops" are unrolled with specific rather than symbolic references to 
subscripted arrays. Generally, less than five iterations are necessary to reduce C to diagonal 
form. It is likely that solving the eigenvalue problem would be faster than a closed form 
solution if one existed. 
Timing studies of the above algorithm with only scalar optimization were made on an 
Alliant FX/8, a Convex 240, and an Apollo DN10000 computer. No more than 0.0004 CPU 
seconds were required to perform all the steps for a material point on any of the computers. 
Given a structure with 100,000 material points, it would take about half a minute to all the 
polar decompositions. This should be trivial compared to the time required to compute and 
factorize the structural stiffness matrix necessary for implicit applications. On the Alliant and 
the Convex vector and parallel optimizations within the context of the element computation 
algorithms of Section 2.3 should further reduce this time significantly. 
2.4.3.2 THE APPROXIMATE APPROACH 
The algorithm to approximate the polar decomposition was developed by Flanagan 
and laylor [26]. It is based on application of equations (39)-(43) and computes the left rather 
than the right stretch tensor as well as the rotation tensor. The forward integration dictated by 
equation (9) to obtain Rt+ /li is performed in a manner designed to maintain the orthogonality 
of R following the work of Hughes and Winget [40]. The algorithm proceeds as follows for 
each material point: 
1) Compute D and W based on equations (5)-(7). 
2) Compute z, W, and n based on equations (39)-(43.) 
3) Solve for Rt+/li from 
1 1 ( I-Z&Q )Rt+/li = ( I + Z&Q )Rt (2.4-50 ) 
4) Calculate 
V = ( D + W )V - VQ (2.4-51 ) 
5) Calculate 
Vt+/li = V t + &V /li (2.4-52 ) 
In general, instead of computing rate tensors such as D in their rate form one 
calculates ~D = ~tDn+ 1/2 . This results from midpoint evaluation of L using equation (5), 
which will be discussed in further detail later on. 
2.4.3.3 NUMERICAL COMPARISON 
Consider the finite deformation simple shear problem characterized by the equations 
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X2 
'7 // / 
l / 
tapl(K) / / )/ / / 
Xl 
f3 = tan-1(K/2) 
The rotation tensor is given as 
[ R ] = 
cos(fJ) sin(fJ) 0 
- sin(fJ) cos(fJ) 0 
o 0 1 
Xl = Xl + K(t)X2 
X2 = X2 (2.4-53 ) 
X3 = X3 
(2.4-54 ) 
A computer program was written to compute the rotation tensor by both of the 
algorithms outlined above and to compare the results to equation (54). Increments of K were 
taken to be 0.0001 for 30 time steps and 0.01 for 970 time steps to mirror the analysis of the 
finite deformation simple shear problem presented later on. The shearing of the material was 
performed at a constant rate. The outcome of the study is shown in Fig. 2.4-2. The norm of the 
relative error of the exact computation increases slightly during the study due to accumulated 
round off error, but never exceeds 10-12• The relative error of the approximate computation, 
however, follows a far different path. At low levels of deformation, the relative error is 
acceptable, but it rapidly deteriorates when the larger increments of K commence. As K 
reaches 1.0, the relative error nears the clearly unacceptable level of 0.1 before leveling off at 
around 2.8. This illustrates the pitfalls of the approximate method. Very small time steps must 
be administered if the accuracy of the approximation is to be maintained. Flanagan and 
Taylor [26] applied the approximate method to explicit dynamics where the criterion for 
stability of the numerical integration demands sufficiently small time steps to preserve the 
accuracy of the approximation. For implicit dynamics, the constraint of realistic time steps 
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Fig. ( 2.4-2 ), comparison of exact and approximate methods of polar decomposition 
2.4.4 SMALL STRAIN PLASTICITY ALGORITHM 
During a time step from state n to state n + 1, global equilibrium iterations, designated 
by i, are performed at a constant external load level to reduce the residual sufficiently close to 
zero. Each iteration allows a new estimate of the strain rate to be determined at the state n + 1 
which is associated with the iteration. With this estimate, the stress at the ith manifestation of 
state n + 1 is updated. This process is termed the stress recovery and is the principal focus of a 
material model. If the stress is recovered using the strain rate estimate from n to n + 1 at i and 
the stress at n, then the recovery is called path independent. If the stress is recovered using the 
strain rate estimate from n + 1 at i-I to n + 1 at i and the stress for n + 1 at i-I, then the 
recovery is said to be path dependent. In NLDFEP the path independent strategy is employed 
with no subincrementation, or subdivision of increments over the time step. 
Also necessary at each global iteration is a constitutive tangent operator that relates 
stress rate to strain rate, or changes in stress to changes in strain, so that increments of 
displacement from n + 1 at i-I to n + 1 at i may be computed and strain rates estimated. This 
task is also the responsibility of the material model. 
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The small strain plasticity model in NLDFEP is based on rate independent isotropic J2 
flow theory considering both isotropic and kinematic hardening and utilizing a bilinear 
uniaxial material response .. The stress recovery during plastic flow is performed using an 
elastic predictor - radial return numerical integration scheme. A consistent rather than a 
continuum tangent operator is computed for use in the calculation of the element tangent 
stiffness matrix in order to maintain quadratic convergence in the global nonlinear solution. 
The complete algorithm for the stress recovery and the evaluation of the consistent tangent 
operator at a given material point is developed and outlined in the following discussion. 
t2 
t'2 
Fig. ( 2.4-3 ), Von Mises yield surface in principal stress space. 
2.4.4.1 STRESS RECOVERY 
Let tij ,dij, and Q:ij be the stress, strain rate, and back stress respectively. Deviator values 
and norms associated with these tensors are defined by 
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( )' .. = ( ) .. _ ( )kk 0 ... lJ lJ 3 lJ' (2.4-55 ) 
Because the vector corresponding to ~ij in principal stress space lies in the 7r plane of the yield 
surface, akk is zero and the deviator of the back stress is the back stress. Accordingly, the 
deviator relative stress is given as 
(2.4-56 ) 
allowing the Von Mises yield surface (Fig. 2.4-3) to be described by the equation 
;'ifo'ij -l¢ = 0 
2 
where k is proportional to the radius of the yield surface in the 11" plane. 
(2.4-57 ) 
The strain rate is decomposed into elastic and plastic components by the equation 
The unit normal tensor is defined as 
;'ij 
nij = II ~'ij II 




Increments of the plastic strain will thus be normal to the yield surface in stress space. As a 
consequence of J2 flow theory, dPkk, the change in plastic volume with time, is zero; the 
deviator plastic strain rate is therefore equal to the plastic strain rate. 
The effective plastic strain rate and the effective stress are defined as 
(2.4-61 ) 
and 
q = )3J2' ; J ' 1" 2 = -t··t·· 2 lJ lJ (2.4-62 ) 
The derivative of the effective stress with respect to the effective strain is the plastic modulus 
h. For a Von Mises yield surface with a bilinear uniaxial stress -strain diagram, h is given as 
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h = EEt 
E-Et (2.4-63 ) 
where E and E t are Young's modulus and the tangent modulus, respectively. Note that for a 
bilinear material, E t and h are constants. 
Along with equation (60), the evolution equations for the material are given by 
li-- = ~(l-fJ)hdP-- = 3.(l-fJ)hJ..n--IJ 3 lJ 3 IJ (2.4-64 ) 
k = ~ Ph II dJ'jj II = ~ Ph), (2.4-65 ) 
i'ij = 2G(d'ij - dP'ij) (2.4-66 ) 
- ikk Kd P=-= kk 3 
(2.4-67 ) 
The parameter ~ controls the type of hardening used in the analysis. It measures the 
proportion of the hardening which is isotropic, ranging in value between zero and one. Values 
of ~ = 0.0, 1.0, and 0.25 indicate pure kinematic hardening, pure isotropic hardening, and 
25% isotropic hardening -75% kinematic hardening. The parameters K and G are the bulk 
and shear moduli of the material. 
The material point is assumed to be strained at a constant rate during the time step. 
Rate tensors are evaluated at state n + 1/2 when integrated to produce an increment over the 
step. Consequently, the hydrostatic stress p of equation (67) and the elastic predictor trial 
deviator stress at state n + 1 are computed as 
(2.4-68 ) 
n+lt'~_ = nt'_- + 2Gru n+td'--lJ lJ lJ (2.4-69 ) 
The trial deviator relative stress is defined in terms of the trial deviator stress and the back 
stress at state n: 
n+l c,t - n+l t ,t n a --S ij - ij- lJ (2.4-70 ) 
At this stage, if the material point is elastic, the stress recovery is essentially complete. It 
would only remain to reintegrate the hydrostatic stress and the trial deviator stress. If the 
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material point is in the state of plastic flow, using equation (66) the trial deviator stress is 
modified by a stress increment corresponding to a radial return to the yield surface in order to 
calculate the updated deviator stress at state n + 1: 
n+l t ,·· = n+lt'~·_ 2GM n+tdP' .. = n+l t ,t_ 2g}",Mn·· IJ l] IJ IJ l] (2.4-71 ) 
For simplicity of notation, in equation (71) and beyond A is taken as evaluated at state n + 1/2 
and nij at state n + 1. The updated back stress at state n + 1 follows from equations (64): 
2 
n+la·· = na .. +-(l-R\hADJn .. IJ IJ 3 fJ) l] (2.4-72 ) 
Combining equations (71) and (72), the deviator relative stress at state n + 1 is expressed as 
n+l c' .. = n+l c't _ AM[ 2G + 3..(1- R\h In·· S IJ S IJ 3 fJ) IJ 
Specifying the unit normal tensor at state n + 1 to be 
n+ 1 c't 
S IJ 
nij = II n+l~'~ II 
and substituting into equation (73) leads to the relationship 
Iln+l~'ij 11= Iln+l~'~ II-AAt[ 2G + ~ (l-{J)h 1 
Recasting equation (57) as 
and noting from equation (65) that 
n+lk = nk + = Ii fJhAM 
3 
allows equation (75) to be manipulated, yielding 
AM = IIn+l~'~ II-Ii nk 







ALlt is back substituted into the preceding equations to resolve all stresses and state variables. 
It is possible to directly compute ALlt because h is a constant signifying that the effective stress 
is a linear function of the effective plastic strain. If this function were not linear, then it would 
be necessary to iterate to determine ALlt. 
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A flow chart illustrating the steps required for the recovery of stresses is displayed in 
Fig. 2.4-4. The algorithm above is implemented in a vector form. The six distinct components 
of stress tensors are arrayed in the order { 11 22 33 12 23 13 }. Strain tensors correspond to 
vectors with identical ordering but with diagonal terms doubled to form engineering strains. 
I Enter with strain increment n+t(d)M = (~d) I 
I 
Compute deviator strain increment (L\d') 
Compute trial deviator relative stress n + 1 (~'~ 
Evaluate yield function II n+ 1 (~'~ 11- Ii n k 
No Yes 
Update deviator stress n+ 1 (t') 
Update hydrostatic stress n + 1 P 
Update stress n+ 1 (t) 
Compute A~t 
Update n+lk 
Update back stress n+ 1 (a) 
Update deviator stress n+ 1 (t') 
Update hydrostatic stress n + 1 P 
Update stress n+ 1 (t) 
I 
Fig. ( 2.4-4 ), Stress recovery flow chart 
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2.4.4.2 TANGENT OPERATOR 
The tangent operator necessary In implicit computational mechanics for the 
calculation of element tangent stiffness matrices satisfies the following relationship between 
stress rate and the total strain rate: 
(2.4-79 ) 
For a material point in the elastic state, the isotropic tangent operator is given by 
(2.4-80 ) 
Once the material point experiences plastic flow, the theoretical tangent operator is 
characterized by 
IEP .A 1 1 
. Cijld = KOijVld + 2G[ 2" (OikOjl + OilOjk) - "3 oi].Q/d ] - 2Gyni!l1d ( 2.4-81 ) 
1 
y = [ 1 + (3~) ] (2.4-82 ) 
The operator of equation (81) is termed the continuum tangent operator. Its use is compatible 
with an exact integration of the evolution equations, which are continuum in nature. 
However, the preceding elastic predictor - radial return development does not represent an 
exact integration; it is in essence a secant approach. Not surprisingly, use of the continuum 
tangent operator leads to a degradation in the asymptotic quadratic convergence 
characteristic of the Newton-Raphson global nonlinear iterative solution method [78]. Simo 
and Taylor [78] established a tangent operator which is compatible with the elastic predictor-
radial return algorithm and preserves the quadratic convergence. It is called the consistent 
tangent operator and is the tangent operator employed in NLDFEP. The consistent tangent 
operator is delineated by the following equations: 
IEP . 1 1 _ Cijld = Koij51d + 2GB[ "2 (OikOj7 + OilOjk) -"3 OiPId ] - 2Gyni!l1d (2.4-83 ) 
[/2 n + 1 k + 1. (1 - {f)hl& ] _ _ 1 
B = II n+in II ; r - [ 1 + (l'e) 1 (I-B) (2.4-84 ) 
In practice the tangent operator is applied in a 6x6 matrix form that relates a stress vector to 
an engineering strain vector. 
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2.4.5 FINITE STRAIN PLASTICITY ALGORITHMS 
In order to complement a geometrically nonlinear analysis, the small strain material 
model must be augmented to include finite strain effects. To accomplish this goal two 
principal issues must be addressed. The first is how to decompose the measure of strain into 
elastic and plastic components. In small strain plasticity, this decomposition is additive; 
certainly it would be most convenient from the standpoint of compatibility to pursue the same 
course for finite strain plasticity. However, an additive decomposition in the context of 
geometric nonlinearity is theoretically incorrect. Consider a motion consisting of first an 
irrecoverable plastic deformation, then a recoverable elastic deformation, then a material 
rotation. From the definition in equation (1), the deformation gradient for the entire motion 
can be written as 
(2.4-85 ) 
Equation (85) implies a multiplicative decomposition of the right stretch tensor given by 
(2.4-86 ) 
as opposed to an additive decomposition such as 
(2.4-87 ) 
Considering only the elastic deformation and combining equations (3) and (4), the Green 
strain from the deformed plastic configuration to the total deformed configuration is 
1 2 E=-(Ue-I) 
2 
If Ue is written as 
Ue = 1+0 
then after some manipulation equation (88) becomes 




Assuming that the elastic deformation is small enough so that 82 is negligible compared to 8, 
then 8 is seen to be the linear strain tensor. 
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Choosing the additive decomposition of V and applying equation (10), the elastic and 
plastic unrotated rate of deformation tensor can be defined as 
and 
where 
de = Ve-TVeT + V eU e- 1 
2 
V -TV T + V V-I d = p p p p 
p 2 
Using the multiplicative decomposition of (86), d is given by 






If the linear strains of the presumed small elastic deformation are insignificant compared to 
unity when evaluating the rightmost term of the rhs of equation (94), then equation (94) 
reduces to equation (93) and the additive decomposition is valid. The supposition of small 
elastic deformation is reasonable considering that it is limited by the yield level and the 
generally low level of hardening characteristic of ductile metals. Consequently, equation (93) 
or an equivalent expression concerning the rate of deformation tensor D is used to 
decompose strain in the finite strain plasticity models. 
The second question to be settled is that of which type of constitutive relationship the 
material is assumed to follow. The choices are a hyperelastic material, where total stress is 
related to total strain, or a hypoelastic material, where stress rate is related to strain rate. For 
a hyperelastic material, a strain energy functional is differentiated with respect to the 
nonlinear strains to produce the required secant constitutive law. Actually, a hyperelastic 
material is a subset of hypoelasticity, as the secant equation can then be differentiated in time 
to yield one in terms of rates. A hyperelastic approach is most appropriate for path 
independent materially linear problems that are governed by some global energy functional. 
For incremental plasticity problems, however, no such energy functional exists and the 
analysis is decidedly path dependent. Therefore, in order to model such problems, a 
hypoelastic approach of degree zero is adopted. This is the simplest formulation and is most 
directly an extension of finite strain plasticity. It should be noted that a hypoelastic 
formulation is path dependent for elastic problems as well due to its incremental nature. 
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Fortunately, elastic strains prior to yield are small enough so that this fact is not a significant 
problem. 
The balance of this subsection is devoted to the development and presentation of the 
finite strain plasticity models associated with both the unrotated stress rate and the Truesdell 
stress rate. Note that a Total Lagrangian approach is adopted for the global solution so that 
stress and the constitutive law must be transformed to the reference configuration. 
2.4.5.1 THE UNROTATED STRESS RATE 
The following series of computations are executed at a given material point for the 
stress recovery using the unrotated stress rate. Both the tensor form and equivalent vector 
form of the associated equations are given. All stress tensors are manipulated in stress vector 
form and all strain tensors are manipulated in engineering strain vector form except the right 
stretch tensor, for which the upper triangular vector form is used. Note that rate tensors are 
assumed constant over a time step and that tensor increments correspond to rate tensors 
evaluated at n + 1/2 multiplied by the time increment .D.t. In the following development, the 
left side of the arrow represents the continuum equations, and the right side represents the 
equivalent matrix and vector forms. 
1) Using the converged displacements at n, Un, the i th estimate of the displacements at 
n + 1, Un + h and the mid-point evaluation, Un + ]J2, compute required deformation 
gradients: 




----:I ....... [M] (2.4-97 ) 
2) Compute the displacement increment gradient associated with the integration of 
the velocity gradient: 
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(2.4-98 ) 
3) Compute the deformation increment associated with the integration of the rate of 
deformation tensor D as the symmetric part of LlL. 
LlD = !(~L + ~L1) 
2 
----I....... (LlD) (2.4-99 ) 
The converged increments of (LlD) are accumulated during the solution to provide 
a measure of logarithmic strain for output. 
4) Transform the second Piola-Kirchoff stress at n to the unrotated Cauchy stress at n: 
(2.4-100 ) 
The structure of the transformation matrix [Tu] is given in Appendix A The right 
stretch tensor is previously computed and retrieved from storage. 
5) Decompose the mid-point deformation gradient to obtain the mid-point rotation: 
-----III ....... [Rln+1. 
2 
(2.4-101 ) 
6) Rotate the increment of deformation (LlD) into the unrotated increment of 
deformation (Lld): 
( 2.4-102 ) 
The structure of matrix [Qu] is given in Appendix A 
7) Using (~d) as the strain increment and (t)n as the stress, call the small strain 
plasticity model to compute the updated unrotated Cauchy stress (t)n+l. Material 
state variables such as the back stress and the effective plastic strain reside in the 
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unrotated configuration. 
8) Transform the unrotated Cauchy stress at n + 1 to the second Piola-Kirchoff stress 
at n+ 1: 
(2.4-103 ) 
The matrix [Tu] is given in Appendix A A second polar decomposition is required 
to obtain the right stretch tensor, which is stored for future use upon global 
convergence of the time step. During the solution of the next time step this quantity 
is used in step 4. 
The current implementation of this algorithm in NLDFEP does not globally store the 
right stretch tensor at state n as implied in steps 4 and 8. This necessitates a third polar 
decomposition to obtain this tensor for use in step 4. Future implementations of NLDFEP 
will apply the algorithm as described above and eliminate the need for the third polar 
decomposition. 
The small strain consistent tangent operator can be invoked to relate the rate of 
unrotated Cauchy stress to the unrotated rate of deformation tensor. This relationship must 
be transferred to the reference configuration in accordance with the Total Lagrangian 
approach. To do this equations coupling the rate of second Piola-Kirchoff stress to the rate of 
unrotated Cauchy stress and the rate of Green strain to the unrotated rate of deformation 
tensor must be found. The former is represented by equations (100) and (103). The latter is 
given by equation (12) and in the reverse form by 
d = U-1EU-1 (2.4-104 ) 
By differentiating the tensor form of equation (100) and dropping the subscript n, the 
rate of second Piola-Kirchoff stress is found to be 
s = IFI u-liu-1 + tr(D)S - [U-IUS + (U-1US)T] 
= I F I U-I[ i + tr(D)t - UU-It - (UU-It)T ]U-I 
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( 2.4-105 ) 
In vector form, the rate of unrotated Cauchy stress and the unrotated rate of deformation 
tensor are linked by the consistent tangent operator: 
(t) = [CEP](d) (2.4-106 ) 
Expressing equations (104) and the second of (105) in vector form and combining them with 




Unfortunately, the matrix Q is not symmetric. Attempts to implement a symmetric form of Q 
have not met with success. Although work is continuing in this area, a much simpler form of 
equations (105) is obtained if one assumes that 
a) the material is incompressible, forcing tr(D) to zero; 
b) the rate of the right stretch tensor is negligible compared to U and S or t . 
During plastic flow the first of these assumptions is reasonable due to the incompressibility 
requirement of 12 flow theory and the predominance of the plastic deformation over the 
elastic. The second assumption is valid if gross yielding of the material does not occur 
resulting in large, rapid changes in deformation. In the elastic range, the deformation is small 
enough so that no serious error is engendered by the application of the assumptions. The new 
form of equation (105) is 
(2.4-109 ) 
so that equation (108) becomes 
(2.4-110 ) 
Numerical tests have shown that the simplified equations (109) and (110) do not seriously 
deteriorate the convergence of the global equilibrium iterations in the absence of gross 
homogeneous deformation. Even so, difficulties arise only in the case of load control, and 
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then a simple acceleration technique or a line search greatly enhances convergence, as is 
discussed in Section 3.5. Until further research provides for successful use of equation (108), 
equation (110) is applied. 
2.4.5.2 THE TRUESDELL STRESS RATE 
The required calculations for the stress recovery at a given material point using the 
Truesdell stress rate are more involved than those for the unrotated stress rate. This fact arises 
from the nature of the Truesdell stress rate, given by equation (29). The Truesdell stress rate 
does not correspond to a simple rotation of the rate of Cauchy stress like the unrotated stress 
rate, but to the rate of second Piola-Kirchoff stress referred to the current configuration. As 
such, the integration of the evolution equations cannot be performed in a convenient 
intermediate configuration, but in the current configuration itself. Thus, the Cauchy stress at 
n must be updated by an integration of the velocity gradient terms in equation (29) along with 
the increment of stress furnished by the evolution equations. In addition, the rate of back 
stress must be objective; for reasons of consistency the Truesdell rate of back stress is used. It 
too must be updated by the integration of similar velocity gradient terms. Disturbingly, this 
transformation does not preserve the deviator nature of the back stress. This dilemma can be 
dealt with in one of two ways. First, the hydrostatic back stress can be permanently purged 
from the solution as soon as it appears. This would compromise the objectivity of the stress 
rate. Or, the hydrostatic back stress can be removed before use of the back stress in the stress 
recovery and replaced afterward. This preserves objectivity and does not corrupt the deviator 
calculations in the stress recovery. This is the path chosen in NLDFEP. Either way, kinematic 
hardening problems are almost certainly rendered problematical by the use of the Truesdell 
stress rate. 
The following sequence of operations are performed at a given material point for the 
stress recovery using the Truesdell stress rate. Again, both the tensor form and equivalent 
vector form of the associated equations are given, with all stress tensors employed in stress 
vector form and all strain tensors employed in engineering strain vector form. Rate tensors 
are once more assumed constant over a time step and that tensor increments correspond to 
rate tensors evaluated at n + 1/2 multiplied by the time increment Llt. As before, the left side 
of the arrow represents the continuum equations, and the right side represents the equivalent 
matrix and vector forms. 
1-3) The first three steps are identical to those pertaining to the unrotated stress rate. 
Picking up the algorithm in the fourth step, then: 
4) Transform the second Piola-Kirchoff stress at n to the Cauchy stress at n: 
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(2.4-111 ) 
The structure of the transformation matrix [ TT ] is given in Appendix A 
5) Transform the Cauchy stress at n by integration of the velocity gradient terms in the 
Truesdell stress rate: 
The structure of matrix [QT] is given in Appendix A Since the Cauchy stress at 
n + 1/2 is not available, the Cauchy stress at n is used in the integration. This choice 
does lead to some error, as will be discussed presently. 
6) Transform the back stress at n by integration of the velocity gradient terms in the 
Truesdell stress rate: 
( 2.4-113 ) 
As above, the back stress at n + 1/2 is not available. The back stress at n is thus used 
in the integration. 
7) Compute the deviator values of the back stress at n: 
(2.4-114 ) 
8) Using (~D) as the strain increment and (T)n as the stress, call the small strain 
plasticity model to compute the updated Cauchy stress (T)n+ 1. Material state 
variables other than the back stress such as the effective plastic strain reside in the 
current configuration. 
9) Replace the hydrostatic back stress extracted in step 7: 
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( 2.4-115 ) 
10) Transform the Cauchy stress at n + 1 to the second Piola-Kirchoff stress at n + 1: 
(2.4-116 ) 
The matrix [T T ] is given in Appendix A 
For the Truesdell stress rate, the small strain consistent tangent operator relates the 
Truesdell stress rate to the rate of deformation tensor. Again, this relationship must be 
expressed in the reference configuration. The Truesdell stress rate is associated with the rate 
of second Pial a-Kirchoff stress by equation (30) and the rate of Green strain with the rate of 




In vector form, the constitutive law between the Truesdell stress rate and the rate of 
deforma ti on tensor is 
(2.4-119 ) 





Equation (121) exhibits the convenient form of equation (110) without assumption or 
restriction. This is a benefit of using the Truesdell stress rate. 
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2.4.6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section, the theory and application of the finite strain plasticity models based on 
the Truesdell and unrotated stress rates were presented, from the hypoelastic relationship 
between objective stress and strain rates to the polar decomposition algorithm to the small 
strain plasticity algorithm in its role as a kernel for the finite strain models. It remains to 
determine which, if either, of the finite strain plasticity models is preferable to the other. 
Numerical examples are presented in Section 3.5 to assess the performance of these models in 
a series of representative problems. Based on the results of these problems, 
recommendations concerning the usage of the finite strain plasticity models are made. 
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3 NUMERICAL RESULTS: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES 
A number of example problems have been solved with NLDFEP in order to ex-
amine the performance of the various element computation algorithms and nonlinear solu-
tion algorithms previously described. In this chapter the results of the finite element analyses 
of these example problems are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and viability of finite 
element simulations performed with NLDFEP. While these analyses are not the main focus of 
this research, it is important to show that NLDFEP can accomplish the tasks for which it was 
designed. 
3.1 BAR EXTENSION PROBLEM 
The bar extension problem is a simple one consisting of a one dimensional array of 
eight noded three dimensional isoparametric elements. The details of the mesh are illustrated 
in Fig. 3.1-1. This problem was chosen in order to examine the characteristics of a one dimen-





2052 nodes 512 elements 8 node bricks ( 2x2x2 ) 




A description of the loading history and the material properties used in the finite 
element analysis is depicted in Fig. 3.1-2. The bar is extended by a tensile force applied at the 
end of the bar that is increased linearly with time and reaches a maximum value correspond-
ing to an axial stress of approximately 300 Mpa in 10 milliseconds and then is held constant. 
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The stress is approximately 300 Mpa due to the fluctuation in the cross-sectional area with 
time that affects the magnitude of the axial stress. This value of axial stress is significantly 
larger than the yield stress of the material, which is 250 Mpa. The analysis was performed in 80 
equal time steps of 1.0 milliseconds, using a value of (3 equal to 1/4. The strain hardening is 
assumed isotropic and is represented by a bilinear tangent modulus of 10000.0 Mpa. This· 
value was selected to provide a plastic wave velocity that is readily observable. A Poisson's 
ratio of zero was chosen to furnish an elastic response that is most like the one dimensional 
idealization of a bar. Of course, during plastic flow an effective Poisson's ratio of nearly 0.5 
occurs due to the restriction on plastic volume change. Fixed end boundary conditions were 
applied to maximize the number of active dof (6144) for timing purposes. A lumped mass 
matrix was employed. 








Time, ms 80.0 
E= 10000.0 
v = 0.0 
Q = 8.0 X 10-3 Mkg/m3 
isotropic hardening 
Logarithmic strain 
Fig. (3.1-2 ), problem definition for bar extension problem 
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For a linear elastic material and excluding the effects of geometric nonlinearity, 
the fundamental natural frequency of vibration of a bar fixed at one end is specified as 
(VI = ; j~ (3.1-1) 
where m is the mass per unit length of the bar and I is the total length [55]. The equation of 
motion of an idealized bar where the stress acts uniformly over each cross-section and the 
cross-section remains plane [50] is given by 
(3.1-2 ) 
Equation (2) is the well known one dimensional wave equation. The velocity of propagation 
of longitudinal elastic waves along the length of the bar is 
(3.1-3 ) 
From the solution of the wave equation, for an elastic wave pulse traveling in the direction of 
decreasing x, the following relationship exists between the axial stress and the particle veloc-
ity: 
au 
axt = QCo-at (3.1-4 ) 
After the onset of plastic flow, the velocity of propagation of longi tudinal plastic waves along 
the length of the bar becomes 
C = (Ii 
P .y Q (3.1-5 ) 
While the above equations are for geometrically linear problems, the geometric nonlinearity 
in the bar extension problem is insignificant in the range of elastic response and is not pro-
nounced during plastic flow due to the high tangent modulus employed. Thus the above equa-
tions can be used to evaluate the accuracy of the finite element results. 
Plots for displacement, velocity, acceleration, and stress versus time for selected 
points along the length of the bar are given in Figs. 3.1-4 to 3.1-7. Considering the plot for 
displacement, one can observe that somewhere in the vicinity of 48 milliseconds the bar expe-
riences elastic unloading into a mode of free vibration. By measuring the time between peaks 
of the displacement plots the period of this vibration is found to be about 0.02 seconds. From 
equation (1), the fundamental frequency is calculated as 306.79 radians/second, which trans-
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lates to a period of 0.0205 seconds. Thus, the bar unloads to a free vibration dominated by the 
fundamental mode. 
The table presented in Fig. 3.1-3 tests the agreement with equation (4). Results are 
given for x = 20 meters and for times between 1 and 5 milliseconds. From equation (3), the 
velocity of an elastic wave is calculated as 5000 meters/second, meaning that the elastic waves 
resulting from the loading at the right end will hit the supports and begin rebounding after just 
over 5 milliseconds, or 5 time steps. Selection of x = 20 meters avoids any effects of rebound-
ing waves, which negate equation (4), and which are accentuated by the smoothing effect of 
implicit dynamics. From Fig. 3.1-3 it is seen that the agreement between the computed axial 
stress and that estimated with equation (4) is excellent. 
tIme velocity axial stress QeQ x velocity 
(ms) (m/s) (Mpa) (Mpa) 
1.0 0.0798429 3.19385 3.19371 
2.0 0.517357 20.6943 20.6943 
3.0 1.39842 55.9334 55.9366 
4.0 2.23131 89.2479 89.2523 
5.0 2.86029 114.444 114.411 
Fig. (3.1-3 ), comparison of computed versus scaled particle velocity, x= 20 m 
From the peaks in acceleration readily discernible in Fig. 3.1-6 the progress of the 
plastic wave front corresponding to the increase in stress from 250 to 300 Mpa during plastic 
flow is easily tracked. One can also clearly observe the evolution of the plastic wave in the 
velocity plot, Fig. 3.1-5. By measuring the time differences between peaks and knowing the 
distance separating the sample points, the plastic wave velocity is determined to be between 
1100 and 1120 meters/second. From equation (5), this velocity is calculated as 1118 meters/ 
second. 
The plot of axial stress, Fig. 3.1-7, is an interesting one. The plastic wave front can 
again be distinctly followed, and from the plot for x = 5 meters one can observe the reflection 
of the wave front from the fixed end, causing the plastic change in stress to nearly double. The 
elastic unloading to free vibration is again conspicuous, with noise from higher modes notice-
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able. This noise also exists in the acceleration and velocity plots, but not in the displacement 
plot. The displacements due to the higher modes are not large enough to observe. The slight 
effect of geometric nonlinearity can be seen from the way the stress at the loaded end oscil-
lates about approximately 304 Mpa. The average stress is greater than 300 Mpa due to the 
decrease in cross-sectional area and the oscillation occurs due to vibrations which cause the 
area to fluctuate. 
The bar extension problem is not a particularly complicated one. It was solved be-
cause a purely one dimensional mesh was desired for evaluation of the element computation 
and nonlinear solution algorithms; its simplicity also allows for an elementary test of the finite 
element analysis. Based on these results, for the bar extension problem NLDFEP is an oper-
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Fig. ( 3.1-7 ), axial stress vs. time for selected points along the bar 
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3.2 SHEAR BAND PROBLEM 
The shear band problem provides a test of the element computation and nonlinear 
solution algorithms for a two dimensional mesh. From an engineering standpoint, it demon-
strates the ability of NLDFEP to simulate the development of a shear band. A shear band is a 
localized zone of high deformation observed in tests. In this case, the band should extend 
from the zone of maximum deformation in the vicinity of the square hole in the center of the 
plate to the free edge. The mesh, shown in Fig. 3.2-1, represents one quarter of a rectangular 
plate with a square hole in the center. Symmetry boundary conditions are imposed on the 
center boundaries and a tensile load is applied on the end. Plane strain conditions are en-
forced by constraining all out of plane displacements to be zero, leaving the total number of 
active degrees of freedom at 7372. All elements are 20 node bricks employing reduced 2 by 2 
by 2 integration to avoid locking. 
0.125 m 
H 
Ul l U ( )( ()( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) Ul l () ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )( )() 
... 
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1.0 m ~ ~ Ie ... 
~ ~ 
~ .. 1- ~ 
h .. r-
~ ~ r-
h .. h ~ 
2.0 m ---------Bot-1 
plane strain 3799 nodes 508 elements 20 node bricks (2x2x2) 
Fig. ( 3.2-1 ), mesh for shear band problem 
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The loading history and material properties are shown in Fig. 3.2-2. The load is 
increased at a constant rate to a maximum level and then held constant. The maximum load is 
reached in 10 equal time steps of 0.1 milliseconds, and a total of 100 equal time steps is re-
quired to complete the analysis up to a time of 10 milliseconds. Again, f3 equal to 114 is used. 











v = 0.3 
Q = 8.0 X 10-3 Mkg/m3 
isotropic hardening 
Logarithmic strain 
Fig. ( 3.2-2 ), problem definition for shear band problem 
The material behaviour is bilinear and characterized by isotropic hardening. The maximum 
load corresponds to a stress of 250 Mpa, the yield stress of the material. The load is not in-
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creased beyond this level because gross yielding tends to eradicate the shear band. A lumped 
mass matrix was employed to model inertial effects. 
Plots of the horizontal displacement, velocity, and acceleration at the centerline of 
the loaded end of the plate and the vertical displacement, velocity, and acceleration at the 
centerline of the lateral, free edge of the plate are displayed in Figs. 3.2-3 to 3.2-8. Note that 
a positive vertical displacement at the lateral edge is in toward the center hole. From t?ese 
plots it can be seen that the motions of the two locations are quite complicated and certainly 
out of phase with each other. The plate is likely beset by higher mode effects and a twisting 
motion caused by the formation of the shear band. 
The nature of the deformation of the plate is revealed in Fig. 3.2-9. In this figure, 
fringed contour plots of effective strain are traced over the deformed shape of the plate at 
four separate times. The deformation is amplified 50 times to clearly delineate the shape. The 
strains are inelastic and the result of accumulating increments of the rate of deformation ten-
sor as discussed in Section 2.4. Henceforth, reference to effective strain will be understood to 
allude to these inelastic strains. The four times correspond to the onset of the loading flat top, 
the initial local maximum of greatest effective strain, and equally spaced times in between. 
The greatest effective strain occurs near the center of the horizontal edge of the center hole 
and reaches at various times a maximum of about 0.0315, initially at a time of 0.0025 seconds. 
From the succession of plots, the formation of a distinct shear band is easily observed, at an 
angle of about 47 degrees with the vertical centerline of the lateral, free edge. 
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Fig. ( 3.2-3 ), horizontal displacement at loaded end, centerline 
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Fig. ( 3.2-4 ), vertical displacement on lateral edge, centerline 
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lime (ms) 
Fig. ( 3.2-5 ), horizontal velocity at loaded end, centerline 
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Fig. ( 3.2-7 ), horizontal acceleration at loaded end, centerline 
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Fig. ( 3.2-9 ), effective strain on deformed shape 
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3.3 3D BEND BAR PROBLEM 
The 3D bend bar is a standard three point bend specimen used in experimental 
fracture mechanics [45]. The mesh, shown in Fig. 3.3-1, is significantly three dimensional. 
The mesh represents one quarter of a short beam with symmetry boundary conditions on the 
center boundaries, leaving 9040 active degrees of freedom, and a sawn crack flaw at the cen-
ter of the longitudinal dimension. The beam rests on simple supports extending the width of 
the beam near the ends. The load, representing the contact stress produced by a falling weight 
onto a wedge shaped aluminium absorber [45], acts across the width of the beam on the first 
two rows of elements, as pictured in Fig. 3.3-1. The crack extends halfway up the height of the 
beam from the bottom and terminates in a sharp crack tip, which is modeled with collapsed 
eight noded elements. All elements are integrated with a 2 by 2 by 2 rule. 
PO-I""" 
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.. H_ 
height = 2.0 in. 
3216 nodes 2440 elements 8 node bricks (2x2x2) 
Fig. (3.3-1 ), mesh for 3D bend bar problem 
The loading history and material properties are shown in Fig. 3.3-2. The load is 
increased linearly to a maximum level and then held constant. The size of the initial time step 
is 0.0307712 milliseconds and all remaining time steps employ an increment of 0.035 millisec-
onds, a difference between time increments of approximately 4 microseconds. Noticeable im-
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pact-like effects due to the change in time step size after the first step were not observed, 
although it is difficult to distinguish such effects as the change in time increment occurs at the 
beginning of the contact loading. The analysis was repeated using equal time increments for 
all steps, resulting in insignificant differences in displacements, velocities, and accelerations 
from the original analysis. The maximum load is reached in 10 time steps, and a total of 43 
time steps is required to complete the analysis up to a time of 1.5 milliseconds. The material 
behaviour is bilinear and characterized by kinematic hardening. 










v = 0.3 




Fig. (3.3-2 ), problem definition for 3D bend bar problem 
A parallel study was performed by Nakamura et al. [57] in which all parameters 
used were non-dimensionalized and explicit time integration was employed. Unfortunately, 
insufficient information was provided to infer the appropriate material properties to be used 
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in this analysis, so that these properties were estimated and the results of Nakamura can be 
matched in only a qualitative sense. The applied load pattern and time history was developed 
by Nakamura to accurately represent the nearly constant load application rate and pressure 
distribution achieved through the proper choice of an impact absorber material [45],[57]. 
The deformed shape corresponding to the time of the maximum vertical displace-
ment at the longitudinal center of the beam is illustrated in Fig. 3.3-3. Aside view close up of 
the openeing of the crack tip region is also presented. The deformed shape is similar to the 
fundamental mode shape produced by a linear elastic five iteration subspace eigenvalue anal-
ysis using POLO-FINITE [70]. 
The progression of effective strain distribution with time is illustrated in Figs. 
3.3-4. The time t = 0.3457712 miliseconds corresponds to the distribution at the time when 
the maximum load is reached, t = 0.9757712 miliseconds to the time of maximum vertical 
displacement at the longitudinal center of the beam, and t= 0.6607712 miliseconds to the 
time midway between the two. The areas of strain concentration are seen to be at the crack 
tip, towards the free surface, and to a lesser extent beneath the load. A maximum value of 
effective strain equal to 0.179, attained at the free surface crack tip at t = 0.9757712 milise-
conds, is approximately 60 times the yield strain. This illustrates the need for a finite strain 
formulation even though the strains are generally small. The remainder of the beam outside 
the areas of concentration are virtually strain free, an expected result considering the sudden-
ness of the loading and the simple support. The primary concentration of strain about the free 
edge crack tip is also an expected, frequently observed phenomenon in this type of problem. 
The vertical displacement, velocity, and acceleration at the center of the top sur-
face of the beam are presented in Figs. 3.3-5 to 3.3-7, respectively. In Fig. 3.3-5 the displace-
ment is seen to reach a maximum value considerably larger than the static displacement and 
then to oscillate after apparently undergoing elastic unload. By measuring the time between 
peak oscillations, a period of vibration of 0.63 milliseconds is computed. This compares fa-
vorablywith the fundamental mode period of 0.621034 milliseconds calculated by the eigen-
value analysis, indicating that the oscillations correspond to an elastic free vibration in the 
fundamental mode. The velocity plot, Fig. 3.3-6, appears to closely correspond to the slope of 
the displacement plot, as of course it should. The acceleration plot of Fig. 3.3-7 follows the 
slope of the velocity plot but is quite jerky in comparison with the other plots. This is under-
standable in light of the fact that the assumption of a constant average acceleration during a 
time step drives the numerical integration of the equations of motion, and unless there are a 
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large number of time steps the plot of acceleration is likely to be less smooth than those for 
displacement or velocity. 
The bending moment on the center ligament, or the uncracked area on the center 
longitudinal cross-section, is depicted in Fig. 3.3-8. Again, an elastic unloading oscillation is 
observed after the moment has settled into a nearly flat linear increase with time. Up to the 
point of elastic unload, the bending moment curve resembles that obtained in reference [57]. 
However, the latter curve does not exhibit elastic unloading until some time after approxi-
mately 1.2 milliseconds, whereas Fig. 3.3-8 shows unloading at approximately 0.976 millisec-
onds. This discrepancy could very well be caused by locking of the elements in the vicinity of 
the crack tip, as full 2 by 2 by 2 integration was employed in this analysis. The discrepancy may 
also result from the uncertainty in material properties alluded to earlier. 
Although not present in a static analysis of the 3D bend bar problem, a small tran-
sient axial force acts on the center ligament and alternates between tension and compression. 
This force, plotted in Fig. 3.3-9, must be accounted for when computing the ligament bending 
moment. Specifically, the bending moment is computed as the couple of equal tensile and 
compression forces on the center ligament with the net axial force neglected. Fig. 3.3-9 is 
included to demonstrate the existence and relatively small extent of the net axial force. 
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close up of crack tip opening, side view 
Fig. ( 3.3-3 ), deformed shape at maximum vertical deflection 
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Fig. ( 3.3-7 ), vertical acceleration at center of bar, under load 
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Fig. ( 3.3-8 ), bending moment on center ligament 
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Fig. ( 3.3-9 ), net axial force on center ligament 
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3.4 CYLINDRICAL SHELL PROBLEM 
The cylindrical shell problem is described by a mesh incorporating twenty node 
bricks, a curved geometry, and a significant three dimensional aspect. For these attributes the 
cylindrical shell problem was solved in order to assess the element computation and linear 
solution algorithms. The mesh, described in Fig. 3.4-1, consists of one quarter of a moderate-
ly thick cylindrical shell fixed at the right end. Symmetry boundary conditions exist along the 





4049 nodes 768 elements 
fixed 
boundary 
20 node bricks (2x2x2 integration) 
Fig. ( 3.4-1 ), mesh for cylindrical shell problem 
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to outside radius is 0.1. A 15 inch band of internal pressure load, illustrated in Fig. 3.4-2, is 
applied to the first two rows of elements at the left, free end of the cylinder. All elements 




Fig. ( 3.4-2 ), pressure load at free end of cylinder 
The loading history and material properties are shown in Fig. 3.4-3. The internal 
pressure is increased linearly to a maximum level and then reduced in similar fashion to zero. 
This spike loading is intended to represent explosive pressure. The maximum pressure is 
reached in 10 equal time steps of 0.025 milliseconds, and a total of 100 equal time steps is 
required to complete the analysis up to a time of 2.5 milliseconds. Throughout the analysis, 
the material remains in the elastic range, obviating the need for specifying plasticity parame-
ters. 
The deformed shapes for t = 0.675, 1.55, and 2.45 milliseconds are given in Fig. 
3.4-4, along with analogous cantilever beam shapes. These times correspond to the maximum 
vertical displacements both inward and outward of the free end. For t = 0.675 ms, the shape 
indicates that the deformation is concentrated near the free end and that the end disturbance 
has not yet affected the rest of the cylinder. For t= 1.55 ms, the time pertaining to the maxi-
mum inward displacement, the disturbance has propagated over the entire cylinder and the 
resulting shape resembles the second mode of a cantilever beam. By the time t = 2.45 ms is 
reached, the free end is once again displaced outward, and again the shape is akin to the 
aforementioned second mode. It seems that the cylinder vibration is dominated by this shape. 
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v = 0.3 
Q = 7.29275 X 10-7 k sec2 / in 4 
Logarithmic strain 
Fig. ( 3.4-3 ), problem definition for cylindrical shell problem 
In Figs. 3.4-5 to 3.4-7 the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the midsur-
face sampled at various points along the z = 0.0 face are displayed. The sample points are the 
quarter points in the x direction, including the free end. Due to symmetry, results along the 
z = 0.0 face should be identical to those of any other longitudinal cross-section. The displace-
ment plot, Fig 3.4-5, seems to verify that the deformed shape is beginning to achieve a syn-
chronous motion in a mode two shape by the cessation of the analysis. From the velocity and 
acceleration plots, one can clearly see the influence of higher mode shapes, but it seems that 
the vibration is stabilizing. 
Plots of effective Cauchy stress versus time are given in Figs. 3.4-8 to 3.4-12. These 
plots correspond to the inner, middle, and outer through thickness surfaces at various points 
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x= 30 in. 
t= 0.675 ms 
t= 1.55 ms 
t= 2.45 ms 
Fig. ( 3.4-4 ), deformed shape at various times 
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along the z = 0.0 face. Again, these points are the quarter points in the x direction, including 
both ends. The first noticeable feature of these plots is the lag time between the initial loading 
and the first appearance of non-zero effective stress. From the plots, the lag time is approxi-
mately 0.15, 0.30,0.45, and 0.60 milliseconds fro x= 30, 60, 90, and 120 inches. These times 
closely agree with those predicted using the velocity of longitudinal wave propagation for a 
bar given in Section 3.1. It may be that the initial stress disturbance represents membrane 
forces and that this membrane disturbance travels with the same velocity as a longitudinal 
wave in a bar. That the initial disturbance is of a membrane nature is supported by the fact 
that, initially, the plots for the three surfaces coincide. 
The effect of bending in the cylinder is clearly seen in Figs. 3.4-9 to 3.4-12. In Fig. 
3.4-8, the plot for the free end atx= 0.0 inches, there is little effect of bending due to the free 
end. The differences between the surfaces at the initial peak seems to consist mostly of the 
presence of the pressure loading on the inner surface. At later peaks, when there is no applied 
internal pressure, the plots are more nearly identical. In the other plots, bending is much more 
significant. The inner and outer surface plots diverge from the middle surface plot when bend-
ing at the sample point waxes and rejoin the middle surface plot when the curvature at the 
sample point wanes. This can be seen by noting the deformed shape and comparing the dis-
placement and effective stress plots at a given time and sample point. For instance, consider-
ing Fig. 3.4-9 for sample point x= 30.0 inches, between 0.25 and 0.50 milliseconds there is 
great divergence in the plots for the three surfaces. During this period, Fig. 3.4-5 shows that 
there is no deflection at the sample point and Fig. 3.4-4 for t = 0.675 ms reveals that at x= 30 












































Vertical displacement versus time at midsurface. z.... 0.0 in. 
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Vertical velocity versus time at midsurface. z.... 0.0 in. 
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Vertical acceleration versus time at midsurface. z= 0.0 in. 
0.50 
II x= 0.0 in. (loaded end) 
., x= 30.0 in. 
A x- 60.0 in. 
• x= 90.0 in. 
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lime (ms) 
1.75 2.00 2.25 
Fig. ( 3.4-7 ), acceleration vs. time at various points along cylinder 

































Effective stress versus time at X= 30.0 in .• z= 0.0 In. 
II inside surface 
.. middle surface 
.. outside surface 
0.0 .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 
Time (ms) 
Fig. ( 3.4-9 ), effective stress vs. time through thickness of cylinder, x= 30.0 inches 
Effective stress versus time at X= 60.0 in.. z= 0.0 in. 
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Fig. ( 3.4-10 ), effective stress vs. time through thickness of cylinder, x= 60.0 inches 
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Effective stress versus time at x- 90.0 in., z- 0.0 in. 
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Fig. ( 3.4-11 ), effective stress vs. time through thickness of cylinder, x= 90.0 inches 
Effective stress versus time at x= 120.0 in., z= 0.0 in. 
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Fig. ( 3.4-12 ), effective stress vs. time through thickness of cylinder, X= 120.0 inches 
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3.5 MATERIAL MODEL 
In this section several numerical examples involving the finite strain plasticity models 
are presented. Two examples are given to verify the accuracy of the computer implementa-
tions versus simple, known solutions. These are the finite extension and the finite simple shear 
problems. Then, the boundary layer small scale yield problem of computational fracture me-
chanics is studied to demonstrate the robustness and reliability of the material models. 
3.5.1 THE FINITE SIMPLE SHEAR PROBLEM 
The kinematic description of the finite simple shear problem is characterized by the 
equations (1). The parameter K, a linear function of time, is a measure of the finite shear de-
( 3.5-1 ) 
formation. The closed form solutions for the non-zero Cauchy stresses in terms of K and the 
angle ~ for an incremental linear elastic material law coupling the unrotated stress rate and 
the unrotated rate of deformation, the Truesdell stress rate and the rate of deformation, and 
the Jaumann stress rate and the rate of deformation are presented in equations (2). The finite 
element mesh consists of one unit cube eight node brick element with material properties 
E = 206000 Mpa and v = 0.33. The shearing was applied at a constant rate through displace-
ment control in increments of K equal to 0.0001 for 30 load steps and 0.01 for 970 load steps 
adding up to a final value of 9.703. This pattern of load steps was designed to minimize the 
error inherent in the Truesdell stress rate formulation seen below in the finite extension prob-
lem. A graph of the shear stress versus K for a linear elastic material is given in Fig. 3.5-1. The 
agreement between computed and theoretical results for both the Truesdell and unrotated 
stress rates is excellent. The analytical curve for the J aumann stress rate shows why the finite 
simple shear problem, with its concomitant material rotation, is a watershed example when 
comparing stress rates. The shear stress ( as well as the axial stresses) oscillates with increas-
ing shear deformation, with the shear stress actually reversing sign. This is obviously not a 
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physically plausible response. Although this behaviour appears only at larger shear deforma-
tions, it is these large deformations that are of interest. The difficulty with the J aumann stress 
rate results from its dependence on the rate of spin tensor which remains constant throughout 
the deformation. The actual material rotation decreases with the deformation, which ap-
proaches finite extension in the limit. This accentuates the need to account for the true mate-
rial rotation in the choice of an objective stress rate. 
unrotated stress rate: 
T 11 = - T 22 = 4G( cos 2,8 InC cos,8) + ,8 sin 2,8 - sin2 f3) ; 
T 12 = 2G cos 2,8(2,8 - 2 tan 2,8 In( cos,B) - tan,B) 
Truesdell stress rate: 
T 11 = Gx?-; T 22 = 0; T 12 = GK 
Jaumann stress rate: 
T11 = - T22 = G(I- COSK); T12 = GsinK 
( 3.5-2 ) 
The finite simple shear problem is also analyzed considering material nonlinearities; a 
graph of shear stress versus K is presented in Fig. 3.5-1. To produce this graph, a yield stress of 
345 Mpa and a bilinear material with a tangent modulus of 138 Mpa were used. The results 
are in close agreement with those given by Johnson and Bammann [44]. Notice that the plots 
involving kinematic hardening have shapes similar to the corresponding nonlinear elastic 
plot. This is because the evolution equation governing the back stress is hypoelastic in nature 
and is expressed in terms of an objective rate with the same form as the applied stress rate. 
Since for a bilinear hardening material the plastic modulus is constant, and recalling that the 
unrotated formulation can be expressed equivalently in terms of the rate of deformation ten-
sor, the evolution equation is a linear function of the plastic rate of deformation tensor. For 
the finite simple shear problem, the rate of deformation tensor has only xy shear terms; its 
deviator tensor has the same form and so does its plastic component. The back stress thus 
behaves as the nonlinear elastic stress. If the J aumann stress rate under kinematic hardening 
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- - - Unrotated rate (theoretical) 
III Unrotated rate (computed) 
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Fig. ( 3.5-1 ), finite simple shear results 
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8.0 9.0 10.0 
8.0 9.0 10.0 
This illustrates that the insufficiencies inherent in the Jaumann stress rate appear in elasto-
plastic as well as elastic material models. The isotropic hardening plots of both the unro-
tated stress rate and the Truesdell stress rate exhibit a bilinear response that resembles the 
nonlinear elastic response of the Truesdell stress rate, but are not related. The isotropic hard-
ening plots simply reflect the bilinear nature of the material [44]. 
3.5.2 THE FINITE EXTENSION PROBLEM 
The kinematic description of the finite extension problem is given by equations (3). 
Both the plane stress and plane strain conditions are presented. The stretch ratios A.i are the 
1.0 Xl = (1 + at)Xl 
a, k are constants 
---------------, 
I X2 = (1 + kat)X2 1.0 (3.5-3 ) 
{ 
X3 
X3 = (1 + kat)X3 plane stress 
plane strain 
final lengths in the coordinate directions divided by the initial lengths. Their logarithms are 
the log strains. The closed form solutions for the non-zero Cauchy stresses and the axial force 
in terms of Al for a linear elastic material in both plane stress and plane strain are shown in 
equations (4). The finite element mesh consists of one unit cube eight node brick element with 
plane strain: vE T33 = __ 2) InAl ; (I-v-
(3.5-4 ) 
plane stress: 
linear elastic material properties E = 30000 ksi and v = 0.3. The axial extension was provided 
through displacement control on the boundary. The element was stretched quasi-statically to 
a final length of 6.0 with constant increments corresponding to either 1000 or 50 load steps. 
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Graphs of the axial force versus "'1 for plane stress and plane strain in the 1000 load step case 
are given in Fig. 3.5-2. The agreement between computed and theoretical results is excellent, 
particularly for the unrotated stress rate, where the accuracy of the computed results is always 
within 0.0005%. The error of the Truesdell stress rate computed results never exceeds 0.5%. 
This discrepancy in accuracy is the consequence of using the state n Cauchy stresses in the 
numerical integration of the Truesdell stress rate, rather than those at state n + 1/2 as dis-
cussed in Section 2.4. 
Fig. 3.5-2 illustrates that the behaviour predicted by the unrotated stress rate and that 
by the Truesdell stress rate differ significantly. The Truesdell stress rate forecasts that the axial 
force increases linearly with stretch ratio at large stretch ratios, while the unrotated stress rate 
suggests that a "limit point" exists after which axial force decreases with increasing stretch 
ratio. This point, given the above material properties, is at "'1 = 10.31 for plane strain and 
5.29 for plane stress. The plane stress "limit point" is clearly seen in Fig. 3.5-2. It is not clear 
which prediction is most correct. Certainly, it would be difficult to test as most materials 
would yield or break before the unrotated stress rate "limit point" is reached or even before 
there is an indication as to which path is being followed. 
The nonlinear elastic finite extension problem was also solved for 50 load steps in or-
der to study the effect of larger step sizes on numerical accuracy. The results are given in Fig. 
3.5-3. The accuracy of the unrotated stress results is virtually unaffected by the larger step 
size. What little additional inaccuracy that exists is due to the one point integration of the 
velocity gradient in order to produce the increment of the rate of deformation tensor. Alarger 
step size degrades the accuracy of approximating a curve with a series of straight line seg-
ments. However, this does not seem to be a significant effect. The influence of a larger step 
size on Truesdell stress rate calculations is a far different story. Fig. 3.5-3 shows that the 
Truesdell stress rate accuracy is quite sensitive to step size. Again, this is due to the depen-
dence on state n in the one point integration of the Truesdell stress rate. The error increases 
both relatively and absolutely until the computed curve becomes manifestly divergent from 
the analytical. This indicates that when using the Truesdell stress rate one advantage of implic-
it computational mechanics, larger allowable step sizes, is rendered less beneficial. 
The behaviour of the finite extension problem was also studied with a nonlinear mate .. 
rial, using a tangent modulus of 100.0 ksi. Again, displacement control was applied, with the 
final length of 6.0 being reached in 1000 load steps. The results for both plane stress and plane 
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Fig. ( 3.5-4 ), finite extension results for a nonlinear material, 1000 load steps 
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kinematic and isotropic hardening and for the Truesdell rate with isotropic hardening are very 
nearly identical and show a limit point and a slow decline. The plots for the Truesdell rate with 
kinematic hardening shows a steady increase with increasing stretch ratio. The Truesdell rate 
with isotropic hardening closely resembles the unrotated rate with isotropic hardening be-
cause in the absence of material rotation the only difference between the Truesdell and unro-
tated isotropic hardening formulations is the trace of the rate of deformation term in the 
Truesdell rate. During plastic flow, the plastic trace is zero; the elastic trace is comparatively 
small. Thus, there is virtually no difference. 
As the form of the plastic rate of deformation term is the same as the elastic (diago-
nal), the back stress for the finite extension problem for both stress rates behaves as the non-
linear elastic stress with a different Poisson's ratio. Since this is also true for the cross-section-
al area, the contribution of the back stress to the axial force distribution should mirror the 
nonlinear elastic axial force distribution. This effect is clearly seen for the axial force plots of 
the Truesdell stress rate with kinematic hardening, which indeed parallels the nonlinear elas-
tic plots and deviates sharply from the isotropic hardening plots. The plots for the unrotated 
stress rate with kinematic hardening matches the unrotated isotropic hardening plots because 
the back stress axial force contribution is similar to the overall plastic distribution and the 
magnitude of the back stress is not sufficient to cause a significant discrepancy. 
As stated previously, the results obtained above were produced by displacement con-
trol on the boundary. The convergence of the global equilibrium iterations for displacement 
control was trivial; only two or three iterations were required even in the 50 load step case. 
The convergence characteristics for loading control are quite different. Consider the plane 
stress case for a nonlinear material. For the unrotated stress rate with isotropic hardening, 
there is a limit point when the axial force reaches the vicinity of 49.6 kips. Loading control was 
provided so that a final axial force of 49 kips was achieved in 15 variably loaded steps: two 
steps of 15 kips, twelve steps of 1.5 kips and a final step of 1 kip. Yielding occurs on the second 
step. The number of equilibrium iterations required for the residual load of each step to con-
verge to within 0.1 % of the original residual load is shown in Fig. 3.5-5 for three different 
analyses. The first is Newton-Raphson. For this analysis, the number of iterations required 
begins degrading at the onset of plasticity and worsens noticeably as the limit point is ap-
proached. The second analysis performs N ewton-Raphson with the Crisfield acceleration 
technique. Here, convergence is seen to improve, especially as the limit point is neared. The 
final analysis executes the nonlinear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm with the 
tangent stiffness as the linear preconditioner and an accurate line search. Convergence for 
this analysis is the best of all, most notably near the limit point. Based on Fig. 3.5-5, one can 
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Step Number N ewton-Raphson wi Crisfield acceleration NLPCG 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 3 
3 7 6 5 
4 7 6 5 
5 7 6 5 
6 8 6 5 
7 9 5 5 
8 9 6 5 
9 10 7 5 
10 11 7 5 
11 13 6 5 
12 15 10 5 
13 19 11 5 
14 27 11 8 
15 42 16 8 
Fig. ( 3.5-5 ), convergence its., finite extension pb., nonlinear material, load control 
state that although the convergence associated with Newton-Raphson is disappointing, it can 
be greatly enhanced by an accelerator or an accurate line search. It may be suspected that the 
poor performance of Newton-Raphson for the unrotated stress rate in this example is due to 
the omission of the stress related terms in the transformation of the constitutive relationship 
to the reference configuration. Indeed, as the solution approaches and exceeds the limit 
point, the change in the right stretch tensor becomes more and more significant. However, the 
same convergence trends are observed using the Truesdell stress rate, whose constitutive 
transformation is not dependent on approximation. Further, the same convergence trends are 
observed for the nonlinear elastic solution using the unrotated stress rate, which has a "limit 
point", but not when using the Truesdell stress rate, which does not. Using the Truesdell stress 
rate, the nonlinear elastic solution converges in two or three iterations for a reasonable step 
size throughout the analysis. It may be that it is the presence of a limit point which causes 
convergence problems, which is not unreasonable. Further research is required to discover if 
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the missing terms of the unrotated constitutive transformation are necessary to proper con-
vergence when using the unrotated stress rate. 
3.5.3 THE BOUNDARY LAYER SMALL SCALE YIELD PROBLEM 
The boundary layer small scale yield problem is an important one for fracture mechan-
ics researchers who wish to study crack tip parameters [61]. It models an infinite plate in plane 
strain with a long crack in the center and tensile stress applied at infinity. The crack is long 
enough so that the crack tips do not interact. The boundary layer consists of an annular region 
containing the crack tip, which may be either sharp or smoothly blunt. In this study, it is blunt. 
The infinite plate with including the center crack and the annular boundary layer is illustrated 
in Fig. 3.5-6, the mesh modeling the annular region is presented in Fig. 3.5-7, and the loading 
annular region 
00 (---'---'9 
long blunt crack 
Fig. ( 3.5-6 ), location of semicircular mesh 
history and material parameters are shown in Fig. 3.5-8. A close-up of the crack tip region is 
given in Fig. 3.5-9. Increasing displacements that correspond to the linear elastic (Mode I), 
small strain singular field are applied along the outer circular boundary of the annular mesh. 
These displacements are given in equations (5) where Kr, the stress intensity factor, is seen to 
be the loading parameter. The justification for applying displacements along the boundary is 
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applied displacement field 
plane strain 5 in. radius 
5059 nodes 683 elements 20 node bricks (2x2x2) 
Fig. ( 3.5-7 ), mesh for boundary layer small scale yield problem 
that the plastic zone around the the crack tip is assumed to be small enough so that the bound-
ary is unaffected. In this analysis, the overall radius of the mesh is set to 5 inches, while the 
initial crack radius is 0.001 inches. The plane strain condition is enforced by constraining all 
displacements normal to the plane of the plate to be zero. The thickness of the plate is there-
fore basically irrelevant, but is set to 0.001 inches so that the transverse edges of the 20 node 
brick elements cannot deform into zero energy modes, which they do if the thickness is too 
large. Reduced integration is used on all elements and the value of KJ is increased to a final 
value of 150 in equal increments. In the primary analysis of the problem, the unrotated stress 
rate and isotropic hardening are used. 
v 
~ (1 + v)K/ () 
u = V Z; E (3 - 4v- cos() cosZ 
( 3.5-5 ) 
~ (1 + v)K/ . () 
v = V 2i E (3 - 4v- cosO) sIn "2 
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The displaced shape in the crack tip region for KI = 150 is shown plotted to actual 
scale in Fig.3.5-10. The crack tip opening displacement 8, defined in Fig. 3.5-10, is nearly 
four times greater than the initial crack opening ( twice the initial crack radius ). The crack tip 
thus increases significantly in both size and bluntness as the solution progresses. The elements 
along the radius of the crack tip are severely disfigured and experience very large strain. This 
can be seen in Fig. 3.5-11 where a contour plot of the effective strains about the crack tip is 
given. The maximum effective strain occurs in the element at the crack tip and reaches a value 
of 1.59. As the strains result from an accumulation of the rate of deformation tensor, they 
resemble logarithmic strains and the maximum effective strain corresponds to a stretch ratio 
of approximately 4.9. This indicates that for the area around the crack tip finite strain effects 
must be included in the plasticity models. 





KJ - 5.0 (static) 
E= 100.0 
v = 0.3 
isotropic hardening 
unrotated stress rate 
Lo garithmic strain 
Fig. ( 3.5-8 ), problem definition for boundary layer small scale yield problem 
The evolution of the plastic zone about the crack tip is shown in Fig. 3.5-12 for KJ 
values of 50, 100, and 150. An effective strain in the vicinity of 0.002 or greater indicates the 
region of plastic flow. The extent of the plastic zone for the three cases is about 0.1, 0.4, and 
0.8 inches, respectively. The plastic zone for KJ = 150 appears to be somewhat affected by the 
boundary, but an analysis for a mesh with an outside radius of 10 inches reveals that this effect 
is actually insignificant. Notice that the plastic zone tails to the right or toward the free edge of 
the plate, which is expected. 
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Fig. (3.5-9 ), close up of mesh around crack tip 
One of the principal goals of the analysis of the boundary layer small scale yield prob-
lem is to develop a plot of normalized stress versus normalized radius that is independent of 
the size of the plastic zone. Thus, the normalized stress distribution for any sufficient size of 
the plastic zone would be identical and only one graph would be needed to represent all. Such 
graphs are shown in Fig. 3.5-13 for the radial and hoop Cauchy stress along the radius at e = 0 
( the shear stress along this radius is zero by symmetry, which is verified by computation). The 
stress of interest is normalized by the uniaxial yield stress and is plotted on the vertical axes. 
The radius is normalized by the parameter J divided by the uniaxial yield stress and is plotted 
on the horizontal axes. The parameter J [61] is the J-integral, which is a contour integral that 
is essentially path-independent for contours beyond the finite strain zone. The theoretical 
value of J, given in equation (6), is used to normalize the radius. 
J = ( 1- v2 )Ky 
E (3.5-6 ) 
In the radial stress plot of Fig. 3.5-13, the curves for all values ofKr dive to zero at the 
crack tip. This is because the crack is stress-free. This boundary condition is also responsible 
for the downturn in the hoop stress plot near the crack tip, because the radial stress drives the 
hydrostatic stress down. The hoop stress must then decrease in order to satisfy the yield condi-
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tiona The upturn in the hoop stress plot near the crack tip is currently a controversial topic 
among fracture mechanics researchers. It appears that it results from the bilinear hardening 
assumption in the material model. As the bilinear hardening material near the crack tip be-
comes more and more deformed, it continues to pick up stress even at extremely large strains. 
This effect counteracts the effect of the decreasing radial stress and drives the hoop stress up 
at the crack tip. For materials governed by a power law hardening rule, where at very large 
strains the tangent modulus is virtually zero, the upturn is not seen [61]. 
Fig. ( 3.5-10 ), crack tip displacement 
An important feature of Fig. 3.5-13 is that while the normalized stress distributions for 
~ = 100 and 150 coincide after a certain distance from the crack tip they do not coincide prior 
to this point. This indicates that the parameter J is not sufficient to normalize the radius in the 
near crack region where finite strain effects are important. 
Normalized stress plots for solutions corresponding to the Truesdell stress rate with 
isotropic hardening and the unrotated stress rate with kinematic hardening are practically 
identical with those of Fig. 3.5-13. The similarity for different stress rates is probably an indi-
cation that the material rotation is not significant enough to differentiate between the stress 
rates. The similarities for a given stress rate and varied strain hardening exist because for this 
case isotropic and kinematic hardening are not clearly distinguishable. There is an observable 
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difference in the finite simple shear and finite extension problems because the plastic rate of 
deformation tensor has the same form as the rate of deformation tensor itself. Here, the spa-
tial and deformation gradients are different for plastic flow and elastic deformation, so that 
the back stress in kinematic hardening does not resemble the nonlinear elastic solution. 
In Fig. 3.5-14 normalized stress plots for the Truesdell stress rate with kinematic hard-
ening are presented. While the radial stress plot is similar to that of Fig. 3.5-13, the hoop 
stress plot is quite different near the crack tip for KJ = 100 and 150. The upturn in the vicinity 
of the crack tip is greatly exaggerated. Because the deviator values of the back stress are not 
preserved by the Truesdell rate transformation of the state n back stress to the current config-
uration, the hydrostatic back stress is augmented by the transformation and the hydrostatic 
Cauchy stress is driven up in kind. This effect is only significant in the area of high deformation 
surrounding the crack tip and points out the problems associated with using the Truesdell 
stress rate and kinematic hardening together. 
In Fig. 3.5-15 the convergence of the global Newton-Raphson equilibrium iterations 
for finite strain plasticity versus small strain plasticity is examined. The boundary layer small 
scale yield problem was analyzed assuming both finite and small strains and the convergence 
characteristics of the load step increasing KJ to 100 were studied. For the geometrically non-
linear plots, the unrotated stress rate with isotropic hardening was used. All other combina-
tions of stress rate and strain hardening type exhibited similar performance. Convergence for 
both the finite and small strain solutions were excellent, each requiring only three Newton-
Raphson iterations to reduce the residual to 0.01 % of the original step residual. The small 
strain or geometrically linear solutions display the quadratic rate of convergence characteris-
tic of the consistent tangent operator. The finite strain solutions diverge from the small strain 
solutions, but converge to the 0.01 % tolerance in the same number of iterations. Therefore 
for the boundary layer small scale yield problem, where the degree of overall geometric non-
linearity is not large, no serious deterioration in the convergence rate is observed for a geo-
metrically nonlinear solution. 
Finally, the computation time for the boundary layer small scale yield problem re-
quired by the unrotated stress rate formulation, due to the performance of the polar decom-
positions, was consistently about 67% greater than that of the Truesdell rate formulation. 
However, this difference represented less than 1 % of the overall solution time for 30 load 
steps, which was about three hours on a Convex 240 computer. Thus, there is no significant 





Fig. ( 3.5-11 ), effective strain around the crack tip for ~ = 150 
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Fig. (3.5-15 ), convergence studies for unrotated stress rate, isotropic hardening 
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4 NUMERICAL RESULTS: TIMINGS 
This chapter deals with timing studies performed on various example problems so 
that the performance of the element computation and linear and nonlinear solution algo-
rithms can be assessed. 
All timing studies executed for the purposes of comparing element computation 
algorithms and linear solvers within nonlinear solution algorithms employed modified New-
ton-Raphson (MNR) with Crisfield acceleration (secant-Newton). A manageable slice, rath-
er than the whole, of each example problem was timed on both the Alliant FX/8 and the Con-
vex C240. An attempt was made to capture the flavor of each example problem in the slices so 
that their natures are mirrored in the timings. All speedup comparisons of element computa-
tion algorithms are on a per call basis, while actual timings and total time speedups reflect 
differing numbers of linear preconditioned conjugate gradient (LPCG) and (nonlinear) equi-
librium iterations. 
Comparisons of nonlinear solution algorithms were performed on the Convex 
C240 because of the difficulty associated with using the Alliant FX/8 in multiuser mode: In 
general, the example problems are too large to run in multiuser mode and must execute in 
single user mode. Larger slices of each example problem were normally required to suitably 
test the nonlinear solution algorithms, due to the need to proceed further to reach telling non-
linear behaviour. Thus, it was not feasible to procure enough Alliant FX/8 single user time to 
adequately treat the nonlinear solution comparisons, so only the Convex C240, which could 
easily handle the example problems in multiuser mode, was used in this phase of the research. 
Only example problems containing meshes with a three dimensional aspect were used in the 
nonlinear solution comparisons, as the effect of dimensionality on behaviour is pertinent pri-
marily to the linear solution algorithms. The nonlinear solution comparisons employed the 
LPCG solver with diagonal (diag) or element-by-element (ebe) preconditioning. This was 
done because the LPCG solver is a primary focus of this research, so that its performance in 
conjunction with the nonlinear solution algorithms is of interest, and because the nonlinear 
preconditioned conjugate gradient (NLPCG) algorithm is dependent on the use ofLPCG so 
that assembly of the global dynamic tangent stiffness matrix is not necessary. The most effec-
tive pre conditioner in a given example problem was used. The Sorenson form of the search 
direction multiplier was used in all NLPCG analyses. 
All timings were made using the FORTRAN utility etime. As such, timings include 
time spent in the system executing on behalf of the user and reflect the amount of virtual 
memory paging. This is in contrast to timings obtained from a profile produced by the utility 
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gprof, where system time is not included. It is important to include the system time because 
this becomes significant in larger problems. Also, use of profiling increases the executable 
size of the program and makes it more difficult to run. 
In each of the example problems, the relationship between the condition number 
of the linear elastic dynamic tangent stiffness matrix and the time step size is explored. The 
condition number, defined as the product of the norm of a matrix and the norm of its inverse, 
is estimated using the UNPACK routine DPBCO. The condition number defined on II 112 
[34], the ratio of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the matrix, is used in Section 2.2. 
The condition number estimated with DPBCO is defined on II III [23]. The details of how this 
estimation is made is given in the UNPACK User's Guide [23]. 
Periodically, mention is made of the square root of the number of active degrees of 
freedom (sqrt(ndof) ) in conjunction with the convergence characteristics of LPCG. This is 
done because it has been observed that a good pre conditioner can often lead to convergence 
after this number of iterations, a convergence rate which is considered rapid [34] . 
. For the purpose of comparison, the critical time step size for the second central 
difference explicit time integration method for each example problem is mentioned in con-
junction with the study of the effect of the time step size on the convergence characteristics of 
LPCG presented in Section 4.2. This critical time step size is estimated using the relationship 
( 4.1-1 ) 
where Lll is the smallest dimension of any element in the structure and c is the velocity of a 
dilatational wave in an unbounded medium, defined as [50] 
c= 
E(l-v) 
( 4.1-2 ) (J(1 + v)(1 - 2v) 
E is the modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson's ratio, and p is the mass density. This is known as the 
Courant stability criterion and is used in explicit dynamics codes such as SPECTROM-331 
[47]. 
4.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTIONS 
In this section, descriptions of the problem slices testing the linear solution and 
element computation algorithms and the nonlinear solution algorithms in each example 
problem are provided. 
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In the problem slices addressed in this section, two key considerations are con-
stant. First, unless otherwise specified, LPCG iterations terminate when the linear residual 
load test falls below a tolerance of 0.01 %. In this study, no attempt was made to exhaustively 
explore the effects of varying the LPCG tolerance. Second, where applicable, the same test 
and tolerance used in the engineering analysis of each example problem was used to termi-
nate MNR iterations in the linear solution/element computation algorithm problem slices. 
Fig. 4.1-1 summarizes some of the characteristic of the example problems de-
scribed below. The categories considered are the half band width and the number of ele-
ments, nodes, and active degrees of freedom after constraint; the mesh topology and key at-
tributes; and the predominant type of nonlinearity. 
4.1.1 BAR EXTENSION PROBLEM 
The bar extension problem (lDBE) is an example of a one dimensional mesh em-
ploying linear elements, where all of the elements are arrayed in a single dimension. This type 
of problem is tested to benchmark the behaviour of the algorithms when three dimensional 
elements are applied to one dimensional problems. The mesh, material properties, and load-
ing history for the engineering analysis of 1DBE are given in Section 3.1. In this analysis, sig-
nificant nonlinearity occurred in 72 of the 80 time steps. Even with the tangent stiffness up-
dated every iteration, the solution often required upwards of 10 equilibrium iterations to 
converge to a tolerance of 0.01 % using the residual load test. Without such frequent updates, 
the solution often did not converge at all. 
For reasons to be made evident in Section 4.2, the linear solution and element 
computation algorithm timing studies of 1DBE are performed with a, time step of 0.1 millisec-
onds, as opposed to the time step of 1.0 milliseconds used in Section 3.1. The loading history 
of Fig 3.1-2 is redefined accordingly, with the load reaching the constant, maximum value in 
1.0 rather than 10.0 milliseconds. All other parameters remain the same. The problem slice 
used for the comparison of the linear solution and element computation algorithms consists 
of twenty time steps, ten up to the maximum load and ten along the loading flat top. This 
problem slice was small enough to execute feasibly on the Alliant FX/8 yet large enough to 
accurately represent the nonlinear behaviour of the problem. For the first 8 time steps, while 
the material behaviour is elastic, the tangent stiffness was only updated before the first itera-
tion. For the remaining steps, the tangent stiffness was updated on every iteration to reflect 























hbw active dof mesh topology mesh attributes nonlinearity 
24 6144 one dimensional linear elements material 
381 7372 two dimensional center hole; material and quadratic elements localized geometric 
438 9040 significantly crack flaw; material and 
three dimensional linear elements localized geometric 
si gnifi candy 
curved shell 
1197 11168 geometry; basically linear three dimensional 
quadratic elements 
552 6084 three dimensional linear elements material and geometric 
, 
1146 19494 three dimensional linear elements material and geometric 
1005 7344 three dimensional quadratic elements material and geometric 
1491 13860 three dimensional quadratic elements material and geometric 
Fig. ( 4.1-1), example problem characteristics 
4.1.2 SHEAR BAND PROBLEM 
The shear band problem (2DSB) is defined by a two dimensional mesh of quadratic 
elements, where all of the elements are arranged in a plane. A problem in this category is 
analyzed to establish the response of the algorithms when three dimensional elements are 
applied to two dimensional problems. The mesh, material properties, and loading history for 
the engineering analysis of2DSB are given in Section 3.2. In the engineering analysis, signifi-
cant material nonlinearity from the shear band appeared almost immediately and continued 
throughout the 100 time steps solved. Similar to 1DBE, during most of the analysis tangent 
stiffness updates were required on every iteration to insure convergence of the solution, again 
to a tolerance of 0.01 % in the residual load test. 
For the comparison of the linear solution and element computation algorithms, 
only two time steps were solved in order to limit the execution time to a manageable amount 
on the Alliant FX/S. To include the effects of plastic flow, the end load for the first time step 
was set to 4 MN and for the second time step was increased to 6 MN. The time step size 
employed equaled 0.1 milliseconds, the same size specified in the engineering analysis. With 
this loading, significant material nonlinearity appeared on the first step, and to handle this 
and reflect the bulk of the engineering analysis, the tangent stiffness was updated before every 
iteration of both time steps. 
4.1.3 3D BEND BAR PROBLEM 
The 3D bend bar problem (3DBB) is characterized by a mesh of linear elements 
with a significant three dimensional topology and a flawed crack tip geometry. The mesh, ma-
terial properties, and loading history for the engineering analysis of the 3DBB are presented 
in Section 3.3. Before performing the actual engineering analysis, the solution of a few pre-
liminary time steps indicated that in the range of nonlinear behaviour, at least two and possi-
bly three tangent stiffness updates were required to make certain that adequate convergence 
was maintained. Again, the tolerance of the residual load test for MNR iterations was 0.01 %. 
Further, if the tangent stiffness was updated before every iteration, usually only three itera-
tions were performed. To ensure that a runaway solution did not occur and because it did not 
appear to be overly costly, the tangent stiffness was updated before every iteration in the non-
linear range of the full analysis. 
The linear solution and element computation algorithms were tested by solving 
just two time steps, again to render the execution time practical on the Alliant FX/S. The first 
time step encompasses the first 5 time steps of Fig. 3.3-2, and the second time step corre-
sponds to the sixth. This is done because the first noticeable signs of yielding about the crack 
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tip occur on the sixth time step of Fig. 3.3-2 and the attempt was made to incorporate this 
influence. Accordingly, the first time step size is 1.07712x10-4 seconds and the second is 
0.35x10-4 seconds. To represent the frequent tangent stiffness updates of the engineering 
analysis, the tangent stiffness in the problem slice is updated before every iteration. On the 
second step of the problem slice, enough of the elements about the crack yielded to reflect the 
material nonlinearity of the engineering analysis and to produce a representative nonlinear 
convergence rate. Although the change in time step size would undoubtedly produce a spuri-
ous impact effect if one was interested in an accurate stress analysis, for -the purposes of timing 
the problem slice is adequate. 
The problem slice utilized in the comparison of the nonlinear solution algorithms 
conforms to the loading history of Fig. 3.3-2 up to the point where the loading flat top is 
reached in order to reflect the plastic zone about the crack tip. This point is reached in either 
10 equal time steps of 0.03457712 milliseconds, or in one time step of 0.3457712 millisec-
onds. MNR, secant-Newton, and NLPCG runs were made with the tangent stiffness updated 
before every iteration, and with the tangent stiffness updated before just the first two itera-
tions for time steps in the range of significant nonlinear behaviour. The residual load test was 
used for the equilibrium iterations of all the algorithms, with a tolerance of 0.01 %. For those 
NLPCG runs including a line search, the dot product test with a tolerance varying from 10% 
to 0.01 % was employed. The LPCG convergence tolerance was varied from 1% to 0.01 %. 
4.1.4 CYLINDRICAL SHELL PROBLEM 
The mesh of the cylindrical shell problem (3DCS) has a significant three dimen-
sional topology modeled by quadratic elements and a conditioning degraded by combined 
membrane and bending shell behaviour. The mesh, material properties, and loading history 
for the engineering analysis of3DCS are presented in Section 3.4. Since the material in 3DCS 
was maintained in the elastic range, no difficulties in convergence were encountered and the 
tangent stiffness was updated only before the first iteration of each time step. 
Evaluation of the linear solution and element computation algorithms is accom-
plished by the solution of the first two time steps in the loading history of Fig. 3.4-2. This 
problem slice resulted in total execution times on par with previous problems and, as the en-
tire solution is in the materially elastic range, even one time step would adequately depict the 
problem behaviour. The time step size used in the problem slice is 0.025 milliseconds, as spe-
cified in Section 3.4. The tolerance used in the residual load test for MNR iterations here and 
in the engineering analysis was 0.01 %. 
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Actually, given the absence of nonlinearity in this problem, it could have been ana-
lyzed as a linear problem. Nonlinearity was included so that it would be reflected in the ele-
ment computation algorithm timings. 3DCS was not used to test the nonlinear solution algo-
rithms because of its linear nature. 
4.1.5 3D LINEAR FINITE EXTENSION PROBLEM 
In the previous example problems, meshes of varying dimensionality have been 
used in conjunction with the three dimensional elements of this research. As such, problems 
described by a purely three dimensional mesh topology employing both linear and quadratic 
isoparametric elements are desired as a benchmark against which to measure the previous 
analyses. Further, these problems should exhibit tangible effects of geometric and material 
nonlinearities so that a fair test of the nonlinear solution algorithms can be made. In Section 
3.5, the finite extension problem was analyzed for the purpose of evaluating the finite strain 
plasticity models. The results showed that, under loading control, there was poor convergence 
of the equilibrium iterations for the Newton-Raphson nonlinear solution algorithm due to 
the debilitating effects of coupled geometric and material nonlinearity. Consequently, the 
finite extension problem modeled with a cubic mesh is adopted as the benchmark problem. 
The 3D linear finite extension problem (3DLFE) is modeled with two meshes of different 
size. The first mesh (3DLI2) consists of2197 nodes and 1728 linear elements arrayed in a 12 
by 12 by 12 division of a unit cube. This mesh is analyzed on both the Convex C240 and the 
Alliant FX/8. The second mesh (3DLI8) consists of 6859 nodes and 5832 elements arranged 
with 18 elements to a side. This second mesh is far too large to be studied on the Alliant, so 
that it is considered only on the Convex. Both meshes are constrained in a plane stress format, 
allowing freedom of expansion and contraction in the directions orthogonal to the loading. 
All told, there remain after constraint 6084 active degrees of freedom for 3DL12 and 19494 
for 3DL18. The modulus of elasticity is 30000 ksi, Poisson's ratio is 0.3, and the yield stress is 
30 ksi. The meshes are axially loaded to produce a uniform axial stress throughout. In order to 
maintain the behaviour observed in Section 3.5 and also to exercise the computational as-
pects associated with a dynamic analysis, in general the problem was analyzed with a mass 
density of 0.0 and a time step of 1.0. In this way, the problem behaves statically while perform-
ing the computations necessary for a dynamic analysis. 
In order to limit the execution time of the problem slice comparing the linear solu-
tion and element computation algorithms, the load of the first step was set to 30.5 ksi and 
either four (using mesh 3DL12) or two (using mesh 3DL18) equilibrium iterations attempting 
to balance this load were performed. This allows the effects of the nonlinearity to be felt while 
permitting the slower element computation algorithms and the sequential application to fin-
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ish in a reasonable time. As a consequence of the extreme nonlinearity of the problem, the 
tangent stiffness is updated before every iteration. No convergence test is necessary for the 
MNR iterations, as the solution is arbitrarily terminated after four iterations. 
So that the full flavor of the nonlinearity of the problem is experienced, the prob-
lem slice testing the nonlinear solution algorithms encompasses either 5 or 10 load steps: two 
steps of 15 ksi each, then either three steps of 4.0 ksi or eight steps of 1.5 ksi. In the range of 
nonlinear behaviour, the tangent stiffness was updated before every it~ration. The tolerance 
used in the residual load test for the equilibrium iterations in the nonlinear solution problem 
slice was 0.1 %; the dot product test for line search iterations in NLPCG was either 1 % or 
0.01 %. The LPCG convergence tolerance was again varied from 1 % to 0.01 %. Only 3DL12 
was used in this study. 
4.1.6 3D QUADRATIC FINITE EXTENSION PROBLEM 
The 3D quadratic finite extension problem (3DQFE) is also analyzed using two 
separate meshes. The first mesh (3DQ8) contains 2673 nodes and 512 quadratic elements in a 
8 by 8 by 8 array. The second mesh (3DQ10) contains 4961 nodes and 1000 quadratic ele-
ments in a 10 by 10 by 10 array. Again, plane stress boundary conditions prevail, leaving 7344 
active degrees of freedom for 3DQ8 and 13860 for 3DQ10. The material properties, loading, 
mass density, and time step size are as specified above. 3DQ8 is examined on both the Alliant 
FX/8 and the Convex C240, and 3DQ10 is studied on only the Convex because of its size. 
The linear solution and element computation problem slice is identical to that for 
3DLFE, except that only two equilibrium iterations are performed in order to limit the antici-
pated execution time of the sequential application. 
The nonlinear solution problem slice is also identical to that of the linear problem, 
except that the slice is reduced to three or five load steps - two of 15 ksi and one of 4.5 ksi or 
three of 1.5 ksi - considering the much greater computational effort required by the quadratic 
mesh and the desire to limit the execution time so that the analysis could be realistically com-
pleted in one night. This was done to avoid times of heavy machine load and possible down-
times. Accordingly, only 3DQ8 was used in this study. 
4.2 LINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
In this section the results of the linear solution algorithm comparisons for all of the 
example problems are presented. The results are organized by memory requirements, com-
parisons of LPCG and the direct solver, and a study of the convergence characteristics of 
LPCG. A summary is provided at the end of the section. 
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4.2.1 MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 
Central to the question of which linear solver is most preferable are the memory 
requirements of each approach. The basic memory requirements for the solution of a linear 
system of equations and the memory consumed by the main common area for all of the exam-
ple problems are listed in Fig. 4.2-2. The definition of the basic memory requirements for the 
direct solver, LPCG with ebe preconditioning (LPCG wi ebe ), and LPCG with diagonal pre-
conditioning ( LPCG wi diag ) are displayed in Fig. 4.2-1. The memory needed by the main 
common area is taken from the version of NLDFEP incorporating the element computation 
algorithm BEC on the Alliant FX/8. All other versions have main common sizes with trivial 
differences. 
required for all linear solvers: 
element tangent stiffness matrices in upper triangular vector form 
element tangent mass matrices in upper triangular vector form 
required for direct solver: 
assembled global (dynamic) tangent stiffness matrix in banded form 
required for LPCG wi ebe: 
factored element preconditioning matrices in upper triangular vector form 
required for LPCG wi diag: 
global preconditioning vector 
Fig. ( 4.2-1 ), definition of basic memory requirements for linear solution 
Fig. 4.2-2 reveals that for IDBE, the memory requirements for the direct solver 
are slightly less than for LPCG wi ebe and only marginally more than LPCG wi diag. This is 
due to the small half band width of the problem, which equals 24. This half band width re-
mains constant as the number of elements in the problem increases. Thus, as the size of the 
problem increases, the direct solver memory needs will always nearly equal those ofLPCG wi 
ebe and minimally exceed those ofLPCG wi diag. For this reason alone, LPCG is not ideally 
suited to one dimensional problems. 
The memory requirements are far greater for 2DSB, the consequence of using 
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this larger half band width, there is a significant difference in the requirements for the direct 
solver and the LPCG solvers. For 2DSB, there is a definite advantage in memory to using 
LPCG in lieu of the direct solver, especially for the diagonal pre conditioner. In this respect, 
LPCG is far more suited to two dimensional than one dimensional problems. 
The memory demands of 3DBB are quite similar to those of 2DSB. The 3DBB half 
band width is slightly larger (438), but fewer structural nodes (3216 to 3799) makes the 3DBB 
direct solver system solution memory somewhat smaller. While linear. rather than quadratic 
elements are used, the memory advantage incurred is partially offset by the much larger num-
ber of elements (2440) so that the system solution memory of the LPCG solvers remains in 
nearly the same proportion to the direct solver as it was in 2DSB. The 3DBB main common 
memory for each linear solver is significantly larger in comparison to the system solution 
memory than it was for either IDBE or 2DSB. This is again the result of the large number of 
elements in 3DBB, which increases the storage necessary for quantities such as the global 
stresses and strains. Still, Fig. 4.2-2 shows that LPCG has a definite memory advantage for 
3DBB. 
For 3DCS, an overwhelming memory advantage exists for the LPCG solvers, with 
LPCG wi ebe requiring less than one-fourth and LPCG wi diag less than one-sixth the basic 
system solution memory. This advantage stems from the the use of quadratic elements and the 
three dimensional aspect of the mesh; 3DCS possesses the relatively large half band width of 
1197 and over 4000 structural nodes, which greatly increases the memory requirements of the 
global dynamic tangent stiffness matrix. The LPCG solvers benefit from the relatively small 
number of elements compared to the number of nodes, characteristic of meshes employing 
quadratic elements, which offsets the increase in quadratic element data storage and limits 
the memory necessary for the LPCG solvers. 
Due to a larger half band width (552) but fewer elements (1728) and structural 
nodes (2197), there is similar discrepancy in Fig. 4.2-2 between the 3DL12 memory require-
ments of the direct solver and the LPCG solvers to that observed in 3DBB. The number of 
elements in 3DL12 is still sufficient to cause a significant amount of memory to exist beyond 
the scope of the linear solution requirements, due to the storage necessary for such quantities 
as the stress and strain vectors. This is especially true for LPCG wi diag, where the basic sys-
tem solution requirements are less than half the main common memory. The memory advan-
tage of the LPCG solvers is greatly accentuated as the number of elements increases, such as 
in 3DL18. The half band width (1146) is more than doubled and the number of structural 
nodes (6859) is more than tripled, contributing to a nearly a 175 megabyte (MB) difference 
between the basic system solution requirements of the direct solver and LPCG wi ebe and 
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almost 200 MB between the direct solver and LPCG wi diag. Because of the large number of 
elements (5832), the main common memory of the various solvers exceeds the basic system 
solution requirements by more than 30 MB. 
Fig. 4.2-2 indicates a significant memory advantage for the LPCG solvers in 3DQ8 
and a tremendous memory advantage for 3DQ10, similar to that seen for 3DL18. In fact, as 
the number of elements less than doubles between 3DQ8 and 3DQ10, the discrepancy be-
tween the basic system solution requirements of the direct solver and those of the LPCG sol-
vers nearly triples. Likewise, as the number of elements increases by a factor less than 4 be-
tween 3DL12 and 3DL18, the discrepancy multiplies by a factor of nearly 7. Thus, for a cubic 
mesh containing either linear or quadratic elements, the memory advantage of LPCG in-
creases geometrically with increasing mesh size. 
4.2.2 LPCG VERSUS DIRECT SOLVER 
Timing data comparing the use of the direct solver and LPCG with ebe and diago-
nal preconditioning is displayed in Figs. 4.2-3 to 4.2-8. Bar charts for each of the example 
problems are presented corresponding to the system factorization, system back substitution, 
total execution time, the percentage of the total execution spent in system solution, the speed-
ups versus the sequential application, and the relative speedups. The data pertains to the BEC 
implementation of NlDFEP on the Alliant FX/8 and the BEV version on the Convex C240. 
System factorization for LPCG wi ebe entails Crout factorization and Winget regularization, 
while for LPCG wi diag the diagonal vector is merely assembled. Thus, the system factoriza-
tion times for LPCG wi diag are not even included in Fig. 4.2-3 as they are very small. For the 
direct solver the system factorization is the Cholesky decomposition. System back substitu-
tion for LPCG wi ebe involves element forward reduction and back substitution and the vec-
tor operations endemic to LPCG, induding the matrix-vector product necessary for the de-
termination of the step length. For LPCG wi diag inversion of the diagonal vector replaces 
element forward reduction and back substitution. The direct solver system back substitution 
combines the vector reduction and back substitution using the Cholesky factors. System solu-
tion times combine system factorization and system back substitution. Speedups versus se-
quential application are obtained for .each linear solver from the sequential application of 
that solver. Relative speedups are computed with respect to the slowest linear solver for a 
given example problem. BEC is chosen to represent the Alliant FX/8 because it is the fastest 
implementation on that machine, as is discussed more fully in Section 4.3. 
In Fig. 4.2-7, the speedups on the Convex C240 are seen to be in general reduced 
from those on the Alliant FX/8. This is due in large part to the absence of applied concurrency 
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and the greater sequential computational speed of the Convex C240. Also, the direct solver 
speedups on the Convex are generally greater than those of the LPCG solvers. As the efficien-
cy of the LPCG solvers hinges primarily on the efficiency of the element computation algo-
rithms, this implies that the efficiency of Convex BEV is not on par with the direct solver oper-
ations. On the Alliant FX/8, the opposite is generally true, indicating that BEC takes good 
advantage of the architecture of the Alliant. The lone exception is 2DSB, where the direct 
solver shows a sequential speedup of approximately 18. It appears that the dimensions of the 
2DSB dynamic tangent stiffness matrix are highly conducive to the direct solver operations on 
the Alliant. 
Comparing Figs. 4.2-5 and 4.2-6, one can observe that the relative total execution 
times of the direct solver and the LPCG solvers in each example problem is almost invariably 
mirrored in the percentages of total execution time spent in system solution. This indicates 
that the solution of each problem is dominated by the solution of the linear system of equa-
tions and that the linear solver which is most efficient in terms of percentage will provide the 
fastest solution. From Fig. 4.2-6, the percentage exhibited by the fastest linear solver in the 
example problems is generally 70-80%. The notable exceptions are 1DBE and 3DQ8 (as well 
as 3DQI0 on the Convex). For 1DBE, the direct solver analysis exhibits an abnormally low 
percentage, just over 20% for both machines, which is less than half that exhibited by the 
LPCG analyses. The advantage of the direct solver lies in the very small half band width of the 
problem; relatively little effort is required for system factorization. For 3DQ8 (and 3DQ10), 
the high percentages of nearly 90% or more results from the rather poor convergence rates of 
both preconditioners. These relatively poor convergence rates are due to the severe non-
linearity of the problem, as is discussed later on. 
Fig. 4.2-5 and 4.2-8 show that for those example problems exhibiting a significant 
three dimensional mesh topology LPCG with either ebe or diagonal preconditioning is gener-
ally the fastest linear solver on both machines. The principal difference between the Convex 
and the Alliant results is the degree of the LPCG advantage. This difference exists primarily 
because the Convex possesses a far greater memory capacity than the Alliant. The smaller 
Alliant memory capacity leads the direct solver solution to require an amount of paging to 
and from the swap space that is significantly higher than that necessary on the Convex. Thus, 
LPCG has a greater advantage on the Alliant. This trend is exemplified in the relative speed-
ups for the 3D finite extension problems. On the Alliant, the LPCG solvers show a relative 
speedup versus the direct solver of about 3.6 for 3DL12, and LPCG wi diag is about 5 times 
faster than the direct solver for 3DQ8. On the Convex, these speedups drop to about 1.5 and 
1.3 respectively. 
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On both machines, for those example problems employing linear isoparametric 
elements - 1DBE, 3DBB, 3DL12, and 3DL18 - LPCG wi ebe is faster than LPCG wi diag for 
3DBB, but LPCG wi diag is nearly equal to or faster than LPCG wi ebe for the remaining 
problems. For those problems consisting of quadratic elements - 2DSB, 3DCS, 3DQ8, and 
3DQ10 - LPCG wi diag and LPCG wi ebe are nearly equal for 2DSB, but LPCG wi diag is 
clearly faster for the remaining problems. Thus, its basically a toss up between the two precon-
ditioners for linear elements, but the diagonal pre conditioner appears superior for quadratic 
elements. 
In Figs. 4.2-3 to 4.2-7, direct solver data is absent from the analysis of3DCS on the 
Alliant FX/8. This absence is caused by the inability of the Alliant FX/8 to perform the direct 
solver solution. Unfortunately, the size of this problem was large enough so that the swapping 
file space was exceeded and the machine crashed during the direct solver solution. Thus, 
memory considerations not only make the LPCG solvers an attractive alternative for this 
problem on the Alliant PX/8, they are the only alternative. The greater memory capacity of 
the Convex C240 allows the direct solver solution to be performed with no particular difficul-
ty, although LPCG wi diag is about 4.5 times faster than the direct solver. Similarly, the solu-
tions of3DL18 and 3DQ10 were not even attempted on the Alliant, but were analyzed with-
out difficulty on the Convex. These solutions clearly demonstrate that increasing the cubic 
mesh size amplifies the execution time advantage ofLPCG on the Convex C240. The relative 
speedups of LPCG wi diag versus the direct solver increase to 3.9 and 2.4 for 3DL18 and 
3DQ10, respectively. Figs. 4.2-3 and 4.2-4 indicate that the direct solver system factorization 
costs per equilibrium iteration for the linear finite extension problems grow almost 3 times 
faster than the LPCG wi diag system back substitution cost~, and those of the quadratic finite 
extension problems increase nearly twice as fast. Coupled with the rates of escalating memory 
requirements established earlier, for large three dimensional meshes LPCG is a very attrac-
tive option. 
The timings for 3DBB are based on 5 equilibrium iterations; those of 3DL12 are 
based on 4. Accordingly, the data in Figs. 4.2-3 and 4.2-4 implies that on both machines 
3DL12 requires considerably less system back substitution time and more system factoriza-
tion time per equilibrium iteration than does 3DBB. This results from a greater half band 
width in 3DL12 (552 vs. 438) and a smaller number of elements (1728 vs. 2440). Thus, even 
though the ratio of the ebe preconditioner convergence rate (84 average linear iterations) to 
the sqrt(ndof) (78) is similar to that in 3DBB (108 and 95, respectively) which also employs 
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that as the mesh topology becomes more three dimensional, for similar convergence rates 
LPCG gains on the direct solver in total execution time. 
From Figs. 4.2-3 and 4.2-4, the comparison of the direct solver and the LPCG al-
gorithms is seen basically to hinge upon the system factorization of the direct solver versus the 
system back substitution of the LPCG solvers. This is anticipated, as ideally the system factor-
ization associated with the pre conditioner should be as small as possible and the system back 
substitution of the direct solver should be relatively insignificant co~pared to its factoriza-
tion. Because the cost of system factorization essentially dominates the direct solver perform-
ance, the analyses performed here - which rely on frequent tangent stiffness updates - do not 
necessarily represent the maximum achievable performance of the direct solver. To maximize 
this performance the number of tangent stiffness updates, and thus system factorizations, 
should be minimized. Conversely, to maximize the performance of the LPCG solvers the 
number of equilibrium iterations, and thus system back substitutions, should essentially be 
minimized. In this sense, the timings presented here tend to favor LPCG. Accordingly, the 
trends observed and the judgements made concerning the comparison of LPCG and the di-
rect solver in this section should carry the qualification that they are based on similar numbers 
of system factorizations and system back substitutions. 
The tolerance specified on the LPCG convergence test - 0.01 % - used for these 
timings is reasonably strict ~nd often used to terminate conjugate gradient iterations [39]. 
However, this tolerance may not lead to optimal LPCG performance. Lessening the LPCG 
convergence tolerance can lead to significantly fewer linear iterations and thus lower the 
LPCG system back substitution times. Of course, accuracy is sacrificed so that a greater num-
bers of equilibrium iterations may be required as compensation. This consideration is ex-
plored for 3DBB, 3DL12, and 3DQ8 in Section 4.4. Thus, while the qualification above is still 
necessary, it should be supplemented with the proviso that the comparisons in this section are 
tied to the tolerance applied. 
4.2.3 LPCG CONVERGENCE CHARACTERISTICS 
The study of the LPCG convergence characteristics is separated into two aspects: 
the variation of the condition number and the LPCG convergence rate with the size of the 
time step, and the effect of the example problem nonlinearity and the applied element com-
putation algorithm on the LPCG convergence rate. 
4.2.3.1 EFFECT OF TIME STEP SIZE 
One very interesting feature of this research is the extent to which the condition 
number of the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix, and thus the number of LPCG iterations re-
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quired for convergence, is a function of the time step size employed. Log-log plots of condi-
tion number versus time step size for each example problem are given in Fig. 4.2-9. The con-
dition numbers pertain to the first equilibrium iteration of the first time step, or to the linear 
elastic dynamic tangent stiffness. The time step sizes employed in the engineering analysis of 
the example problems are clearly marked. Semi-log plots of LPCG iterations to convergence 
for both the diagonal and ebe pre conditioners versus time step size, again for the first equilib-
rium iteration of the first time step, are shown in Figs. 4.2-10 to 4.2-15. Also pictured are the 
time step sizes employed in the LPCG timing runs - identified by the subscript t - and the 
critical timestep for explicit dynamics - identified by the subscript c - for each example prob-
lem. The iteration data was obtained from the sequential version ofNLDFEP. In all plots, the 
time step size is varied from 1.0 to 10-6 seconds. Convergence is defined as satisfying the lin-
ear residual load test to a tolerance of 0.01 %. Figs. 4.2-9 to 4.2-15 do not account for influ-
ence of significant nonlinearity on the condition numbers and convergence rates, but do fur-
nish a guideline as to the influence of the time step size. likewise, a smaller tolerance will 
reduce the number of linear iterations required for convergence, but the basic trends should 
remain the same. The effects of the nonlinearities seen in the example problems are discussed 
further on. 
1DBE is a problem where the dependence of the condition number on the time 
step size is pronounced. Fig. 4.2-9 describes virtually a linear relationship and a dramatic 
decrease in the 1DBE condition number with diminishing time step size. This decrease occurs 
because as the time step size declines, the influence of the mass matrix increases quadratical-
ly. The mass matrix, especially if lumped, is well-conditioned; if the tangent stiffness is ill-
conditioned, then the condition of the dynamic tangent stiffness will improve with decreasing 
time step size. 
Since the condition number is so affected by varying time step size, one would ex-
pect the LPCG iterations to be similarly affected. This is indeed the case. The performance of 
the diagonal pre conditioner reaches a near flat top at a time step size of 10-3 seconds and 
ceases to degrade significantly for greater time step sizes. The performance of the ebe pre con-
ditioner continues to degrade as the time step size increases, and in fact falls below that for the 
diagonal pre conditioner at higher time step sizes. This is probably due to the diagonal domi-
nance of the one dimensional mesh. From Fig. 4.2-10, it is seen that at a time step size of 10-4 
seconds, the size used in the timing runs, LPCG wI ebe converges in 20 iterations and LPCG 
wI diag converges in 50 iterations. Both of these convergence rates fall below the sqrt(ndot). 
At 10-3 seconds, those numbers increase to 186 and 496 respectively. The above decrease in 
convergence iterations is the reason for employing 10-4 seconds in the timing runs. If 10-3 
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seconds is used, the problem slice described above - which produces a viable duration for 
timing runs using the direct solver - is far too costly to expeditiously complete all the LPCG 
runs necessary for this research. In order to evaluate the element computation algorithms -
comparisons which don't necessarily depend on the good behaviour ofLPCG - and to devel-
op some idea of the relative behaviour of the linear solvers, 10-4 seconds was chosen. In the 
engineering analysis of 1DBE, 10-3 seconds was used in Section 3.1 so that the progress of the 
plastic wave could be readily observed. The required iterations for both the diagonal and ebe 
pre conditioners are about 10 times greater at 10-4 seconds than at 10-3 seconds, so that ap-
proximately the same overall computational effort is required for both time step sizes (a time 
step size of greater than 10-3 seconds could be used without further deterioration of the 
LPCG convergence rates, but then the plastic wave could not be followed). Thus, no advan-
tage would accrue from using 10-4 seconds in the engineering analysis. In order to make the 
LPCG algorithms reasonably competitive with the direct solver in reality, then for reasons of 
simulation accuracy a time step size less than or equal to 10-4 seconds would be required. 
However, given that the critical time step of second central difference is about 100 times 
smaller than the 10-3 seconds used in the engineering analysis, the use ofLPCG may still allow 
implicit dynamics to compete with explicit dynamics. 
2DSB is another instance where the condition number of the dynamic tangent stif-
fness matrix is a function of the time step employed. The 2DSB plot of Fig. 4.2-9 does not 
exhibit the linear relationship characteristic of 1DBE, as the condition number is not as sensi-
tive to the time step size and holds fairly constant until the time step size reaches 10-3 seconds 
before falling off in more or less a linear fashion. Also, the 2DSB condition numbers at larger 
time step sizes are not as large as they were for 1DBE, the condition number at the time step 
size of 1.0 seconds reaching approximately 105 as opposed to about 10lD for 1DBE. Both the 
insensitivity and the smaller condition numbers at larger time step sizes result from the two 
dimensional mesh and plane strain conditions of 2DSB. For three dimensional elements, ex-
tending the mesh in two dimensions and constraining the third is inherently more well-condi-
tioned than linking elements in just a single dimension and allowing the others to freely oscil-
late, and because the tangent stiffness is not as diagonally dominant the influence of the mass 
matrix is not felt until the time step size is much smaller. In the same vein, at smaller time step 
sizes, the condition numbers for 2DSB are not as small as they are for 1DBE, so that lesser 
benefits are reaped by employing moderately small time step sizes. 
The above discussion is reflected in Fig. 4.2-11. The linear iterations required for 
both pre conditioners remain nearly constant at time step sizes larger than 10-3 seconds and 
drops as the influence of the mass matrix is manifested. Fig. 4.2-11 shows that the conver-
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gence rates do not approach the sqrt(ndot) until the time step size reaches 10-4 seconds, the 
size used in the 2DSB engineering analysis. Even then, the direct solver was faster in execu-
tion time for similar numbers of system factorizations and system back substitutions. This im-
plies that only in those situations where a small time step size is required to maintain the accu-
racy of the simulation is LPCG competitive with the direct solver. Arbitrarily choosing a small 
time step size would not necessarily lead to competitive LPCG performance, as one could 
choose a larger time step size for the direct solver analysis so that the LPCG analysis was 
outperformed. Considering the data presented for the engineering analysis in Section 3.2, the 
largest time step size one could employ and still preserve the salient features of the plots 
would probably be 0.5x10-3 seconds. In light of this, the time step size of 10-4 seconds actually 
specified is reasonable, but a smaller time step size that would accelerate the LPCG conver-
gence rate is probably not. 
Given that the penalty for using a time step size of 0.5x1 0-3 seconds in Fig. 4.2-11 is 
only about twice as many LPCG wi ebe or LPCG wi diag iterations, and that the critical time 
step size for second central difference is about 3.45x10-6 seconds (about 145 times less), then 
one might be able to apply this time step size with the result that the implicit solution employ-
ing LPCG was faster than the explicit solution. However, the direct solver solution would still 
be faster. 
Fig. 4.2-9 reveals that the 3DBB condition number plot is similar to that of2DSB. 
The magnitude of the 3DBB condition numbers are about 20 times greater in the nearly con-
stant range of time step sizes down to 10-3 seconds and about 50-100 times greater thereafter. 
This indicates that 3DBB is more poorly conditioned than 2DSB, but its condition number is 
somewhat less sensitive to the time step size. It would also lead one to anticipate that the con-
vergence rates of the 3DBB problem would be worse than that of 2DSB. 
However, this is definitely not the case. Fig. 4.2-12 shows that the 3DBB conver-
gence rates of each pre conditioner are much better. The convergence rates of both precondi-
tioners are more insensitive to the time step size, remaining nearly constant down to 10-4 sec-
onds as opposed to 10-3 seconds in 2DSB. Even along the flat top, the 3DBB convergence 
rates compare favorably with the sqrt(ndot), especially that of the ebe pre conditioner. Thus, 
the competitive performance of the LPCG wi ebe observed previously in 3DBB, which were 
based on time step sizes in the vicinity of 10-4 seconds and average convergence rates of 108 
linear iterations for the ebe preconditioner and 270 for the diagonal pre conditioner, will per-
sist throughout the range of possible time step sizes. Considering that the critical time step 
size for second central difference is about 2.0x10-7 seconds, implicit dynamics using LPCG wi 
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ebe in 3DBB could have a definite advantage over explicit dynamics. It seems that the current 
LPCG pre conditioners implemented in NLDFEP can deal successfully with relatively ill-con-
ditioned meshes composed of linear isoparametric elements, but not as successfully with 
those composed of quadratic isoparametric elements. 
Comparing the 3DCS plot to that of 3DBB in Fig. 4.2-9, the condition number of 
3DCS is seen to be comparable in magnitude at larger time step sizes and much more sensi-
tive to decreasing the time step size. The 3DCS condition number is-nearly constant down 
only to a time step size of 10-2 seconds, and then drops linearly as the time step size continues 
to decrease. The cause of the ill-conditioning and sensitivity of 3DCS, despite the three di-
mension aspect of its mesh, is probably the mixture of membrane and bending shell behaviour 
which leads to wide discrepancies in the eigenvalues of the tangent stiffness matrix. 
In Fig. 4.2-13 the convergence rates of both pre conditioners are seen to be ex-
tremely poor when compared to the sqrt(ndof) for time step sizes greater than 10-4 seconds. 
Only for time step sizes less than or equal to 10-4 seconds do the convergence rates approach 
or drop below the sqrt(ndof). Further, the diagonal pre conditioner consistently converges 
faster than the ebe pre conditioner, leading to its superiority in the 3DCS LPCG timings con-
sidered previously. Thus, as in 2DSB, time step sizes in the vicinity of 10-4 seconds and less 
must be required for simulation accuracy if the LPCG wi diag execution times are to be com-
petitive with those of the direct solver. 3DCS again points out the inadequacy of the current 
pre conditioners for relatively ill-conditioned meshes composed of quadratic elements. Of 
course, on the Alliant FX/8 the use of the direct solver is not possible, so for 3DCS LPCG is 
the only alternative. Additionally, for the time step size of 0.25xl0-4 seconds used in the 3DCS 
engineering analysis, LPCG wi diag is nearly 5 times faster than the direct solver in execution 
time for similar numbers of system factorizations and system back substitutions. Consequent-
ly, memory considerations can determine the choice of linear solver even if some efficiency in 
execution time is sacrificed. 
At 10-4 seconds, the implicit time step size is about 15 times greater than the criti-
cal time step for second central difference. Fig. 4.2-13 indicates that at this time step size the 
diagonal pre conditioner should require approximately 240 linear iterations to converge, 
about 4 times more than averaged in the 3DCS problem slice. Thus, LPCG wi diag should 
remain competitive with the direct solver in execution time, and it may be that implicit dynam-
ics using LPCG would be faster than an explicit solution at this time step. However, the direct 
solver would still have the advantage over LPCG because much larger time step sizes could be 
used with no loss of performance. 
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The 3DL12 condition number is nearly independent of the time step size, as ob-
served in the appropriate plot of Fig. 4.2-9. This plot shows that the condition number re-
mains constant as the time step size decreases from 1.0 to 10-4 seconds, and nearly constant to 
10-5 seconds. This is virtually the entire range of usable time step sizes. Not until the time step 
is measured in microseconds does the preconditioning effect of the mass matrix assert itself 
and drive the condition number toward unity. Further, the magnitude of the condition num-
ber along the plateau never exceeds 575, meaning that from static problems to impact prob-
lems with very small time steps 3DL12 is relatively well-conditioned. This fact enables 3DL12 
to be analyzed in the pseudo static manner outlined earlier while maintaining the superior 
performance of LPCG. Fig. 4.2-9 does not account for influence of nonlinearity on the condi-
tioning of 3DL12, but does suggest that the purely three dimensional nature of the mesh pro-
vides a fruitful environment for LPCG, a suggestion supported by the comparison timings for 
the linear solvers. 
The indifference to time step size shown by the 3DL12 condition number is re-
flected in Fig. 4.2-14. Plateaus exist for both pre conditioners that are similar to that seen for 
the condition number in Fig. 4.2-9. The convergence rates that correspond to these plateaus 
are 36 linear iterations for the ebe and 79 for the diagonal pre conditioner, both of which are 
less than or equal to the sqrt(ndot). Thus, for the linear elastic problem, the performance of 
both pre conditioners is excellent f9r all time step sizes. While the nonlinearity of the problem 
degrades this performance, as quantified in Fig. 4.2-17, the linear solver comparison data 
above shows that even considering the nonlinearity LPCG is faster in execution time than the 
direct solver for similar numbers of system factorizations and system back substitutions. Fur-
ther, this performance can only improve as the influence of the mass matrix is included for a 
truly dynamic analysis. Considering that the critical time step for second central difference is 
about 3.5x10-7 seconds, implicit dynamics using LPCG could have a marked advantage over 
explicit dynamics. Consequently, for the perfectly three dimensional mesh of 3DL12, LPCG 
. is the dominant linear solver for any time step size. 
Like 3DL12, the 3DQ8 condition number is highly insensitive to the time step size. 
In Fig. 4.2-9, this condition number remains at a virtually constant plateau, equal to approxi-
mately 4700.0 at its largest, all the way down to 10-5 seconds. At 10-6 seconds, the condition 
number drops, but not as much as seen in previous example problems, reaching only about 
570.0. Thus, in contrast with 3DCS, 3DQ8 maintains constant condition numbers over a 
wider range of time step sizes, its constant value is much smaller, and it is less affected by the 
preconditioning effect of the mass matrix at very low time step sizes measured in microsec-
onds. This leads to the conclusion that 3DQ8 is far more well-conditioned and stable with 
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respect to time step size than is 3DCS, and as the latter possesses a definite three dimensional 
aspect, its sensitivity and ill-conditioning is likely attributable to its mixed shell behaviour, as 
stated above. Fig. 4.2.-9 shows that the cubic mesh of 3DQ8 provides a favorable environ-
ment for LPCG. 
That 3DQ8 provides this favorable environment is further supported by Fig. 
4.2-15. The plots for both preconditioners show a constant plateau down to 10-4 seconds, a 
gentle downswing to 10-5 seconds, and a plunge to 10-6 seconds. The convergence rates along 
the plateau are 168 linear iterations for the diagonal pre conditioner and 150 for the ebe 
pre conditioner, both within twice the sqrt(ndof). Thus, the convergence rates are in the range 
of efficient LPCG performance for all time step sizes. The proximity of the curves for the 
diagonal and ebe pre conditioners suggests that LPCG wi diagshould have the advantage, and 
this is indeed observed in Fig. 4.2-5. Again, the effects of the nonlinearity characteristic of the 
finite extension problem are not included, but Fig. 4.2-15 provides insight into the behaviour 
of the problem under varying time step size, and the linear solver results above indicate that 
considering the nonlinearity in a static analysis, LPCG wi diag remains faster in execution 
time than the direct solver for similar numbers of system factorizations and system back sub-
stitutions. As with 3DL12, the constant plateau of Fig. 4.2-15 combined with the critical time 
step size of second central difference, in this case approximately 5.Oxl0-7 seconds, makes it 
possible that implicit dynamics employing LPCG could require much less computational ef-
fort than explicit dynamics. In comparison with 2DSB and 3DCS, it seems that if the condi-
tioning of the problem is not degraded by reduced dimensionality or the problem geometry, 
the current LPCG preconditioners (primarily the diagonal pre conditioner) are able to ade-
quately precondition the problem. 
4.2.3.2 EFFECT OF NONLINEARITY AND ELEMENT COMPUTATION ALGORITHM 
The performance of LPCG is also dependent on the nonlinearity of the problem 
and the applied element computation algorithm. Bar charts indicating the average number of 
LPCG iterations performed per equilibrium iteration in each example problem for both pre-
conditioners and all element computation algorithms are presented in Figs. 4.2-16 and 4.2-
17. From these charts, it is observed that the performance of the diagonal preconditioner in 
all example problems is unaffected by element computation algorithm, but that of the ebe 
pre conditioner often is. This phenomenon and the effect of nonlinearity are addressed in the 
following discussion. 
Only in the case of 3D finite extension does the nonlinear behaviour of the exam-
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tic dynainic tangent stiffness. For the sequential application of 3DL12, the average conver-
gence rates of the diagonal and ebe pre conditioners inferred from Fig. 4.2-17 (with the first 
linear elastic equilibrium iteration removed) degrade from those of the linear elastic dynamic 
tangent stiffness observed in Fig. 4.2-14 by factors of approximately 2.2 and 2.6, respectively. 
Similar behaviour is repeated for 3DL18, which is not pictured in Fig. 4.2-17. Likewise, for 
3DQ8 and 3DQI0 the deteriorated convergence rates of both preconditioners are nearly 2.4 
times slower. By further progressing the solution of the 3D finite extension problems (as is 
done in Section 4.4 to compare the nonlinear solution algorithms) the LPCG convergence 
rates continue to degrade, reaching levels some 4-5 times slower than the linear elastic con-
vergence rates. In the other example problems exhibiting nonlinear behaviour - IDBE, 
2DSB, and 3DBB - the actualLPCG convergence rates are nearly equal to or even faster than 
those corresponding to the linear elastic dynamic stiffness. The difference seems to be that 
these problems are dominated by material nonlinearity and show either little or localized 
geometric nonlinearity, while the 3D finite extension problems combine both in an inherently 
unstable deformation, as the problems would probably neck given some geometric flaw. In 
the absence of such instability, the LPCG convergence rates remain comparable to the linear 
elastic convergence rates. 
Even though the deterioration of the LPCG convergence rates is comparable for 
both the linear and quadratic finite extension problems, the convergence rates of 3DL12 and 
3DL18 are much faster than those of3DQ8 and 3DQI0. Consequently, the deteriorated con-
vergence rates of the linear problems in Fig. 4.2-17 are still comparable to the sqrt(ndof) 
while those of the quadratic problems become quite poor. This is another indication that the 
current pre conditioners perform well for linear elements, but inadequately for quadratic ele-
ments. 
Figs. 4.2-16 and 4.2-17 indicate that the linear convergence rate associated with 
the ebe preconditioner is affected by the element computation algorithm, but correlation to 
the type or extent of the nonlinear behaviour or the type of element employed. For 2DSB, 
3DCS, and 3DQ8 the effect of element computation algorithm optimization is relatively pro-
nounced, with the convergence rates for the sequential application being exceeded by as 
many as 16-22 linear iterations per equilibrium iteration. Such a difference can mean a no-
ticeable decrease in both the speedups and execution time of the LPCG element computa-
tions using the element computation algorithms. For IDBE, 3DBB, and 3DL12 this effect is 
much reduced, being on the order of 2-3 extra linear iterations. Based on these observations, 
one would be justified to conclude that the effect is more pronounced for quadratic rather 
than linear isoparametric elements. However, for the linear mesh of3DL18 the ConvexBEV 
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degradation from the sequential convergence rate is 16 extra linear iterations (as opposed to 
just 3 for 3DL12), while for the quadratic mesh of 3DQI0 the Convex BEV convergence rate 
is actually 3 linear iterations faster (as opposed to 9 slower for 3DQ8). Thus, one might say 
that quadratic meshes are more likely to be affected, but not in every instance. 
There also appears to be no particular element computation algorithm which is 
responsible for the worst performances of the ebe preconditioner. For instance, it is Alliant 
CBEV which is worst for 2DSB, Alliant BEC which is worst for 3DCS~ Alliant BEV which is 
worst for 3DQ8, and Convex BEV which performs poorly for 3DL18. It seems to be a more or 
less random phenomenon as to which element computation algorithm performs the worst for 
a given problem. 
4.2.4 SUMMARY 
As the topology of a mesh composed of linear isoparametric elements becomes 
more three dimensional, such as from the one dimensional mesh of 1DBE to the fully three 
dimensional cubic meshes of 3DLFE, the conditioning of the dynamic tangent stiffness im-
proves dramatically. In the three dimensional mesh, the linear dynamic tangent stiffness is 
relatively well-conditioned even at large time step sizes, and as the time step size drops this 
conditioning is virtually constant until very small time steps sizes are reached. Accordingly, 
both the ebe and diagonal preconditioners provide for rapid convergence, as compared to the 
sqrt(ndot), for the full range of possible time steps sizes. Therefore, for as large a time step 
size as can possibly be used for the accuracy of the simulation, LPCG employing either 
pre conditioner will furnish rapid convergence. 
Even for a linear mesh with a significant three dimensional topology and a flaw that 
seriously degrades the overall conditioning of the dynamic tangent stiffness, such as in 3DBB, 
the situation is much the same. Although the condition number of the 3DBB linear dynamic 
tangent stiffness is more than 500 times worse than in 3DL12 at large time step sizes and it is 
dependent on the time step size below 10-3 seconds, the pre conditioners, primarily ebe, are 
well able to handle the increased 3DBB ill-conditioning and sensitivity. Even at large time 
step sizes, an excellent convergence rate, close to the sqrt(ndot), is provided. This conver-
gence rate again remains nearly constant with time step, and even the large deformation and 
extensive yielding about the crack tip exhibited in the engineering analysis does not degrade 
the convergence. 
As the topology of a mesh containing a given number of linear elements becomes 
more three dimensional, the memory requirements of the direct solver tend to outdistance 
those of LPCG. The increasing half band width of the dynamic tangent stiffness not only in-
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creases memory requirements but represents a greater computational effort in factorization 
for the direct solver. The direct solver memory requirements as well as the memory discrepan-
cy escalate rapidly with increasing mesh size, so that the memory capacity of a given machine 
can readily be approached. This leads to considerable paging to and from the swap space dur-
ing the direct solver factorization, further hampering its performance, while the LPCG system 
back substitution is relatively free of such costs. 
Thus, as the linear mesh topology grows increasingly three dimensional, for similar 
numbers of system factorizations and system back substitutions LPCG tends to develop an 
increasing advantage in execution time over the direct solver, even for the extreme case of 
3DLFE where the combined material and geometric nonlinearities seriously degrade the 
convergence rate of LPCG employing either pre conditioner in a static analysis. This advan-
tage exists for a wide variety of time step sizes so that a time step can be chosen which allows 
the implicit dynamics solution to compete very favorably with explicit dynamics. As the mesh 
size increases, this advantage is accentuated by the relative memory costs of the direct solver 
and LPCG. The memory discrepancy between the direct solver and LPCG can be so large that 
the analysis of many problems not possible with the direct solver could be readily accom-
plished using LPCG. 
Both the ebe and diagonal pre conditioners show the ability to successfully pre con-
dition linear meshes with a significant three dimensional topology. For 3DBB and 3DLFE, 
which contain such meshes, the solution employing the ebe preconditioner is noticeably less 
than or approximately equal to that employing the diagonal preconditioner in execution time. 
In memory usage and in the stability of its solution with regard to the element computation 
algorithms, the diagonal pre conditioner has the advantage. 
As in the case of linear elements, for quadratic elements a more three dimensional 
mesh topology signals an improvement in the conditioning of the dynamic tangent stiffness. 
From the two dimensional plane strain mesh of 2DSB to the fully three dimensional cubic 
mesh of3DQ8, the condition number shows a definite decrease and an increasing insensitivity 
to time step size. The distribution of the 3DQ8 condition number closely resembles that of 
3DL12, although in magnitude it is increased by a factor of 10. However, while the conver-
gence rates attributable to the two pre conditioners again follow the same pattern, compared 
to the sqrt(ndof) these pre conditioners are not as effective as in the linear problem. Still, the 
time step size can again be raised as high as desired while maintaining the same rate of con-
vergence. 
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If the quadratic mesh has a significant three dimensional topology and an attribute 
which induces a deterioration of the conditioning, such as the mixed bending and membrane 
behaviour of 3DCS, then the situation worsens. Although the large time step size condition 
numbers of3DCS are close to those of3DBB, the convergence rates of both pre conditioners 
are much worse and highly dependent on time step size. This indicates the inability of the 
pre conditioners to deal with the increased ill-conditioning, and limits the range of time step 
sizes for which LPCG employing either pre conditioner exhibits good performance. 
As with linear elements, with an increasing dimensionality of the mesh topology 
comes increasing half band widths and memory requirements and greater direct solver factor-
ization costs. The magnitude of the half band width for three dimensional quadratic meshes is 
greater than for linear meshes, so that the discrepancy between the direct solver and LPCG 
memory requirements and the direct solver factorization costs are also greater than for simi-
larly sized linear meshes. Also, the memory capacity of a given machine can be approached 
even more quickly with increasing mesh sizes, leading to the same consequences discussed for 
linear meshes. 
Thus, as a mesh topology composed of quadratic elements becomes more three 
dimensional, without an attribute which causes increased ill-conditioning the conclusion is 
much the same as it was for linear elements. Even though the performance of the precondi-
tioners is worse for quadratic meshes, it continues to be independent of the time step size, and 
the memory and factorization costs of the direct solver are heavier. Thus, the memory and 
execution time advantages of LPCG and the suitability of implicit dynamics remain, even in 
the similarly extreme case of 3DQFE. 
However, for three dimensional ill-conditioned meshes the execution time advan-
tage of LPCG is tied to the time step size. In this case, it may be possible to specify a time step 
size, within the range of time step sizes desired for reasons of simulation accuracy, small 
enough to maintain the execution time advantage of LPCG and large enough to permit im-
plicit dynamics to compare favorably with explicit. 
The example problems show that for quadratic elements neither the diagonal nor 
the ebe preconditioner performs particularly well, and often very poorly unless the time step 
size is reduced to gain a significant preconditioning effect from the mass matrix. In general, 
the performance of the diagonal pre conditioner is predominant due to a similar or superior 
convergence rate leading to less computational cost and its indifference to varying the ele-
ment computation algorithm. 
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4.3 ELEMENT COMPUTATION ALGORITHMS 
In this section, the performance of the element computation algorithms in each of 
the example problems is assessed. The blocking and memory requirements of the algorithms 
and the speedups of the algorithms versus both the sequential application and compiler opti-
mization are presented and discussed. A summary is provided at the end of the section. 
4.3.1 ELEMENT BLOCKING AND MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 
One important facet of the performance of each element computation algorithm is 
the extent to which it can be efficiently blocked and the amount of memory required to ex-
ecute the necessary element computations. In the following each of these considerations are 
explored. 
4.3.1.1 ELEMENT BLOCKING 
The details of the element blocking for each of the element computation algo-
rithms and example problems is shown in Fig. 4.3-1. Optimal blocking for all of the element 
computation algorithms occurs in the sense that all of the vector processors and vector regis-
ters are used to the fullest extent for which the algorithm was designed. For instance, the num-
ber of available processors and the length of the vector registers on the Alliant FX/8 are 8 and 
32, respectively. Thus optimal blocking for Alliant BEC would consist of 8 similar, noncon-
flicting elements in every block. Likewise, optimal blocking for Alliant BEV would involve 32 
elements in each block and Alliant CBEV blocks of 256 elements in sub-blocks of 32 ele-
ments executed concurrently 8 at a time. As the vector length of the Convex C240 is 128, opti-
mal blocking for Convex BEV would amount to 128 elements in each block. 
The blocking for BEC in Fig. 4.3-1 is observed to be optimal or nearly optimal for 
all of the example problems considered. This results from the relatively small block length of 
eight required by BEC. Further, outside of the loss of some concurrency, the penalty for in-
complete blocking - such as the blocks of 2 elements seen in 3DBB, 3DL12, and 3DCS - is 
not overly severe as the calculations for a given element are quite similar to the sequential 
calculations and not a great deal of extra overhead is experienced. Thus, with respect to the 
element blocking, BEC generally exhibits excellent behaviour for meshes containing relative-
ly many or few elements .. 
The blocking for Alliant BEV is less optimal than that of BEC but remains satisfac-
tory. The larger block length of 32 leads to greater numbers of incomplete blocks, especially 
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Fig. ( 4.3-1), element blocking for all example problems 
optimal or nearly optimal blocks is still dominant. This dominance should increase as the 
number of elements increases, as it does from 3DL12 to 3DBB. The penalty for incomplete 
blocking is more significant for BEV as for small blocks both concurrency and vectorization is 
squandered and, as the calculations are rearranged so that the element block customarily 
comprises the inner loop of (artificially) nested DO loop structures, loop overhead is much 
increased. Consequently, Alliant BEV is generally well-blocked for a wide variety of mesh 
sizes, although some effects of incomplete blocking for smaller meshes could be seen. 
CBEV is the most poorly blocked element computation algorithm in Fig. 4.3-l. 
The blocking for the three meshes employing quadratic elements - 2DSB, 3DCS, and 3DQ8-
is particularly poor, as only 25-50% of the Alliant vector registers are utilized for all blocks. 
This results from the much larger CBEV block length of 256, and the fact that these blocks 
must be further sub-divided into blocks suitable for concurrent execution. Coupling this larg-
er block length with the fewer number of elements characteristic of quadratic meshes leads to 
reduced blocking, especially as the dimensionality of the mesh topology increases. For the 
linear meshes, the situation is not quite as bad, but there are still significant numbers of in-
complete blocks in 3DBB and the vector registers are not fully utilized in 3DL12. As with all 
element computation algorithms employing designed block vectorization, incomplete block-
ing carries a relatively stiff penalty as it leads not only to wasted opportunities for vectoriza-
tion but to increased loop overhead as well. Fortunately, the blocking algorithm is designed to 
favor concurrency so that at least the processors are in general not sitting idle. For meshes 
with a significant three dimensional topology, CBEV can only be well-blocked for very large 
numbers of elements, so that for a great number of applications the CBEV blocking is ade-
quate at best and debilitating at worst. 
In spite of a block length of 128, half that of CBEV, Fig. 4.3-1 shows Convex BEV 
to be typically well-blocked. This is the consequence of not having to sub-divide the blocks 
for concurrent processing. The cases of worst blocking occur for 3DCS, where the vector reg-
isters are 75% utilized, and 3DQ8, where they are only 50% utilized. Still, vector lengths of96 
and 64 are not small. Further, as the size of the mesh increases, as from 3DQ8 to 3DQI0, the 
blocking correspondingly improves. The progression of block length from 8 (BEC) to 32 (Al-
liant BEY) to 128 in Fig. 4.3-1 shows that as long as there is no need to further sub-divide the 
blocks, good blocking can be achieved for most applications for a variety of block lengths. 
However, if the blocks are sub-divided, it is difficult to maintain an adequate vector length if 
designed block vectorization is a concern. 
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4.3.1.2 ELEMENT MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 
The sizes of the element common areas which contain the element block data 
structures are shown in Fig. 4.3-2 for the element computation algorithms studied. Of course, 
the entire common area is not in use at any given time, but Fig. 4.3-2 provides an estimate of 
the amount of memory commanded by the various element computation algorithms. The size 
of the element common area for a given example problem is dependent on the nature of the 
element blocking. 
From Fig. 4.3-2, BEC is seen to require the least amount of memory, while on the 
Alliant FX/8 CBEV requires by far the most. This is because BEC block data structures de-
pend on the number of processors available, while CBEV structures hinge on both the num-
ber of available processors and the vector length of the processors. As the vector length easily 
exceeds the number of processors for the machines considered in this research, the element 
computation algorithms relying on designed vectorization suffer with respect to memory. 
BEC block data structures have the advantage that they are small enough to utilize the cache 
memory more effectively and this advantage is apparent in the results that follow. For the bar 
extension problem, CBEV data structures rival the size of system solution memory required 
and the manipulation of this data can be cumbersome and cause a decrease in efficiency due 
to heavy bus traffic, gather/scatter overhead, and frequent cache misses. This problem is not 
as severe for BEV on the Alliant FX/8 because its element block data structures rely solely on 
the size of the vector length. However, Alliant BEV still requires over four times the element 
common memory of BEC. 
Problems caused by the large size of the CBEV element common area are manifest 
in 3DBB. This size, combined with the large number of elements, leads to difficulty on the 
Alliant FX/8. The solution of CBEV version LPCG w/ ebe runs can become problematical in 
the sense that the number of nonlinear equilibrium iterations required for convergence of a 
given time step will vary randomly from run to run. Sometimes, the number of equilibrium 
iterations will conform to the results of all the other element computation algorithms, which is 
assumed to be the correct solution. Other times, arbitrarily, the resolution of a time step, any 
time step, will require many more equilibrium iterations than usual. One can only conclude 
that data is being lost somewhere along the bus, causing the solution to be thrown off track. 
This phenomenon occurs only for 3DBB, and only for CBEV. The inference is that the large, 
sustained, amount of bus traffic demanded by the size of the CBEV element data structures 
combined with the large number of elements at times overloads the bus. This is a significant 
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Fig. ( 4.3-2 ), size of element common area for example problems, in megabytes 
The element common memory requirements for Convex BEV rival those of CBEV 
because of the large Convex vector length, and like CBEV Convex BEV may be handicapped 
by the overhead caused by its stringent memory requirements. In fact, for the example prob-
lems employing quadratic elements, Convex BEV exceeds CBEV in element common 
memory. This is because Fig. 4.3-1 illustrates that Convex BEV is more fully blocked than 
CBEV for these problems and thus its element common memory requirements are greater. 
For all of the example problems, BEC and Alliant BEV contain at least one full block, so that 
moving in Fig. 4.3-2 across the example problems containing linear elements and across 
those containing quadratic elements, the element common memory requirements of BEC 
and Alliant BEVare constant. Notice that, for equal blocking, the requirements of quadratic 
element meshes exceed those of linear elements due to the greater number of degrees offree-
dome 
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The reduced Convex BEV blocking in 3DCS and/or 3DQ8 can be a benefit if the 
vector lengths provided by the element blocking are large enough so that the decrease in the 
required element common memory, and thus the block granularity of the element computa-
tions, alleviates overhead costs while the vector calculations are still efficient. This trade-off 
is examined in the following discussion. 
4.3.2 SPEEDUPS 
The comparison of the element computation algorithms is divided into two areas: 
basic element computations and LPCG element computations. The basic element computa-
tions include the calculation of the internal force vector, tangent stiffness matrix, and lumped 
tangent mass matrix calculations, and the stress recovery. LPCG element computations for 
the ebe pre conditioner consist of the ebe factorization process ( Crout factorization and Win-
get regularization ), the solution of the ebe preconditioning step ( element forward reduction 
and back substitution), and the step length calculation. For the diagonal pre conditioner, only 
the step length calculation is performed using the element computation algorithms. 
The speedups concerning the basic element computations are presented in Figs. 
4.3-3 to 4.3-10, and those concerning the LPCG element computations are given in Figs. 
4.3-11 to 4.3-16. Both speedups against the sequential application and the compiler opti-
mized sequential application are shown. For the latter, the sequential code was manipulated 
so that the compiler could optimize it as fully as possible, within the limits of the sequential 
structure. A comparison against compiler optimized sequential code is intended to highlight 
the need for optimized element computation algorithms. The speedups are obtained from 
direct solver, LPCG w/ ebe, and LPCG w/ diag runs. They are averaged across the runs for a 
given linear solver and, for computations that are identical for all linear solvers, from these 
the greatest speedup is chosen. Differences in computations for different linear solvers are 
noted in context. 
4.3.2.1 BASIC ELEMENT COMPUTATIONS 
Figs. 4.3-3 and 4.3-4 contain the speedups for the internal force vector calcula-
tion. On the Alliant FX/8, BEC generally exhibits the greatest sequential speedups for linear 
elements, in the range of 11-12, although BEV is close. This occurs because BEC operates 
with the relatively inefficient incidental vector length of 24 associated with eight node 
isoparametric elements, while BEV uses this value as the size of the outer loop in COVI mode 
execution. As 24 is an even multiple of 8, the number of vector processors, COVI mode execu-
tion is fairly efficient. This smaller incidental vector length is also reflected by the excellent 
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speedups versus compiler optimization, in the range of 4-5 for BEC and BEV, as compiler 
optimization relies primarily on vector-concurrent loops of length 24. 
The CBEV internal force vector speedups for linear elements are much smaller 
than seen in BEC or BEY. Apparently, there is simply too much data to be manipulated, which 
leads to prohibitive gather/scatter costs and probably more cache misses. The slight effect of 
incomplete blocking can probably be seen in the decrease in CBEV speedups from 1DBE to 
3DBB and 3DL12. 
For quadratic elements, BEC by far displays the greatest internal force vector se-
quential speedups, on the order of 13. The BEC sequential speedups increase from those as-
sociated with linear elements because of the increased incidental vector length, which rises 
from 24 for linear elements to 60 for quadratic elements. The increased incidental vector 
length also leads to decreased speedups versus compiler optimization, on the order of 3, as 
the compiler is more effective working with the larger vector length. BEV is worse for qua-
dratic elements because the outer concurrent loop in COVI mode execution also rises to 60, 
which is not an even multiple of 8 and thus decreases the COVI mode efficiency. 
The effect of incomplete blocking on the CBEV internal force vector speedups for 
quadratic elements is clearly seen in Fig. 4.3-4. The reduction in speed of the CBEV calcula-
tions is so pronounced that CBEV is not much better than compiler optimization. 
The internal force vector sequential speedups are approximately the same for lin-
ear and quadratic elements, about 5, using Convex BEY. Here, the increased size of the outer 
loop resulting from the use of quadratic elements that hampers Alliant BEV has little or no 
effect because concurrency is not employed. The increased incidental vector length of the 
sequential application associated with quadratic elements is reflected in the compiler opti-
mized speedups, which decrease from over 3 for linear elements to about 2.5 for quadratic 
elements. The effect of incomplete blocking for 3DCS and 3DQ8 appears to be negligible for 
the internal force calculation, with the trade-off between reduced vector efficiency and re-
duced block granularity canceling out. 
Figs. 4.3-5 and 4.3-6 display the speedups for the tangent stiffness matrix calcula-
tion. Again, for linear elements, on the Alliant FX/8 the BEC and BEV speedups are quite 
comparable, and for basically the same reasons enumerated above for the internal force vec-
tor calculation. The speedups against compiler optimization for linear elements, which range 
from 2.5-3.0, are reduced from internal force vector levels by the ability of the compiler to 
perform the sequential triple matrix product B TD B necessary to compute the tangent stiffness 
matrix effectively. Correspondingly, the BEC sequential speedups for linear elements are 
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also generally increased from internal force vector levels, reaching a high of about 13. CBEV 
sequential speedups are again lesser than those of BEC and BEY, probably due to its greater 
block granularity and memory requirements. 
An interesting development can be observed in Fig. 4.3-5. For 1DBE, which con-
tains 512 elements, the sequential speedups for BEC, Alliant BEY, and CBEVare approxi-
mately 13,13, and 11, respectively. For 3DBB, which contains 2440 elements, those values 
drop to about 10, 10, and 9. Finally, for 3DL12, which contains 1728 elements, the BEC se-
quential speedup returns to about 13 while those of Alliant BEV and CBEV remain de-
pressed. Further, the sequential speedups of Convex BEV remain stable at approximately 4. 
Thus, the key factors are seen to be the number of elements, the size of the element block, and 
the memory capacity of the machine. Alliant BEV and CBEV also operate with a greater de-
gree of incomplete blocking for 3DBB and 3DL12, but this effect is probably minimal. The 
cause of the depressed speedups is probably increased overhead and system paging costs dur-
ing the gather/scatter operations on the Alliant FX/8, which are probably aggravated by larg-
er numbers of elements combined with the block granularities and memory requirements of 
the various element computation algorithms for the tangent stiffness matrix calculation. 
For quadratic elements, BEC again owns the largest tangent stiffness matrix se-
quential speedups, which consistently exceed 15. BEV sequential speedups drop, and the 
compiler optimized speedups also drop to a range of about 1.5-2.0. All of this is expected due 
to the increased incidental vector length for BEC and the compiler optimized sequential 
application and the decreased outer loop efficiency of Alliant BEV COVI execution. Again, 
the incomplete blocking of CBEV for the example problems employing quadratic elements 
manifests itself in very poor performance, to the point that compiler optimization is actually 
faster. 
The Convex BEV tangent stiffness matrix sequential speedups are very similar for 
both linear and quadratic elements, although they are slightly reduced for quadratic ele-
ments. This is probably due to the increased block granularity of the quadratic calculations 
and possibly increased outer loop overhead in the triple matrix product. The compiler opti-
mized speedups drop as expected, again going from 2.5-3.0 for linear elements to 1.5-2.0 for 
quadratic elements. The incomplete blocking for 3DCS and 3DQ8 seems to have an insignifi-
cant effect on the tangent stiffness calculation, with the trade-off again canceling out. 
A general trend observed in Figs. 4.3-7 and 4.3-8 is that the lumped tangent mass 
matrix sequential speedups for the direct solver runs are consistently greater than those of the 
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Fig. ( 4.3-10), speedups for stress recovery, problems with quadratic elements 
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the LPCG runs, with sequential speedups superimposed on those of the direct solver runs. 
The greater direct solver speedups are due to an extra scatter operation when computing the 
lumped mass for LPCG versions of NlDFEP. The element diagonal mass vectors are scat-
tered to the diagonal elements of the element mass matrices in upper triangular vector form. 
This greatly facilitates the gather operations for the matrix-vector product imbedded in the 
step length calculation, a very key calculation for the LPCG solvers. A decrease in the effi-
ciency of the lumped mass calculation, whose cost is very little, to achieve an increase in the 
efficiency of the step length calculation, whose cost is very great, is well worth the effort. 
Another trend is that the extra scatter costs are greater for those algorithms relying on block 
vectorization, due to the greater block granularity of these algorithms and a corresponding 
greater effort required to perform the scatter. 
On the Alliant, for linear elements CBEV shows the highest sequential speedups 
for the direct solver runs, on the order of 13-14, and the greatest effect of the extra scatter 
operation. However, for the LPCG runs BEC is much more competitive. This indicates that 
the block granularity and memory requirements of CBEV for the lumped tangent mass matrix 
calculation are small enough so that designed block vectorization is more effective than inci-
dental vectorization, and that the extra scatter operation all but negates this effectiveness. 
For quadratic elements, the incomplete blocking of CBEV renders it noncompeti-
tive and the incidental vector length of BEC is increased, so that on the Alliant the BEC and 
BEV lumped tangent mass sequential speedups are nearly equal for the direct solver runs 
(-12) and BEC regains its customary predominance for the LPCG runs. The BEV sequential 
speedups are approximately equal for the direct solver runs of all the example problems. 
The Convex BEV lumped tangent mass sequential speedups for the direct solver 
runs are about 5 for linear elements and about 4-5 for quadratic elements. 
Of all the basic element computations, Figs. 4.3-9 and 4.3-10 show the stress re-
covery to have the smallest sequential speedups. For BEC, this is due to the almost nonexis-
tent incidental vectorization characteristic of this calculation. As the key vector length is the 
number of stresses (6), and given that the loops are often conditional, the sequential speedups 
are due almost entirely to concurrency. For the element computation algorithms based on 
designed block vectorization, the reduced sequential speedups result basically from the con-
ditionalloops inherent to the stress recovery, which obstruct the block vectorization. On the 
other hand, the speedups versus compiler optimization are impressive, often reaching levels 
comparable with the sequential speedups. This is again the consequence of the meager inci-
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dental vector length, which leaves the compiler very little with which to work, and the condi-
tionalloops. 
For linear elements on the Alliant, BEC shows the greatest stress recovery sequen-
tial speedups, with values varying between approximately 7.5 and 8.5. The compiler opti-
mized speedups vary from 5-6, on the order of 60% of the sequential speedups. The CBEV 
sequential speedups rival or exceed those of BEY, possibly indicating that the designed con-
currency of CBEY, by avoiding the conditional loops, is more suitable to the stress recovery 
than the incidental concurrency of BEY. 
For quadratic elements on the Alliant, BEC again claims the largest sequential 
speedups for the stress recovery. These speedups range from 8.5 to 9.5, somewhat elevated 
from the speedups for linear elements. This elevation is again due to the increase in the num-
ber of element degrees of freedom from 24 to 60, which affects the gather operations and 
auxiliary calculations. The compiler optimized speedups are about 5, over 50% of the sequen-
tial speedups. CBEV is no longer competitive with BEY, as the incomplete CBEV blocking 
hinders the efficiency of the algorithm. 
The Convex BEV stress recovery sequential speedups vary from 3-4 for linear ele-
ments and hover about 3 for quadratic elements. The compiler optimized speedups are about 
2 for all of the example problems, again on the order of 50-60% of the sequential speedups. 
4.3.2.2 LPCG ELEMENT COMPUTATIONS 
On the Alliant PX/8, BEC is by far the fastest element computation algorithm for 
the LPCG eleinent computations using both linear and quadratic elements. Sequential 
speedups for linear elements range from 15-17 and compiler optimized speedups vary from 
8-10. Continuing the trend seen in the basic element computations, as the key incidental vec-
tor length rises from 24 to 60 with the use of quadratic elements, the BEe sequential speedups 
rise to about 16-18 while the compiler optimized speedups drop significantly to about 4-6. 
The greater decrease in compiler optimized speedups than increase in sequential speedups is 
due to the nature of the element matrix storage. As these matrices are stored in upper triangu-
lar vector form, the LPCG element computations are hampered by indirect addressing and 
variable vector lengths. For linear elements, with a maximum incidental vector length of 24, 
the vector-concurrent execution employed by the compiler is relatively inefficient because a 
significant number of the vector lengths are quite small. As the maximum incidental vector 
length increases to 60 for quadratic elements, a greater number of the vector lengths are long 
enough to be executed reasonably well in vector-concurrent mode. Meanwhile, much of the 
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BEC computational speed is attributable to concurrency, which is unaffected by the increased 
maximum incidental vector length. 
Alliant BEV and CBEV do an adequate and sometimes excellent job on the ebe 
factorization, but for ebe preconditioning and the step length calculation - which comprise 
the bulk of the cost for the LPCG linear solvers - they are not competitive with BEC. Appar-
ently, these algorithms do not utilize the cache memory of the Alliant well as the consequence 
of their greater block granularity and memory requirements. BEC is efficient because it uti-
lizes the cache memory of the Alliant much more efficiently. In fact, the BEC matrix-vector 
multiply involved in the step length calculation is performed in the fashion of the sub-matrix 
partitioning technique that has proven to be the most efficient for the hierarchical memory 
architecture of the Alliant FX/8 [43]. 
The lone exception to the rule of BEC supremacy on the Alliant is the ebe factor-
ization for 3DBB. The BEC speedups for this calculation are uniquely poor. This may be due 
to the relatively large number of elements combined with the following oversight in the ga-
ther/scatter operations for the ebe factorization. Instead of gathering the appropriate ele-
ment data to temporary storage, computing, and then scattering back to global storage, the 
ebe factorization was performed on the global storage itself. As observed in the tangent stif-
fness calculation, the number of elements aggravates the overhead in gather/scatter, possibly 
due to system paging costs, and not using temporary storage causes this overhead to interrupt 
the calculations themselves. 
The LPCG element computation speedups for Convex BEV are about the same 
for linear and quadratic elements. For the ebe factorization, the sequential speedups are in 
the range of 3-4, for the ebe preconditioning about 4-5, and for the step length calculation 
about 5-6. These speedups are respectable but somewhat disappointing, although they are 
comparable to those of the basic element computations. As stated in Section 4.2, the sequen-
tial speedups of the LPCG solvers lag behind that of the direct solver, and the LPCG element 
computations are primarily responsible. One problem may be the larger block granularity 
and memory requirements of Convex BEV, which may inhibit efficient vectorization with pro-
hibitive overhead. Another may be the upper triangular vector form of the element matrices. 
Because of this form, there is a rather complicated outer loop structure about the inner ele-
ment block vector loops. The compiler may not be able to create efficient vector code for this 
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necessary to improve the performance of the LPCG element computations, and perhaps 
those of the basic element computations as well. 
For linear elements, the Convex BEV compiler optimized speedups for the LPCG 
element computations are on the order of 2, so that Convex BEV is seen to be a meaningful 
improvement over compiler optimization. For quadratic elements, however, the compiler op-
timized speedups are on the order of 1. The step length calculation is slightly better in this 
respect than the others, with compiler optimized speedups approachIng 1.5, but otherwise 
there is little difference between ConvexBEVand compiler optimization. A major reason for 
the disappointing performance of the ebe factorization and preconditioning is that BEV re-
quires the preconditioning matrices for the element block to be gathered before processing 
for these calculations while the sequential application does not. As much as 30-40% of the 
BEV execution time for these calculations is spent in the gather operations. The gather opera-
tions also inhibit the sequential speedups for these calculations. Another reason for the poor 
compiler optimized speedups of quadratic elements is the increased maximum incidental vec-
tor length of the quadratic elements, to which the compiler can apply the more powerful vec-
tor capability of the Convex to good effect. 
The necessity of gather operations exist for the Alliant element computation algo-
rithms as well. These gather costs affect BEV and CBEV more than BEC and degrade their 
performance relative to BEC. However, the gather costs are more significant for Convex 
BEV because concurrency helps to alleviate these costs. 
Another factor inhibits the sequential speedups for the step length calculation us-
ing Convex BEY. From Fig. 4.3-16 the Convex BEV sequential speedup for the 2DSB step 
length calculation is about 4, which is noticeably less than its counterparts for the other exam-
ple problems. One possible explanation is related to the large number of constrained degrees 
of freedom in 2DSB, due to its plane strain boundary conditions. In order to avoid the cost in 
memory of storing the constrained element dynamic tangent stiffness matrices, for all of the 
element computation algorithms (including the sequential application) these matrices are as-
sembled and constrained before the step length matrix-vector product is performed. For the 
Alliant element computation algorithms, the constraint process can be performed very effec-
tively using concurrency. In fact, the BEC and Alliant BEV step length sequential speedups 
are greater for 2DSB than the other example problems employing quadratic elements. Un-
fortunately, this is not an option for Convex BEY, so that the constraint process suffers. With 
so many constrained degrees of freedom spread over so many elements in 2DSB, the con-
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straint process can seriously disrupt the efficiency of the matrix-vector product. Thus, the 
speedups would be lowered. 
4.3.3 SUMMARY 
On the A1liant FX/8, BEC proves itself to be the best element computation algo-
rithm in nearly every aspect. One reason for this superiority is reason is the smaller block 
granularity of BEC. As a result, the BEC gather/scatter operations are more streamlined, 
with less elements to process and those elements likely to be more closely bunched in num-
bering so that there is less possibility of virtual memory paging to access the block elements. It 
takes a large number of elements, as in 3DBB, for the BEC gather/scatter operations to be 
adversely affected, while for the lesser but still significant number of elements in 3DL12 BEC 
is unaffected and BEV and CBEV remain hindered. The block granularity advantage of BEC 
is even more telling for quadratic elements, given the greater number of element degrees of 
freedom and the relatively few number of elements in a quadratic mesh. The smaller block 
granularity of BEC results from the fact that there are fewer vector processors, 8, than the 
length of the vector registers, 32, so that when optimally blocked BEC requires four times less 
element block data structure memory than BEV. CBEV relies on both the number of vector 
processors and the length of the vector registers and thus requires 32 times the element block 
data structure memory of BEC. 
A second, more significant reason for the superiority of BEC is its smaller, de-
signed parallelizable granularity. One important ramification of this is fewer cache misses for 
BEC computations. Given an aggregate Alliant FX/8 cache memory of 128 kilobytes, a large 
part of the entire element block data structure of BEC for even quadratic elements can fit in 
the cache, and the entire structure is not required for a given calculation. Thus, BEC data is 
more likely to be in cache when needed by a vector processor. Conversely, the fully blocked 
CBEV element block data structure far exceeds the capacity of the cache and calculations are 
hampered by the transfer of data between the cache and main memory. BEV data also has 
difficulty fitting in cache, although BEV performance for the basic element computations of 
most of the example problems employing meshes composed of linear elements nearly 
equaled that ofBEC. However, for quadratic elements and for the LPCG element computa-
tions such as determination of the step length and the ebe preconditioning BEV is noticeably 
inferior, probably in large part due to ineffective use of the cache. 
A second ramification of the smaller, designed parallelizable granularity ofBEC is 
a reduction in bus traffic, both in volume and frequency. In volume, for instance, so much data 
needs to be manipulated for CBEV that for some problems, namely 3DBB, some of the data 
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is lost and the solution is compromised. BEe never approaches this problem, while at one 
time BEV did. Early on, the element diagonal scaling step of the ebe preconditioning was 
performed on an element-by-element basis as an alternative to performing it on the global 
level. The element-by-element scheme was abandoned due to its inefficiency compared to 
the global scaling for block vectorized methods. However, while it was in use, BEV had the 
same problem for 3DBB as does CBEY. Removing the element-by-element scaling reduced 
the amount of data manipulation necessary and BEV was no longer afflicted. 
In frequency, the incidental concurrency of BEV requires more communication 
between processors than the designed concurrency of BEC and overhead is increased. Over-
head is also increased by another feature of incidental concurrency: its reliance on the outer 
loops of calculations to determine the parallelism of COVI mode execution. Where the de-
signed concurrency of BEC provides for equal load of all eight vector processors, sometimes 
the sizes of the outer loops may not be an even multiple of eight. This can be seen in the de-
crease in efficient from linear to quadratic elements, as the number of degrees of freedom and 
often the outer loop size goes from 24, an even multiple, to 60, which is not. Also, in the ma-
trix-vector product of the BEV step length calculation, the outer loop sizes are variable, 
which also decreases COVI overhead and efficiency. 
A third reason for the excellent performance of BEe is the adequate to good inci-
dental vectorization found in the 3D isoparametric elements. Often, the incidental vector 
lengths equal the number of degrees of freedom, which at 24 and 60 for linear and quadratic 
elements fairly utilize the size of the vector registers, especially for the quadratic elements. 
The latter can be seen in the improvement of speedups from linear to quadratic elements in 
the example problems. Even when the upper triangular vector storage of the element ma-
trices causes interrupted vector calculations and indirect addressing, as in the matrix-vector 
product of the step length calculation, the vector performance within BEe is reasonably ef-
fective, again especially for the quadratic elements. 
A final reason for the pre-eminence of BEe is the consistently good element 
blocking obtained for all sizes of problems. Although a main concern of this research is large 
problems, and for large problems will probably be enough elements to adequately block each 
element computation algorithm, there is a relatively small limit to the size of problem that can 
be run on the Alliant FX/8 and many times the number of elements for such a limited problem 
size is insufficient to satisfactorily block CBEVand even BEY. Further, as the arrangement of 
the elements becomes more three dimensional- the desirable situation - the interdependen-
cy of elements becomes more prevalent and it is more difficult to create sufficiently large 
blocks of nonconflicting elements for a given number of elements. For Alliant BEe, however, 
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only eight nonconflicting elements are needed for a block, and it is generally true that effec-
tive blocking can be provided for BEC regardless of the problem size. 
On the Convex C240, the performance of BEV is adequate but not as effective as 
one might expect. The efficiency of LPCG element computations is particularily disappoint-
ing, especially the speedups versus compiler optimization using quadratic elements. One rea-
son for this could be the large block granularity of Convex BEY. This is the consequence of 
the larger length of the Convex vector registers, 128, and the attempt to create a commensu-
rate vectorizable granularity. The same problems with gather/scatter operations and cache 
memory utilization outlined above can occur here, with the added problem that the Convex 
runs were made during multiuser time and may compete with other memory intensive jobs, so 
that manipulating the large amount of data required by BEV may lead to more operating 
system overhead time. 
Gather operations are a second reason for the lukewarm Convex BEV perform-
ance in the LPCG element computations. These operations represent a significant portion of 
the computation costs and since the sequential application does not require them the speed-
ups of Convex BEV are damaged. The lack of concurrency seems to exacerbate this problem 
as the gather costs of Alliant BEV and CBEV are not as damaging. 
A third aspect of Convex BEV that may be harmful to its efficiency is that, since 
there is no concurrency, the outer loops are not optimized and in some cases the compiler may 
not be able to create efficient vector object code. Specifically, the LPCG element computa-
tions, due to the upper triangular vector storage of the element matrices, contain relatively 
complicated outer loop structures that are very difficult to unroll and that the compiler may 
not be able to handle effectively. To unroll these loops would require very long-winded and 
detailed code, and the attempt was not made. Unfortunately, without unrolling, the compiler 
may be doing far to many fetches and stores compared to vector operations. However, even if 
such loops are unrolled there are indications that the Convex does not perform particularly 
well, either. 
There are some difficulties in providing an effective element blocking for BEV giv-
en the large size of the Convex vector registers, an example of which is 3DQ8 where the vecto-
rizable granularity provided is only half the size of the vector registers. However, in 3DQ10 
where the number of elements is merely doubled the blocking is nearly optimal. Consequent-
ly, in general the element blocking is not much of a problem for Convex BEY, although for 
smaller to moderate size problems with a more three dimensional mesh and quadratic ele-
ments, like 3DQ8 and perhaps 3DCS, pose relatively minor problems. 
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4.4 NONLINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
In this section, the results of the nonlinear solution algorithm comparisons are 
presented and discussed. Of the example problems, results are presented only for the 3DBB 
and 3D finite extension problems, as described in Section 4.1. A summary is provided at the 
end of the section. 
4.4.1 3DBB 
Figs. 4.4-1 to 4.4-3 contain the timing data for the 3DBB runs updating the tan-
gent stiffness before every (nonlinear) equilibrium iteration in the range of significant non-
linear behaviour. Figs. 4.4-4 to 4.4-6 contain the timing data for the 3DBB runs updating the 
tangent stiffness before just the first two equilibrium iterations in this range. In all figures, 
data is presented for three separate cases. The first case corresponds to the engineering analy-
sis of Section 3.3 and employs 10 equal time steps of 0.03457712 milliseconds to reach the 
loading flat top. In the first 5 time steps, the tangent stiffness is updated before the first equi-
librium iteration only, while the second 5 time steps encompass the range of significant non-
linear behaviour. The LPCG convergence tolerance is set to 0.01 %. The second case is identi-
cal to the first except the LPCG convergence tolerance is relaxed to 1.0%. In the third case, 
the loading flat top is reached in 1 time step of 0.3457712 milliseconds. The LPCG conver-
gence tolerance applied in the third case is again 0.01 %. 
The line search tolerance employed for all NLPCG runs is 1.0%. By varying the 
line search tolerance between 0.01 % and 10% for the first case above and for both tangent 
stiffness updating strategies, it was observed that the relatively relaxed 1.0% tolerance gener-
ally lead to the either the fastest or nearly the fastest NLPCG solution in terms of total execu-
tion time. Eliminating the line search altogether - by assigning a step length of 1.0 - signifi-
cantly degraded the NLPCG nonlinear convergence rates and the corresponding increase in 
linear iterations and system solution costs more than offset the savings in basic element com-
putations. This indicates that a line search is necessary for adequate NLPCG performance. 
For the 0.01% LPCG convergence tolerance and both tangent stiffness update 
strategies, NLPCG is noticeably slower than secant-Newton even though it requires an iden-
tical number of equilibrium iterations. When the tangent stiffness is updated before every 
equilibrium iteration MNR shows the same nonlinear convergence rate as the accelerated 
algorithms, so that one would not expect NLPCG to have an advantage in equilibrium itera-
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Fig. ( 4.4-3), 3DBB timings - stiffness updates all equilibrium its., cont. 
to a measurably slower MNR nonlinear convergence rate relative to secant-Newton, and 
even in this case NLPCG converges no faster than secant-Newton. Even though the NLPCG 
line search for both tangent stiffness update strategies requires less than 3 extra residual eval-
uations per equilibrium iteration, without an advantage in equilibrium iterations the neces-
sary line search cost simply represents additional overhead and NLPCG is at a disadvantage. 
The results concerning the 1 % LPCG convergence tolerance illustrate that relax-
ing the LPCG convergence tolerance can lead to improved performance for both tangent stif-
fness updating strategies. For all three nonlinear solution algorithms, the number of per-
formed linear iterations are greatly reduced while the number of equilibrium iterations is 
increased by a lesser amount. The corresponding decrease in system solution costs more than 
compensate for the increased basic element computation times and the total execution times 
are significantly decreased, although the relaxed tolerance does not noticeably alter the rela-
tive speed of the secant-Newton and NLPCG. This indicates that as long as the analyst is satis-
fied with the accuracy of the stress analysis, to achieve optimal LPCG performance for a given 
problem and nonlinear solution algorithm one should relax the LPCG tolerance and compen-
sate with increased equilibrium iterations until the trade-off ceases to result in greater com-
putational speed. 
The third case defined above utilizes a time step size 10 times greater than that 
specified in the first two cases. For this case, all three algorithms employing tangent stiffness 
updates before every iteration execute the same number of equilibrium iterations, so that 
MNR and secant-Newton are practically equal in total execution time while NLPCG is again 
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slower due to the line search. However, reducing the number of tangent stiffness updates 
leads to a very poor nonlinear convergence rate for MNR so that secant-Newton and NLPCG 
require significantly fewer equilibrium ite~ations, with NLPCG requiring the fewest. Because 
of its slightly improved nonlinear convergence rate, and because the greater time step size 
causes LPCG to execute about 20% more linear iterations per equilibrium iteration than in 
the first case, secant-Newton and NLPCG finish in a virtual dead heat. The significance of the 
increased LPCG convergence rate is that the cost of the line search is de-emphasized, which 
can be seen in a reduced percentage of the total execution time spenf in the stress recovery. 
Obviously, executing fewer time steps in an implicit dynamic analysis -like solving 
fewer load steps in a static analysis - often leads to faster total execution times. The question 
remains: how does increasing the time step size affect the comparison of the nonlinear solu-
tion algorithms? For 3DBB, the answer seems to be that NLPCG benefits the most. Consider-
ing the third cases of both tangent stiffness update strategies, the larger time step size leads to 
a greater system solution cost per equilibrium iteration that devalues the debilitating effect of 
the NLPCG line search, and NLPCG is better able to handle the degradation of the nonlinear 
convergence rate that can result from a larger time step size. This is not to say that NLPCG is 
the fastest algorithm in both third cases; secant-Newton is faster. NLPCG simply improves 
the most. This implies that for a given problem and set of convergence criteria one might be 
able to adopt different time step sizes - all of which allow for good LPCG performance and 
acceptable simulation accuracy - which produce the best performance for each algorithm and 
which results in NLPCG being the fastest algorithm overall. 
Figs. 4.4-3 and 4.4-6 indicate that the fastest 3DBB run in each case is that of 
MNR or secant-Newton with tangent stiffness updates before every equilibrium iteration in 
the range of nonlinear behaviour. Considering that all of the timings presented in this section 
employ LPCG as the linear solver, this suggests that when using LPCG one wo~ld want to 
minimize the number of total equilibrium iterations by performing frequent tangent stiffness 
updates. 
The cost of the line search is dependent upon the number of extra residual evalua-
tions performed. To evaluate the residual, both a stress recovery and an internal force vector 
update are required. For 3DBB, the stress recovery is approximately 3 times more costly than 
the internal force calculation. This relative cost seems to result primarily from three factors. 
First, when considering linear elements, there is a greater amount of computation necessary 
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calculation. Second, employing the unrotated formulation with its required polar decomposi-
tions in the stress recovery leads to even more computations. Third, in Section 4.3 it was ob-
served that the element computation algorithms are least effective for the stress recovery. 
Thus, the internal force calculation can be performed somewhat more efficiently. Based on 
the relative cost of the stress recovery and the internal force calculation, the cost of the line 
search for the linear elements of 3DBB appears to hinge primarily upon the stress recovery. 
For the three cases solved with either tangent stiffness update strategy, NLPCG-
which employs a line search - spends far more of the total execution time in the stress recov-
ery than does MNR and secant-Newton. By employing the Truesdell formulation, the cost of 
the stress recovery for 3DBB is reduced by 55-60% on the Convex C240. This represents a 
fairly small savings in total execution time for those runs not employing a line search, but as 
much as an 18% savings for those that do. This is a significant number, and suggests that the 
Truesdell formulation is better suited to NLPCG than is the unrotated formulation. However, 
Section 3.5 indicates that the Truesdell formulation is not suitable for the kinematic harden-
ing specified in 3DBB, so that improvement is necessary for the Truesdell formulation before 
it could be realistically applied to a problem such as 3DBB. 
On the Alliant FX/8, the Truesdell formulation is only about 20% faster than the 
unrotated formulation, which is reasonable considering the cost of the polar decomposition. 
The difference between machines is that the use of concurrency significantly enhances the 
speed of the eigenvalue extraction during the polar decomposition, while attempts to vec-
torize the Jacobi iterations are less successful. Thus, the cost of the unrotated formulation on 
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the Convex is due to the failure of effort (to date) to optimize the computations. If future 
attempts at optimizing the polar decomposition on the Convex are more successful, then the 
relative performance of NLPCG in the analyses considered in this section should show some 
improvement. 
4.4.2 3D FINITE EXTENSION PROBLEMS 
The timing data for the 3DL12 nonlinear solution algorithm comparisons is dis-
played in Figs. 4.4-7 to 4.4-9. Data is presented for both a LPCG convergence tolerance of 
0.01 % for both of the load step arrangements discussed in Section 4.1 and one of 1 % for the 
smaller load step arrangement. 
The 0.01 % smaller load step data shows NLPCG to be over 2.5 times faster than 
MNR. This results from a great advantage in equilibrium iterations for NLPCG. Enough 
equilibrium iterations are performed by MNR to engender basic element computation costs 
that exceed the cost of the NLPCG line search. More importantly, the equilibrium iteration 
advantage translates into thousands less linear iterations, which creates a large NLPCG ad-
vantage in the system solution expense that dominates the total execution time. Even if zero 
time was spent in basic element computations for MNR, NLPCG would still be far superior in 
total execution time. In this instance, the cost of the line search is relatively insignificant. 
For the 0.01 % tolerance and smaller load steps, NLPCG also shows an advantage 
in equilibrium iterations versus Secant-Newton. This advantage is far less than that which 
exists versus MNR. As such, the comparison of Secant-Newton and NLPCG boils down to to 
a trade-off between the lesser basic element computation costs of Secant-Newton and the 
lesser system solution time of NLPCG. The total execution times show this conflict resolved 
in favor of NLPCG, but only by a slight margin. Considering that the data presented pertains 
to a line search tolerance of 1 %, and that a relaxation of the NLPCG line search tolerance 
from 0.01 % to 1 % resulted in a significant improvement in the line search cost (about 30% 
fewer residual evaluations and approximately a 9% decrease in the total execution time) with-
out a loss in the nonlinear convergence rate, it is certainly possible that further improvement 
could be generated by continuing to increase the line search tolerance so that NLPCG would 
gain versus Secant-Newton. However, such a gain would likely be small in relation to the 
overall execution time and the result of the comparison of the two algorithms would probably 
be largely unchanged. 
The relaxation of the LPCG convergence tolerance to 1 % decreases the execution 
time advantage of NLPCG relative to MNR (only twice as fast), and allows secant-Newton to 
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NLPCG 
performed linear iterations and thus the system solution costs per equilibrium iteration, 
which lessens the significance of the NLPCG advantage in equilibrium iterations. This also 
places a greater emphasis on the NLPCG line search, which because of the reduced accuracy 
of the 1 % tolerance also shows a 17% increase in the number of residual evaluations. The 1 % 
tolerance also degrades the NLPCG and secant-Newton nonlinear convergence rates rela-
tive to that of MNR. 
Increasing the size of the load steps in Fig. 4.4-7 to 4.4-9 seems to benefit secant-
Newton. In contrast to results for the reduced tangent stiffness update strategy of 3DBB, the 
NLPCG equilibrium iteration advantage over secant-Newton remains in the same propor-
tion as seen for the smaller load steps. In addition, the line search becomes more expensive, 
requiring 11 % more residual evaluations per equilibrium iteration. The consequence is that 
secant-Newton pulls even with NLPCG in total execution time, as opposed to the slight ad-
vantage of NLPCG for the smaller load steps. As increasing the size of the load step size for 
static 3DL12 does not have the same effect in terms of the LPCG convergence rate as it does 
for dynamic 3DBB, in the absence of an increased equilibrium advantage the cost of the line 
search becomes the determining factor in the algorithm comparison. 
The amounts of the total execution time attributable to the stress recovery for 
3DL12 are similar to those of 3DBB with tangent stiffness updates before each equilibrium 
iteration, although they are generally somewhat reduced. The larger load step case spends the 
largest percentage in the stress recovery, indicating the increased importance of the line 
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NLPCG 
greater than those of the internal force calculation and thus dominate the line search. Use of 
the Truesdell formulation again reduces the stress recovery costs by approximately 60%, so 
that for the NLPCG runs a decrease in the total execution time of as much as 14% could be 
realized. Again, use of the Alliant FX/8 would mitigate this savings and increase the perform-
ance of NLPCG using the unrotated formulation in the stress recovery. 
The timing data for the quadratic mesh of 3DQ8 is displayed in Figs. 4.4-7 to 
4.4-8. Data is presented for the same cases outlined above for 3DL12. The 0.01 % smaller 
load step data is very similar to that of 3DL12, except that smaller discrepancies in equilibri- ' 
urn iterations lead to the similar advantages in total execution time. This results from the poor 
LPCG convergence rate for quadratic elements discussed in Section 4.2. Accordingly, many 
more linear iterations are performed per equilibrium iteration, creating a greater NLPCG 
linear iteration superiority for a given equilibrium iteration discrepancy. Further, the cost of a 
linear iteration escalates with the switch to quadratic elements. All told, the NLPCG advan-
tage in system execution time, and thus total execution time, remains at least as great as be-
fore for a smaller equilibrium iteration disparity. 
As with 3DL12, relaxing the LPCG convergence tolerance decreases the relative 
speedup ofNLPCG with respect to both MNR (2.6 to 2.4) and secant-Newton (1.36 to 1.12) 
because the system solution cost per equilibrium iteration are reduced. However, for 3DQ8 
the cost of the NLPCG line search is insignificant compared to the system solution costs, so 
that NLPCG remains faster than secant-Newton. Also, all three algorithms show a similar 
increase in the number of equilibrium iterations so that MNR does not gain as much on 
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NLPCG and secant-Newton as it did for 3DL12. Considering the runs employing a 1 % LPCG 
convergence tolerance for 3DBB, 3DL12, and 3DQ8, it appears that relaxing the LPCG con-
vergence tolerance tends to favor secant-Newton and MNR over NLPCG. 
The consequence of increasing the load step size for 3DQ8 is similar to that for 
3DL12, except that again, as discussed below, the cost of the NLPCG line search is not signifi-
cant, allowing NLPCG to remains faster than secant-Newton. 
For the quadratic elements of3DQ8, the costs of the stress recovery relative to the 
total execution time are much reduced from 3DBB or 3DL12. In fact, even for NLPCG which 
requires a line search, the stress recovery is almost nonexistent compared to the total execu-
tion time. Further, the expense of the stress recovery is only about 1.6 times that of the inter-
nal force calculation. Apparently, the increased amount of computations required by qua-
dratic elements affects the internal force calculation more than the stress recovery, and also 
increases the system solution time relative to the stress recovery. The poor LPCG conver-
gence rate also contributes to the small percentages of the total execution time exhibited by 
the stress recovery and the internal force calculation; however, the solution of the boundary 
value small scale yield problem in Section 3.5 shows that the stress recovery costs comprise 
less than 1 % of the total execution time, and that solution combines quadratic elements and 
the direct solver. 
4.4.3 SUMMARY 
3DBB is an example of an analysis dominated by material nonlinearity without un-
dergoing a large scale yielding which would globally activate geometric nonlinearity. Al-
though significant localized geometric nonlinearity develops in the vicinity of the crack tip -
with the effective strains there reaching over 30 times the yield strain - the nature of the prob-
lem produces moderate but not severe convergence problems for MNR. For this problem, the 
accelerated nonlinear solution algorithms of secant-Newton and NLPCG in a variety of anal-
yses show very similar nonline'lr convergence rates. Because the implementation of secant-
Newton is inexpensive, even when its convergence rate is comparable to that of MNR it is 
competitive. However, the line search required by NLPCG renders it noncompetitive unless 
it has a faster convergence rate, and even then secant-Newton is at least as fast. 
For the highly nonlinear problems of 3DL12 and 3DQ8 where MNR experiences 
severe convergence problems, NLPCG fares much better. These problems are examples of 
cases where significant material and geometric nonlinearities combine. This occurs due to the 
gross yielding of the mesh and the consequent large deformation which introduces consider-
able geometric effects. For these problems, NLPCG has such an overwhelming advantage 
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over MNR in its nonlinear convergence rate that the savings in system solution time domi-
nates the cost of the line search and NLPCG is over 2.5 times faster than MNR. The NLPCG 
convergence rate is also distinctly faster than that of secant-Newton, but for the linear mesh 
of 3DL12 the line search all but negates this advantage. For the quadratic mesh of 3DQ8, the 
line search cost is inconsequential, but by relaxing the LPCG convergence tolerance secant-
Newton is again very competitive with NLPCG. 
Considering Section 3.5, if the 3D finite extension comparisons were carried fur-
ther into the solution, NLPCG would gain a continually greater advantage over MNR and 
secant-Newton in the nonlinear convergence rate and thus probably become increasingly 
dominant in total execution time, regardless of the LPCG convergence tolerance and the line 
search cost. However, it is possible that if a line search were incorporated into secant-Newton 
that its nonlinear convergence rate would rival that ofNLPCG. In this case, secant-Newton-
which is obtained from MNR by a few simple vector operations - or MNR would likely be 
preferable to NLPCG in all of the comparisons, considering that secant-Newton does not 
generally require a line search and is generally faster than or approximately equal to NLPCG 
in total execution time. 
The fact that NLPCG requires a line search is a serious drawback, as the line search 
relies on repeated performance of the stress recovery. Generally, as the material behaviour 
becomes more complicated, the stress recovery becomes more costly and more difficult to 
optimize. Such is the case with finite strain plasticity based on the theoretically rigorous unro-
tated formulation and J2 flow theory. Although the stress recovery employing Truesdell for-
mulation is less costly, its expense is not inconsiderable. Considering that the plasticity in this 
thesis employs a constant tangent modulus, generalizing to allow' a non-constant modulus can 
only increase the computational expense. While it may be possible to adopt an approach oth-
er than J2 flow theory so as to minimize the stress recovery cost, for general nonlinear materi-
al models the stress recovery will continue to be a line search bottleneck. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the conclusions concerning the four main focuses of this research 
are presented. These focuses consist of the comparisons of the competing element computa-
tion algorithms, linear solution algorithms, nonlinear solution algorithms, and finite strain 
plasticity material models, and their suitability to supercomputer applications. 
5.1 ELEMENT COMPUTATION ALGORITHMS 
The element computation algorithms are the cornerstones of the vanous ver-
sions of NlDFEP. It is important to minimize the cost of the basic element computations so 
that the majority of the execution time is spent in the nonlinear and linear solution algorithms, 
and the LPCG element computations are vital to the success of the LPCG solution algo-
rithms. In the remainder of this section, the conclusions pertaining to the two machines used 
in this research, the Alliant FX/8 and the Convex C240, are presented. 
5.1.1 ALLIANT FX/8 
In almost every respect, the data of the example problems shows that the best and 
most efficient element computation algorithm on the Alliant FX/8 is BEC. The performance 
ofBEC is generally excellent, and BEC is particularly effective for the LPCG element compu-
tations that form the backbone of the LPCG algorithms. The reasons for this superiority are 
1) The smaller block granularity of BEC, which facilitates gather/scatter operations 
and results in less memory occupied by the element block data structure and less 
virtual memory (swap space) paging. 
2) The smaller, designed parallelizable granularity of BEC, leading to less overhead 
and fewer cache misses. 
3) The generally good incidental vector lengths found in the 3D isoparametric ele-
ments - often 24 for linear elements and 60 for quadratic elements - as compared to 
32, the length of the Alliant vector registers. 
4) The consistently good BEC element blocking obtained for all sizes of problems. 
Three dimensional isoparametric elements, especially quadratic elements, require 
a great deal of data and memory to describe and analyze their behaviour. This built-in granu-
larity is not conducive to block vectorization methods because these methods attempt to 
create a vectorizable granularity on top of the natural granularity of the calculations. BEC 
works with the natural granularity and exploits it with vectorization while keeping the block 
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and parallelizable granularity at levels suitable to the architecture of the Alliant FX/8, a pa-
rallel-vector machine that emphasizes concurrency, with moderately powerful vector proces-
sors and a limited cache and main memory. Consequently, BEC is without question the best 
element computation algorithm for the Alliant FX/8. It does a good job of minimizing the 
cost of the basic element computations, and an excellent job of performing the LPCG ele-
ment computations and allowing LPCG to compete with and in some cases defeat the direct 
solver for similar numbers of system factorizations and back substitutions. 
5.1.2 CONVEX C240 
On the Convex C240, BEV is the only implemented element computation algo-
rithm due to the difficulties with the implementation and effective execution of the concur-
rent algorithms. The performance of BEV in the example problems is respectable; the se-
quential speedups are reasonable. However, these speedups do not approach the speedups 
associated with the direct solver operations, primarily the Cholesky factorization. On the Al-
Hant FX/8, the performance of BEC generally exceeds that of the direct solver operations. In 
addition, the compiler optimized speedups of the LPCG element computations using qua-
dratic elements indicate that BEV is not significantly faster than compiler optimization for 
these calculations. Some reasons for the disappointing performance of Convex BEV are 
1) The large block and vectorizable granularity of Convex BEV which creates greater 
gather /scatter costs - especially for the LPCG element computations where the 
penalty for gather operations is significant - greater element block data structure 
memory requirements, and overhead. 
2) The possible inability of the compiler to generally create efficient vector code - in 
the sense that the observed vector performance is not commensurate with that seen 
for benchmark matrix operations - for the vector operations across element blocks 
required by the element computations. 
BEV appears to work fairly well with the block granularity of the linear 
isoparametric elements, defeating the incidental vectorization of the compiler optimization 
and rendering reasonable sequential speedups for the pertinent example problems. The per-
formances of both the Convex BEV basic and LPCG element computations are respectable. 
For quadratic elements, however, the larger natural granularity and consequent larger inci-
dental vectorizable granularity available for compiler optimization - combined with the ne-
cessity of gather operations and the fact that this increased natural granularity does nothing 
but increase the block granularity and overhead of the Convex BEV calculations - cause BEV 
and the compiler optimization to be nearly equal for the crucial LPCG element computa-
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tions. BEV remains superior to compiler optimization for the quadratic basic element com-
putations, and does not perform poorly for the LPCG element computations, simply disap-
pointingly. Modifications should be made to Convex BEV to improve both the performance 
of the LPCG element computations and the overall performance relative to the direct solver 
factorization. 
5.1.3 GENERAL 
On the Alliant FX/8, a significant portion of the BEC speedups is due to the inci-
dental vectorization exploited at the element level. The speedup due solely to concurrency is 
in the range of 5-7 (on 8 processors) with the remainder due to vectorization (which can be on 
the order of3-4). The implication is that BEC using 3D isoparametric elements would not be 
as effective for massively parallel architectures, which contain very large numbers of sequen-
tial processors. It would be necessary to transfer large amounts of data between the proces-
sors - generating a great deal of bus traffic and overhead - and vectorization would not exist. 
BEC using 3D isoparametric elements is most suitable for parallel-vector architectures like 
the Alliant FX/8. 
For simpler elements containing fewer nodes and dof and requiring smaller 
amounts of data to be manipulated, it is probable that BEe would not be nearly as effective 
on parallel-vector architectures. The lesser natural granularity of such elements would not 
afford much of an opportunity for incidental vectorization. BEV or CBEV would likely be 
much more effective as they would create opportunites for vectorization and the lesser 
amounts of data would lead to more favorable block and parallelizable granularities and 
block data structure memory requirirements than do the 3D isoparametrics. On the other 
hand, BEC would be more suitable for massively parallel architectures. 
5.2 LINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
A main focus of this research is the comparison of the LPCG linear solution algo-
rithms, using both ebe and diagonal preconditioners, and a representative direct solver on the 
machines used in this research, the Alliant FX/8 and the Convex C240. This comparison is 
broken down by the type of three dimensional isoparametric element employed, and conclu-
sions are presented. 
5.2.1 LINEAR ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS 
For implicit dynamic applications employing linear isoparametric elements and 
containing a significant three dimensional mesh topology, LPCG employing its current pre-
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conditioners should provide an efficient and economical exploitation of the resources of a 
supercomputer for a wide variety of applications. This conclusion is reached because 
1) From the one dimensional mesh of IDBE to the cubic mesh of3DL12, the condi-
tioning of the linear dynamic tangent stiffness improves dramatically and is well 
conditioned even for large time steps sizes. Accordingly, the ebe and diagonal pre-
conditioners provide for nearly constant rapid convergence - as measured by the 
sqrt(ndof) - for the full range of possible time step sizes, 
2) These properties hold even for the mesh of3DBB that has a significant three dimen-
sional topology and a flaw that seriously degrades the overall conditioning of the 
linear dynamic tangent stiffness. Further, only in the extreme case of the 3D finite 
extension problem does the presence of nonlinearity significantly deteriorate the 
LPCG convergence rate, 
3) As the topology of a mesh containing a given number of elements grows more three 
dimensional, the memory requirements of the direct solver tend to significantly out-
distance those of LPCG, to the extent that the analysis of many problems notpossi-
ble with the direct solver could be readily accomplished using LPCG, 
4) And, as the mesh topology grows more three dimensional LPCG tends to develop 
an increasing advantage in execution time over the direct solver for similar numbers 
of system factorizations and system back substitutions. This advantage exists in the 
presence of severe nonlinearity and for a wide variety of time step sizes, so that a 
size can be chosen which allows the implicit dynamics solution to compete very fa-
vorably with explicit dynamics. 
Both the ebe and diagonal preconditioners perform well for linear elements. Nei-
ther preconditioner is generally superior, though the ebe preconditioner seems to be prefer-
able for problems such as 3DBB dominated by material nonlinearity and containing localized 
geometric nonlinearity. For problems such as 3DL12 combining significant geometric and 
material nonlinearity, the diagonal preconditioner is a more attractive choice. 
5.2.2 QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS 
For a mesh composed of quadratic elements and displaying a significant three di-
mensional topology without conditions which otherwise cause the dynamic tangent stiffness 
to be ill-conditioned, the conclusion is much the same as it was for linear meshes. However, 
for meshes otherwise ill-conditioned the benefits of LPCG can depend on specifying a time 
step size - within the range desired for the accuracy of the simulation - that is small enough to 
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maintain the execution time advantage of LPCG yet large enough to permit a favorable com-
parison between implicit and explicit dynamics. The reasons for this conclusion are 
1) Moving from the two dimensional mesh of 2DSB to the cubic mesh of 3DQ8 also 
signals an improvement in the conditioning of the linear dynamic tangent stiffness. 
However, while the convergence rates attainable with the current preconditioners 
are nearly constant for a full range of time step sizes, they are slower than for linear 
meshes, 
2) For the mesh of 3DCS where the linear dynamic tangent stiffness is ill-conditioned 
by the mixed bending and membrane behaviour, the convergence rates of both pre-
conditioners are much worse and highly dependent on the time step size, 
3) The trends concerning the LPCG and direct solver memory requirements observed 
for linear meshes are accentuated for quadratic elements, 
4) And, the trend concerning LPCG and direct solver execution times observed for 
linear meshes are also accentuated for quadratic elements, but for ill-conditioned 
meshes like 3DCS the LPCG advantage is largely tied to the time step size. 
In a choice between the ebe and diagonal pre conditioners for quadratic meshes, 
the use of diagonal pre conditioner is recommended. However, as neither pre conditioner is 
truly effective, the search should continue for a more competent pre conditioner for quadratic 
elements. 
5.2.3 GENERAL 
Since the cost of a solution employing LPCG as the linear solver resides primarily 
in the system back substitution, then to minimize this cost one would basically want to mini-
mize the number of equilibrium iterations. Within the limits of the cost of a tangent stiffness 
update, this means updating the tangent stiffness as often as possible. This leads to an interest-
ing observation concerning MNR and LPCG. When using LPCG, the' original impetus behind 
MNR - avoiding direct solver factorization costs by sacrificing the nonlinear convergence 
rate - is removed. MNR would effectively become Newton-Raphson. In a similar vein, accel-
erated nonlinear solution algorithms like secant-Newton are quite suitable for LPCG as they 
are designed to enhance the nonlinear convergence rate. 
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5.3 NONLINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
Another focus of this research is the comparison of the nonlinear solution algo-
rithms, using LPCG wI diag as the linear solver and performed on the Convex C240. Recom-
mendations for selecting a nonlinear solution algorithm are provided. 
5.3.1 RECOMMENDATIONS 
A version ofNLDFEP capable of either MNR or secant-Newton is recommended 
for general use, with the acceleration provided by secant-Newton being reserved for those 
analyses with severe convergence problems where MNR is particularly ineffective. This rec-
ommendation is made and the use of NLPCG is generally discouraged because 
1) NLPCG employing a pre conditioner other than the full dynamic tangent stiffness 
converges so slowly on the first time step that its costs are prohibitive. 
2) NLPCG employing the full dynamic tangent stiffness as the pre conditioner is not 
competitive with either secant-Newton or MNR for moderately nonlinear prob-
lems dominated by material nonlinearity. The cost of the line search necessary for 
NLPCG more than outweighs for any advantage NLPCG may have in the nonlinear 
convergence rate. 
3) Even for highly nonlinear problems combining significant geometric and material 
nonlinearities where NLPCG is decidedly faster than MNR, secant -Newton is com-
petitive with NLPCG. 
4) The line search required by NLPCG relies heavily on the stress recovery, which for 
nonlinear analyses may be a costly and complicated calculation resistant to optimi-
zation. 
5) It is a relatively simple matter to obtain secant-Newton from MNR, consisting of a 
small number of global vector operations well suited to supercomputers. 
5.4 MATERIAL MODEL 
An important focus of this research has been the search for an effective finite strain 
plasticity material model for NLDFEP. In the following, recommendations are made con-
cerning the selection of a finite strain plasticity model. 
5.4.1 RECOMMENDATIONS 
In Section 2.4, the theory and application of the proposed finite strain plasticity 
models were presented and developed. In Section 3.5, numerical results were presented that 
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establish the effectiveness of the finite strain plasticity models and compare and contrast the 
behaviour of the models dependent on the Truesdell and unrotated stress rates. Through 
these examples, and from the theory supporting the two models presented in Section 2.4, it 
has been demonstrated that fundamental differences exist between the two formulations. Ac-
cordingly, use of the finite strain plasticity model based on the unrotated stress rate is recom-
mended for the following reasons: 
1) The unrotated formulation is generally more accurate than the TIuesdell formula-
tion for larger step sizes. The unrotated formulation is accurate because all re-
quired polar decompositions are performed exactly (as opposed to an approximate 
evolution of the rotation and left or right stretch tensors), while the inaccuracy of 
the ThIesdell formulation results from the use of the state n stresses in the time inte-
gration of the Truesdell stress rate. 
2) The unrotated formulation is more elegant and less complicated to apply. Despite 
the necessity of polar decompositions, the corresponding extra computation time is 
generally small compared to the overall solution time. On the Alliant PX/8, the un-
rotated formulation is only about 20-30% more costly than the Truesdell formula-
tion. This percentage rises significantly on the Convex C240, which simply indicates 
that the optimization of the polar decomposition on this machine needs improve-
ment. 
3) The unrotated stress is a measure of true stress so that increments of unrotated 
stress in the stress recovery process are physically meaningful. Its principal invaria-
nts are identical to those of the Cauchy stress, which are therefore stationary for a 
vanishing unrotated stress rate. The unrotated stress rate accounts for the actual 
material rotation at a given point and its use implies that the relationship between 
stress and deformation depends solely upon the material stretching and is indepen-, 
dent of the local rotation. 
4) The Truesdell formulation is deficient in the context of kinematic hardening in that 
the deviator nature of the back stress is not preserved across the Truesdell rate 
transformation to the current configuration. 
If there is only minor material rotation in a given problem and if isotropic hardening is 
specified, then the Truesdell formulation is a feasible alternative for those analyses where the 
added cost of the unrotated formulation is an important concern. Otherwise, the unrotated 
formulation is generally advocated. 
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5.5 IMPROVEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS 
In this section, possible improvements and extensions to this research are pres-
ented and discussed. 
5.5.1 LINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
From consideration of the timing data given in the various example problems, the 
single calculation most critical to the success of the LPCG algorithms is observed to be the 
step length calculation. Consequently, any improvement in the efficiency of this calculation 
would be of great benefit. Currently, the step length calculation of all the element computa-
tion algorithms is characterized by certain key features having a direct bearing on its compu-
tational efficiency. These are 
1) Global and local element matrices are stored in an upper triangular vector form 
within the format of the element data structures of the various element computa-
tion algorithms discussed in Section 2.3. By using an upper triangular vector form, 
the memory requirements of the element matrices are nearly halved. 
2) Because of the solution requirements of the direct solver and the consistent mass 
matrix, separate global storage of the element tangent stiffness and mass matrices is 
provided. However, additional global storage of the unfactorized element dynamic 
tangent stiffness matrices was considered too costly and is not provided. Conse-
quently, a primary gather operation for the step length calculation is the creation of 
the local element dynamic stiffness matrices. This gather requires a daxpyopera-
tion involving the vector forms of the element tangent stiffness and mass matrices. 
3) Again to preserve generality, the global element tangent stiffness and tangent mass 
matrices cannot be constrained, or they would need to be recomputed if only the 
constraints are changed for a given time step. Thus, the local element dynamic tan-
gent stiffness matrices are constrained as they are created. 
The difficulty with the upper triangular vector storage of an element matrix is that 
it does not lend itself well to the computational efficiency of the matrix-vector product. On 
the other hand, if a full matrix storage scheme is used, the situation is improved. Testing of the 
matrix-vector product for BEC on the Alliant FX/8 revealed that while using the upper trian-
gular vector storage, the product produced 14-15 MFLOPS for linear elements and 20-21 
MFLOPS for quadratic elements. Using the full matrix storage, these values increased to ap-
proximately 21 and 28, respectively. In addition, preliminary testing on the Alliant FX/2800 
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indicates that full matrix storage is necessary for the efficiency of the matrix-vector product. 
Apparently, the lack of vector registers in the FX/2800 architecture is responsible for the lack 
of efficiency of the computations based on the upper triangular vector storage. 
Similarly, upon implementation of full matrix ~torage the Convex BEV matrix-
vector product MFLOPS improve from about 11-12 for both linear and quadratic elements 
to about 15-16 (24 for quadratic elements if the compiler is allowed to interchange loops and 
vectorize over the number of element degrees of freedom). The most impressive increase oc-
curs for the compiler optimized sequential product on the Convex. The MFLOPS rise from 
about 4 for linear and 7 for quadratic elements to about 12 and 24. This means that a BEC full 
matrix implementation on the Convex run in dedicated mode may very well be extremely fast. 
Unfortunately, all attempts to gather from the global upper triangular vector storage to a lo-
cal full matrix storage on both machines have been unsatisfactory because the gather - which 
requires a daxpy operation - is very slow due to indirect addressing and interrupted vector 
calculations. Thus, one is faced with the computational efficiency of the full matrix storage 
versus the memory advantage of the upper triangular vector storage. 
Both the daxpy operation during the step length gather and the subsequent con-
straint process - in many cases very costly compared to the matrix-vector product - can be 
eliminated by replacing global storage for the unconstrained element tangent stiffness and 
mass matrices with global storage for the constrained element dynamic tangent stiffness ma-
trices. By doing so, the tangent stiffnesses and masses would have to be updated whenever the 
constraints or time step size is changed as well as whenever a stiffness update is requested. 
Fortunately, experience with the example problems shows that such conditions would not 
generally lead to many unnecessary updates of the costly tangent stiffness computation. 
Instead of constraining the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix, the linear residual can 
be constrained after computation during each linear iteration. However, by constraining the 
dynamic tangent stiffness matrix only when this matrix is updated a considerable savings in 
execution time can potentially be realized for highly constrained problems. Similarly, the ma-
trix-vector product can be replaced by essentially the recomputation of the element tangent 
stiffness matrices for each linear iteration. Considering that the presence of geometric non-
linearity renders this computation much more costly than the matrix-vector product, it is pref-
erable to sacrifice the savings in memory resulting from the elimination of the element ma-
trices for the computational speed of the matrix-vector product. 
Unfortunately, if the consistent mass is specified for use then in order to evaluate 
the residual the element tangent mass matrices must exist. In this case, either global storage 
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would be necessary or each element consistent tangent mass matrix would have to be com-
puted every time it was used. However, in all of the example problems solved in this research 
the lumped mass was used and performed well. If the lumped mass is specified and no global 
storage for the element mass matrices is provided, then to evaluate the residual only global 
vector storage for the lumped mass would be required and no recomputation would be neces-
sary (either for the residual evaluation or the situations described above). 
Thus it is recommended that the following improvements be implemented: 
1) Provide global storage of the constrained element dynamic tangent stiffness ma-
trices in lieu of the unconstrained element tangent stiffness and mass matrices. 
2) Remove the option of employing the consistent mass matrix, leaving only the 
lumped mass matrix. 
3) Store element matrices in full matrix form. Combined with 1), full matrix storage 
would result in less overall memory requirements than currently exist for LPCG 
versions of NLDFEP using the diagonal pre conditioner. For those versions using 
the ebe pre conditioner, the memory requirements attributable to the element ma-
trices would increase by about 33 %. If this cost proves too heavy, one could revert 
to the upper triangular vector storage. 
Given the success of the current pre conditioners with linear elements, it may be 
profitable to adopt hierarchical shape functions for quadratic elements. Some attempt should 
also be made to utilize the previous incremental change of displacements as a starting vector 
for LPCG. 
5.5.2 ELEMENT COMPUTATION ALGORITHMS 
One of the biggest bottlenecks to the efficiency of the LPCG element computa-
tions is the gather of blocks of nonconflicting element matrices from global to the appropriate 
local storage. This gather is particularly damaging for Convex BEY, where it can represent up 
to 40% of the total LPCG element computation time. There appear to be two ways in which 
this gather operation can be eliminated: 
1) Renumber the elements in nonconflicting order, so that the global storage of the 
elements in a block can be operated on directly without sacrificing the properties of 
unit vector stride or data locality, 
2) Renumber the nodes for connectivjty so that the nodal scatter algorithm discussed 
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in Section 2.3 can be implemented. 
Choosing option 2) would benefit the step length calculation but not the ebe pre-
conditioning and factorization while option 1) would benefit all LPCG element computa-
tions. Thus, element renumbering in nonconflicting order is recommended to eliminate the 
costs of gathering element quantities to local data structures. The ramifications of this action 
are the necessity of constant rather than unit strides for some vector calculations and the loss 
of local data structures and possibly data locality. 
Recommendations 1) and 2) for the linear solution algorithms and element renum-
bering were implemented on both the Alliant FX/8 and the Convex C240. The actual element 
renumbering was performed in the preprocessor for NLDFEP which translates a PATRAN-II 
neutral file into a NLDFEP input file. These improvements eliminated the gather of element 
matrices for the LPCG element computations and the creation of the constrained element 
dynamic stiffness matrices on the fly. The resultant improvement in the computational speed 
of LPCG is dramatic. Fig. 5.5-1 displays the revised relative speedups of the various linear 
solvers previously seen in Fig. 4.2-8. LPCG with either pre conditioner in Fig 5.5-1 exhibits a 
speedup of at least 1.5 over the corresponding timings in Fig. 4.2-8, with the speedup some-
times exceeding 2. LPCG wi diag generally benefits more than LPCG wi ebe because the 
improvement in speed of the matrix-vector product imbedded in the step length calculation 
benefits the most from the improvements. The result of these speedups is that LPCG becomes 
more attractive relative to the direct solver, and LPCG wi diag clearly becomes the preferable 
preconditioner for nearly every example problem. 
As a further illustration of the beneficial effects of eliminating the gather of ele-
ment matrices, Figs. 5.5-2 and 5.5-3 display the revised speedups associated with the ebe 
preconditioning step with respect to both the sequential and compiler optimized applications. 
The ebe preconditioning is chosen because it was not necessary to rerun the sequential tim-
ings as the sequential ebe preconditioning code is unchanged. While BEC is still the fastest 
algorithm on the Alliant, BEV and CBEV both improve drastically over the previous speed-
ups seen in Figs. 4.3-13 and 4.3-14. Convex BEV also shows the same level of improvement, 
and with sequential speedups on the order of 8 it rivals the speedups associated with the highly 
optimized vendor supplied UNPACK direct solver. It seems that eliminating the gather of 
element matrices goes a long way towards improving the performance of Convex BEV to a 
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Because, before application of the improvements, BEC was already avoiding the 
gather of element matrices for the ebe factorization and preconditioning by directly passing 
the address of the appropriate element matrix, it shows the least increase in speed of all of the 
element computation algorithms for LPCG wI ebe. The increase in performance of BE V with 
respect to BEC on the Alliant FX/8 is shown in Fig. 5.5-4. For the step length calculation, all 
algorithms create the constrained dynamic stiffness matrices on the fly and the relative per-
formances remain fairly constant. As expected, the ebe preconditioning shows the greatest 
gains for BEV. Still, BEC remains the fastest element computation algorithm on the Alliant, 
especially for LPCG wI diag which relies most heavily on the matrix-vector product. It simply 
is not as superior as it was before. 
Given that BEV is the only element computation algorithm implemented on the 
Convex C240, the possibilities for concurrency using the four vector processors on the Con-
vex have been ignored. In the future, Convex versions of both CBEV and BEC should be 
implemented. CBEV would be an extension of BEY, with designed concurrency applied on 
top of block vectorization. BEC would be an extension of the compiler optimized sequential 
, application, with designed concurrency applied on top of the incidental vectorization of the 
compiler. From the Convex results for BEV and compiler optimization (and considering that 
large enough problems could be analyzed on the Convex to allow sufficient CBEV element 
blocking), there are indications that CBEV may very well be the most effective algorithm for 
linear isoparametric elements while BEC may be preferable for quadratic elements. Al-
though there would have to be a very light machine load - or the runs would have to be made 
in dedicated or single user mode - to make concurrency a viable option on the Convex, these 
opportunities for concurrency should be exploited. 
For the Alliant implementation of BEY, blocks of 32 elements were created and 
COVI mode execution was arranged. Given the memory requirements of the direct solver, on 
the Alliant FX/8 the example problems using quadratic elements contained too few elements 
to create full blocks (witness CBEV) if vector-concurrent inner loops of256 elements were to 
be employed. By abandoning the direct solver and using LPCG exclusively, much larger prob-
lems could be analyzed and full blocks of256 elements could be created. In this case, it may be 
preferable to arrange for vector-concurrent inner loops for Alliant BEV rather than the 
COVI loops currently in use. 
5.5.3 NONLINEAR SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
The use of NLPCG with a pre conditioner other than the full dynamic tangent stif-
fness was abandoned because the convergence was so poor on the first time step that it was 
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not competitive. This use of NLPCG could be resurrected if the first time step is assumed 
linear and, in effect, LPCG was used. Once past the first time step, using the change in dis-
placements for the previous step as a starting point for nonlinear iterations could greatly en-
hance convergence. In addition, the line search could be replaced by essentially a secant stif-
fness calculation [4]. 
An optional line search could be added to the version of NLDFEP capable of ei-
ther MNR or secant-Newton for those extreme cases where secant-Newton has a deficient 
nonlinear convergence rate. 
5.5.4 MATERIAL MODEL. 
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the current implementation of the unrotated formu-
lation in NlDFEP does one too many polar decompositions per stress recovery. Byeliminat-
ing this extra computation, the speed of the unrotated formulation relative to the Truesdell 
formulation would be significantly enhanced. This modification should be made. 
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APPENDIX A 
Appendix A contains information regarding various matrix forms and transforma-
tion matrices referred to in the main body of the thesis. 
UPPER TRIANGULAR VECTOR FORM FOR SYMMETRIC MATRIX STORAGE 
The upper triangular vector form for the storage of a symmetric matrix is illus-
trated in Fig. A-I. Basically, the upper triangle of the symmetric matrix is stored by columns. 
SYM. 
a14 a15 a16 
a24 a25 a26 























vector storage for upper triangle 
Fig. ( A-I ), upper triangular vector form for symmetric matrix storage 
HIERARCHICAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
Equations (55) and (56) of Section 2.2 define the transformation of the serendipity 
element degrees of freedom to the hierarchical form and the reverse transformation, respec-
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tively. The composition of the transformation matrix driving these equations is presented 
here. This transformation matrix depends on the connectivity of the quadratic element nodes 
and on the arrangement of the element degrees of freedom, which are illustrated in Fig. A-2. 







Fig. ( A-2 ), quadratic element connectivity and ordering of element dof 
The U,V, and w degrees of freedom transform independently of each other, result-
ing in the following form for the transformation matrix: 
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th 0 0 
rz - 0 th 0 
o 0 th 




where the lower left submatrix of the nodal submatrix is defined as 
1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 
1/2 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 
~1 = 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 1/2 
0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 1/2 
0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 1/2 
1/2 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 
0 1/2 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 





In practice, the full form of the transformation matrix is not used, with the matrix 
multiplication performed in discrete scalar multiplies to take advantage of the sparse nature 
of the transformation matrix. 
STRESS AND STRAIN TRANSFORMATION MATRICES 
The matrices governing the transformation of unrotated Cauchy stress to and from 
second Piola-Kirchoff stress, Cauchy stress to and from second Piola-Kirchoff stress, the un-
rotated rate of deformation strain measure to the rate of deformation strain measure, and the 
Cauchy stress to reflect the velocity gradient terms in the Truesdell stress rate are presented in 
the following. 
UNROTATED CAUCHY STRESS AND SECOND PK STRESS 
The transformation of a second Piola-Kirchoff stress vector to an unrotated 
Cauchy stress vector is represented by equation (100) of Section 2.4. The transformation ma-
trix contained in this equation is defined as 
UI U~ U~ 2U1U2 2U2U4 2U1U4 
U~ U~ U2 5 2U2U3 2U3US 2U2Us 
[Tu] 1 U~ U2 U~ 2U4US 2USU6 2U4U6 (A-4 ) - - 5 J U1 U2 U2U3 U4Us U1U3 + U~ U3 U4 + U2US U1 Us + U2U4 
U2U4 U3US USU6 U2US + U3 U4 U3U6 + U~ U2U6 + U4 US 
U1 U4 U2US U4U6 U1 Us + U2U4 U2U6 + U4 U5 UIU6 + U~ 
The U terms in equation (4) refer to the terms of the right stretch tensor arranged in upper 
triangular vector form. J refers to the determinate of the deformation gradient. The transfor-
mation matrix of the reverse transformation of equation (103) in Section 2.4 is identical to 
equation ( 4) except that J is multiplied, not divided, and the right stretch terms are replaced by 
the inverse of the right stretch tensor arranged in upper triangular vector form. 
CAUCHY STRESS AND SECOND PK STRESS 
The transformation of a second Piola-Kirchoff stress vector to a Cauchy stress vec-
tor is represented by equation (111) of Section 2.4. The transformation matrix contained in 
this equation is defined as 
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1 [TTJ = -] 
FIl FI2 FI3 2FllF12 
F~l F~2 F~3 2F21F22 
F~l F~2 F~3 2F31F32 
FllF21 F12F22 F13F23 Fl1F22 + F12F21 
F21F31 F22F32 F2~33 F21F 32 + F22F 31 
FIIF31 F12F 32 Fl~33 FI1F 32 + F12F 31 
2F22F 23 2F21F 23 
2F32F33 ~31F33 
F12F 23 + Fl~22 F llF23 + F13F 21 
F22F 33 + F2~32 F21F 33 + F2~31 
F12F 33 + Fl~32 F11F 33 + Fl~31 
(A-5 ) 
The F terms in equation (5) refer to the terms of the deformation gradient. J again refers to 
the determinate of the deformation gradient. The transformation matrix of the reverse trans-
formation of equation (116) in Section 2.4 is identical to equation (5) except that J is again 
multiplied, not divided, and the deformation gradient terms are replaced by the inverse of the 
deformation gradient. 
UNROTATED RATE OF DEFORMATION AND RATE OF DEFORMATION 
The transformation of the vector form of a one point integrated rate of deforma-
tion tensor over a time step to the similarly integrated vector form of an unrotated rate of 
deformation tensor, represented by equation (102) of Section 2.4, is driven by the transforma-
tion matrix defined as 
RII R~l R~l RllR21 R21R 31 Rl1R 31 
RI2 R~2 R~2 R12R22 R22R 32 R12R 32 
[Qu] = RI3 R~3 R~3 R13R 23 R2~33 Rl~33 (A-6 ) 
RllR12 R21R22 R31R32 Rl1R22 + R12R21 R21R 32 + R31R22 RllR32 + R12R 31 
R12R 13 R zzR 23 R3ZR 33 R 12R23 + R zzR13 R2ZR 33 + RZ~3Z R12R 33 + R13R 32 
RllR13 R Z1R z3 R31R33 R llR23 + RZIR 13 R21R 33 + R31R Z3 RllR33 + Rl~31 
The R terms of equation (6) refer to the terms of the rotation tensor. 
VELOCITY GRADIENT TRANSFORMATION 
The transformation of a Cauchy stress vector to reflect the velocity gradient terms 
of the Truesdell stress rate is described by equation (112) of Section 2.4. The matrix governing 
this equation is defined as 
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2AV11 0 0 2AV12 0 2AV13 
0 2AV22 0 2AV21 2AV23 0 
[QT] = 0 0 2AV33 0 2AV32 2AV31 - Lillkk[I] (A-7 ) AV21 AV12 0 AVll + AV22 AV13 AV23 
0 AV32 AV23 AV31 AV22 + AV33 AV21 
AV31 0 AV13 AV32 AV12 AV11 + AV22 
The ~ V terms in equation (7) refer to the terms of the one point integrated velocity gradient 




Appendix B contains all the FORTRAN code included in the thesis. This code en-
compasses the element blocking schemes, the element common areas of all considered ele-
ment computation algorithms, the internal force vector calculation for all considered algo-
rithms, the step length calculation for all implemented algorithms, the ebe factorization for 
all implemented algorithms, and the ebe preconditioning for all implemented algorithms. 
ELEMENT BLOCKING 
Included in the FORTRAN code for the element blocking schemes are, in order, 
the seqment of code calling the element grouping ( for similarity) and element blocking sub-
routines, which is valid for all element computation algorithms, the element grouping and 
blocking subroutines, again valid for all element computation algorithms, and the segment of 
code subdividing the element blocks into groups that can be processed concurrently, as re-
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Code se9llleDt pertaining' to all eleJteDt computaHoD algorithms: 
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DO 130 1- 1,NUMGRP 
DETERMINE BLOCJ:S OF NON-CONFLICTING, SIMILAR 
ELEMENTS. 
FIND GROUPS OF SIMILAR ELEMENTS. 
SORT EACH GROUP OF SIMILAR ELEMENTS INTO 
NON-CONFLICTING BLOCJ:S AND STORE THESE BLOCI':S 
INTO THE APPROPRIATE GLoBAL DATA STRUCTURE. 
tmODE- I PROPS C l, ELEGRP( 1, I) ) 
NEL- ELEGRP(O,I) 
LSTBU- NELDLI 
CALL GETBLtCNEL ,tmODE ,HAXBSZ, I, IBLOCJ:) 
DO 140 J- LSTBLt+1,NELBLK 
ELBLtS(O,J)- 0 
CONTINUE 
DO 150 J- l,NEL 
ELEH- ELEGRP (J , I) 
BLI- IBLOCt(ELEH) 
ELBUS(O,BLI)- ELBLItS(O,BLr.:)+1 
ELBLltS (ELBLIS ( ° , BLI ) , BLIt ). ELEH 
150 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
t t ............ *.*t •••••• tt •••••••• tt.t •••••••••••• * ....... t ..... it .. t ... t .. " ••• til .. ** .... .. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.,.,., ••••••• ,.t.t,., ••• "."., 
Element: grouplug and block-lug subroutines pertlueDt to all algorithmsl 
ft. It •••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * It * •••••• * ••• * •••••••• 







IMPLICIT INTEGBR (A-Z) 
INCLUDB I CODIOD ••• iD I 
DIMENSION GRPRH(NPARAH,HXNHGP) 
LOGICAL NENGRP 
THE ELEMENT PROPERTIES DEFINING SIMI LARITY ARE: 






























2) ORDER OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
3) PRESCENCE OF GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR! TY 
IF(NOELEM. EO.l) THEN 
NUMGRpm 1 













NEHGRP- • FALSE. 
END IF 
DO 120 J- 1,NUMGRP 
IF( (GRPRM(1,J). EO. IPROPS(l,I)) • AND. 
(GRPRM(l,J) .EQ. I PROPS ( 5, I») .AND. 
(GRPRM(3,J) .EQ.IPROPS(18,I)) ) THEN 
ELEGRP( O,J)· ELEGRP( O,J)+1 
ELEGRP(ELEGRP(O,J),J)- I 








SUBROUTINE GETBLII: (NEL, NNODE, HAlBSZ, GRPNUM, I BLOC I': ) 








FIND THE FIRST ELEMENT IN THE GROUP NOT 












































DO 20 IFIRST- ISTART,NEL 
FELEM- ELEGRP (!FIRST, GRPNUM) 
IP'P8LOCK(FELEH) .EO.O) TIIEH 
START A NEN BLOCa:. 
NELBL"· NELBLH 1 
IBLOCl( FELEM)- NELBU 
IBSIZE- 1 
ISTART- IFIRST+l 
DO 25 1- 1,NONODE 
INODE(I)- 0 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 1- 1,NNODE 
INODE(INCID(INCMAP(FELEM)+I-1) )-
CONTINUE 
SEARCH SUBSEQUENT ELEMENTS MID TEST UN-
I\SSIGNED ELEMENTS FOR INCLUSION IN TilE 
CURRENT BLOCK. 
DO 40 IEL- ISTART,NEL 
ELEM- ELEGRP(IEL,GRPNUM) 
IF(IBLOCI(ELEH) .EO.O) THEN 
THE CURRENT ELEMENT IS NOT BLOCKED. TEST 
FOR COMMON NODES MlTH ANY ELEMENT PREVIOUSLY 
ASSIGNED TO THE CURRENT BLOCl. 
ISUM-








DO 60 1- 1,NNODE 
INODE(INCID(INCMAP(ELEM)+I-l) ). 
CONTINUE 
CHECI FOR OVERFLOH OF THE MAXIMUM BLOCK 
SIZE. 




GO TO 10 
ELEMENT LIST EXOI\USTED BEFORE BLOCK FILLED 









ttttttt.t •• ttit •••• _,_., •••• _ ••• _ •• ,. 
ttti."t,t,t.'"."".",., •• "." •• , 
Code segment pertinent to CBEV, 
tt •••••• t, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 


























SET THE ELEMENT BLOCI SPMlS. 
FAVOR VECTORIZI\TION. 
00 160 BLK~ 1,NELBLK 
SET TUE CONCURRENT BLOCI SPAN MID THE FIRST 
BLOCl ELEMENT IN THE VECTOR SPAN OF EI\CH 
CONCURRENT BLOCl. 
EBSPNS(O,BL")- ELBLlS(O,BLK)/HXVL 
DO 170 I- 1,EBSPNS(0,BLl) 
EBSPNS(I,BLlq- (I-1)'HXVL+1 
CONTINUE 




















00 160 BL"· 1,NELBLK 
SET THE CONCURRENT BLOCl SPAN AND THE FIRST 





















00 170 1- 2,EBSPNS(O,8LK) 
IF (AUGBLK. LT. RMNDR) THEN 
LSTELE- LSTELE+1 







7.2.2 ELEMENT COMMON AREAS 
The element common areas included here belong to, in order, BEC, BEY, CBEV, 
BECIMPV, BEV IMPC, and BMPC. The BEV element co~mon area applies to both the Al-





tt' tt •••••••• " ••• , ••••••• ****.* •• 
i' i. i" i" A.t, , •• ,. ,t " •• , •••• At'. 
Element. cOlDllon area for BECI 
•••• A •••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••• 








COMMON/DDSPV/ CE(MXECOR ,MXNP), UE(MXEOOF ,MXNP) ,DUE (MXEOOF ,MXNP) 
COMMON/DSTRM/ PPE(NPP ,MXGP,MXNP) ,RTSE(NSTR,MXGP ,MXNP), 
" PKEN(NSTR,MXGP ,MXNP) ,P~EN1(NSTR,MXGP ,MXNP) , B~EN(NSTR.MXGP ,MXNP), 
" BKENl(NSTR,MXGP,MXNP) ,DDTSE(NSTR,MXGP,MXNP), 
" UDDTSE(NSTR.MXGP ,MXNP) , USTRSE(NSTR,MXGP,MXNP) 
COMMON/DSOLH/ ELEIrv(HXEOOF ,MXNP) , EMAT(HXUTSZ ,HXNP) , 
" TRNMTE (MXEOOF, MXNOOF, MXNP) ,ELESTR (MXOUPR, MXGP, MXNP) 
COMMON/LGNMV/ TRNE(MXNDEL,MXNP) 
COMMON/IGENMV EOSTAT(MXGP,MXNP),ENSTAT(MXGP,MXNP), 
L ELINCD(MXNDEL,MXNP) ,BELDST(MXEOOF ,MXNP I 
REAL t 8 CE, UE,DUE, UENl(MXEOOF,MXNP) 
REAL'8 PKEN ,PKEN1,BKEN ,BKEN1,RTSE, PPE,DDTSE, UDDTSE, USTRSE 
REAL*8 ELEIrv ,TRNMTE, EHAT ,ELESTR,EK(MXUTSZ ,MXNP) ,MEL(MXUTSZ ,MXNP) 
LOGICAL TRNE 
DIMENSION ESTA'l'E(MXGP ,MXNP) 
EQUIVALENCE (EOSTAT,ESTA'l'E), (UE, UENl), (EMAT,E~), (EMAT,MELI 
II" •• t •• ft'* .,. Ie , •••••••••• it" t.t. 
... t t ••• , •••• t t., •••••••••••••••••• 
Element. cOlMlon area for BEVI 
... ,t * *.t t.t. * t.t. t.t., •••• , ••••• t. 






COMMON/DDSPV/ CE(HXVL,MXECOR) ,UE(MXVL,HXEDOF) ,DUE(MXVL,MXEOOF), 
L UEN1(MXVL,MXEOOF) ,UENH(MXVL,HXEDOF) 
COMMON/DSTRMV PKEN(HXVL,NSTR,MXGPI, PKEN1(MXVI.,NSTI! ,MXGI'), 
L BII:EN(MXVL,NSTR,MXGPI,BII:EN1(HllVL,NSTR,HXGP I,RTSE(MXVL,NSTR,MXGI'), 
L PPE(MXVL,NPP ,MXGP) ,DDTSE(MXVL,NSTR,MXGP), UDDTSE(MXVL,NSTR,MXGP), 
&. USTRSE(MXVL,NSTR,MXGP) 
COMMON/DSOLMV ELEIFV(MXVL,MXEDOF) ,TRNMTE(MXVL,HXEDOF ,MXNDOF), 
.. EHAT(HXVL,MXUTSZ) ,ELESTR(MXVL,MXOUPR,MX?~) 
COMMON/LGNMV/ TRNE(HXVL,MXNDEL) 
COMMON/IGENH/ EOSTAT(HXVL,HXGP), f:NSTAT(HXVL,HXGP), 






EQUIVALENCE (EOSTAT,ESTATE), (EMAT,E~), (EMAT,MEL) 
.,.,ltt,t,.t ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
....... , •••• , •••••••• t .............. , 
Element. common area for CBEV: 
* t •••• tt: .*. t •• * •• * •• tt ., ••••••••• t:. 






COMMON/DDSPV/ CE (MXVL,MXECOR,MXNP), UE(MXVL,MXEOOF ,MXNP) , 
" DUE(MXVL,MXEDOF,MXNP) 





COMMON/DSOLMj ELEIFV(MXVL,MXEOOF,MXNP) , EHAT(MXVL,MXUTSZ,HXNP) , 
" ELESTR (MXVL, MXOUPR, MXGP ,HXNP) , TRNMTE (MXVL, MXEOOF , MXNDOF , MXNP ) 
COMMON/LGNMV / TRNE (MXVL, HXNDEL, MXNP) 
COMMON/IGENM/ EOSTAT(MXVL,MXGP ,HXNP) , ENSTAT(MXVL,MXGP ,MXNP), 
L ELINCD(MXVL,MXNDEL,MXNP),BELDST(MXVL,MXEDOF,MXNP) 
REAL*8 CE,UE,DUE,UENl(MXVL,MXEDOF,MXNP) 





EQUIVALENCE (EOSTAT,ESTATE), (UE,UEN1), (EMAT,EKI, (EMAT,MELI 
t •• ,t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
......... , ... , ... , .... , ............... . 
Elemont common aroa for nEc/MPV, 
..... , •• ttt •••••••••• ", ••••••••••••••• 















COKMON/DSOLH/ ELEIFV(HXEOOF,HXNP) ,EJ(HXUTSZ,HXNP), 
" MEL(HXUTSZ,HXNP) ,TRNMTE(HXEDOF ,HXNDOF ,HXNP), 
" ELESTR(HXGP,HXOUPR,HXNP) 
COMHON/LGNMVI TRNE(HXNDEL,HXNP) 
COKMON/IGENMj EOSTAT(HXGP,HXNP) ,ENSTAT(HXGP,HXNP), 
" ELINCD(MXNDEL,HXNP) ,BELDST(HXEOOF ,HXNP) 
REAL-8 CE,CG, UE, UG,DUE,DUG, UENl(HXEOOF ,HXNP), 
" UGNl(HXGP,HXEDOF,HXNP) 
REAL' 8 PKEN, P)I(ENl, BJ(EN, BKENl, RTSE, PPE 
REAL'8 ELEIFV ,TRNHTE,EJ(,HEL,ELESTR 
LOGICAL TRNE 
DIMENSION ESTATE(HXGP,HXNP) 
EQUIVALENCE (EOSTAT,ESTATE), (UE,UENl), (UG,UGNl) 
tt*, ••••• , •••••••• _, •••••••• ___ ., ••••• 
Element common area for BEV/HPCI 
* * * *t * * * * * *t * *.t •••• t •••• , •• t tttt * • t*' 






COKMON/DDSPV/ CE(HXECOR,HXNP) ,CG(HXGP ,HXECOR,HXNP), 
" UE(HXEDOF ,HXNP), UG(HXGP ,HXEDOF,HXNP) , DUE (HXEOOF ,MXNP) , 
" DUG(MXGP,HXEDOF,HXNP) 
COMMON/DSTRMj PPE(HXGP ,NPP ,HXNP) ,RTSE(HXGP ,NSTR,HXNP), 
" PKEN(HXGP ,NSTR,HXNP) ,PJ(ENl(HXGP ,NSTR,HXNP) ,BKEN(HXGP ,NSTR,MXNP), 
" BJl:EN1(HXGP,NSTR,HXNP) 
COMMON/DSOLH/ ELEIFV(HXEDOF ,HXNP), EK(HXUTSZ,HXNP), 
" MEL(HXUTSZ,HXNP) ,TRNHTE(HXEOOF,HXNDOF ,MXNP) , 
" ELESTR(HXGP,HXOUPR,MXNP) 
COMMON/LGNMV/ TRNE(HXNDEL,HXNP) 
COMMON/IGENH/ EOSTAT(HXGP ,HXNP), ENSTAT(HXGP ,HXNP), 
" ELINCD(MXNDEL,HXNP) ,BELDST(HXEDOF,HXNP) 
REAL"8 CE,CG,UE,UG,DUE,DUG,UEN1(HXEOOF,HXNP), 
" UGNl (HXGP ,HXEDOF ,MXNP) 




EQUIVALENCE (EOSTAT, ESTATE), (UE, UENl), (UG, UGNl) 
ttt tt. t •••••••••••• , •••• , ••••••• , •• 
Element common area for BMPC: 
**~**"*****"**'**"*'**'*t.* •• t.* 












" GK(HXEOOF ,HXEDOF,MXNP) ,MEL(HXEDOF,HXEDOF,HXNP), 
" ELESTR (HXOUPR, HXGP , HXNP) 
COMMON/DGENV/ NEHVOL(MXNP),OLDVOL(MXNP) 









EQUIVALENCE (EOSTAT,ESTATE), (UE,UEN1), (OLDVOL,VOLUHE) 
7.2.3 INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR 
FORTRAN code for the internal force vector calculation is provide here, in order, 
for the following element computation algorithms: BE<;:, BEV, CBEY, BECIMPV, BEV/ 
MPC, and BMPC for the Alliant FX/8 and BEV for the Convex C240. All code directly rele-
vant to the internal force vector calcualtion is listed, but code for support routines pertinent to 
many different calculations, such as for the computation of the deformation gradient, is not 





•• t •••• t.tt.t •••• ,_,." •• ,_,_".,._,., •• ,_,.,_,."", 
.t*_, •••• t •••••• __ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• 
Internal force vector calculation code for BECI 
t*t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,., •• , ••••••••••••••• 










IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 
C'-'LL TIIYME(l,l) 
DO 101m 1,NODOF 
IFV(I)- 0.0 
CONTINUE 
INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL INTERNAL 
FORCE VECTOR. 
C COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE THE I FV' S 
C FOR EACH BLOCK OF SIMILAR, NON-


























DO 15 BL~- 1,NELBL~ 
SPAN- ELBLKS(O,BLK) 
CNCALL 














SET FLAG INDICATING THAT THE INTERNAL FORCE 








SUBROUTINE DUPIFV( ELEM, PNUH) 
IKPLICIT INTEGER (f\-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 

































NNOIlE- lI'IIOl'S (:I, ELEM I 




GATHER ELEMENT DESTINATION ARRAY. 
DO 10 I- I,TOTDOF 
DELDST(I,PNUM)- EDEST(I,ELEM) 
CONTINUE 
GATIIER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION FLAGS. 
DO 15 I- l,NNODE 
TRNE( I ,PNUM)· TRN(INCID(INCPTR+I-l» 
CONTINUE 
GATIIER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION MATRICES. 
DO 20 1- 1,NDOF 
DO :!O J- I, TOTDOF 
TRNHTE(J, I, PNUM)- TRNMAT(TDEST(J ,ELEM), I) 
CONTINUE 
GATIIER ELEMENT COORDINATES: 
DO 25 I- l,3 t NNODE 
CE(I,PNUM)- C(CDEST(I,ELEH» 
CONTINUE 
IF(GEONL) Til EN 
GATIIER ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS AT STATE (N+l). 
DO 30 1- I,TOTDOF 
UEN1(I,PNUM)- U(BELDST(I,PNUH»+DU(BELDST(I,PNUM» 
CONTINUE 

















GATHER ELEMENT PK STRESSES AT STATE (NH). 





























BRANCII ON ELEMENT TYPE. 
GO TO (100,100) TYPE 
CONTINUE 
ELEMENT TYPES ONE AND TWO: 3D LINEAR 
AND QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRICS. 
INITIIALIZE IFV'S. 
00 105 I- 1,3*NNODE 
ELEIFV(I,PNUM)- 0.0 
105 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE ELEMENT IFV, ONE GAUSS POINT AT 











00 110 GPN- 1,NGP 
CALL GPIFV1(ELEH,TYPE,ORDER,GPN,NNODE,PKEN1(1,GPN,PNUM), 
ELEIFV(l ,PNUM) ,CE(l,PNUM), UENl (1 ,PNUH) ,GEONL) 
HO CONTINUE 
TRANSFORM ELEMENT INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTOR TO CCG COORDINATES. 
CALL TRNVEC(ELEIFV(l,PNUM),TRNHTE(l,l,PNUM),TRNE(l,PNUM), 
~ NDOF,NNODE,l) 










IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'parall_def' 
REAL'S CE(l), UEN1( 1), PJl:GN1(1), ELEIFV(l) ,NXI (MXNDEL) ,NETA(MXNDEL), 
NZETA(MXNDEL),JAC(NDIM,NDIH),GAMA(NDIM,NDIM),TBETA(MXTNSZ), 





















FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
IF(TYPE.EO.l) THEN 




CALL DERIV2 (XI, ETA, ZETA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA) 
f:NO IF 
COMPUTE THE STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL JACOB1(ELEH,GPN,JAC,DJ,GAMA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,CE,NNODE) 
IF(GEONL) CALL TCOMP1(THETA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,GAMA,UEN1,NNODE) 
CALL BCOMP1(B,BS,BL,BNL,TIlETA,GAHA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,NNODE,GEONL) 
00 10 I" 1,3 'NNODE 
COMPUTE THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR 
FOR THE ELEMENT. 
ELEIFV(I)" ELEIFV(I) + B(I,1)*PJI!:GN1(1)OwoDJ + 





















DO 10 I- I,TOTDOF 






•• **.* ••••• ****.** •••••• ** ••••••••••••• 't* •••••• ,* ••••• t ••• 
Illlornnl fococ vClolor <lnlolllnl.loll co<ll1 ro,' I\lllolIl III:V, 
•••••••••••••••••• , ••••••• _ •••• t ••• t. t ••••••• t •• t. I:*.t .t. t: 





IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'oommon.main' 
CALL THYME(I,l) 
C INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL INTERNAL 
C FORCE VECTOR. 
C 

























COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE THE IFV'S 
roR EACB BLOCK OF SIMILAR, NON-
CONFLICTING ELEMENTS. 






I FVCMP- . TRUE. 
CALL THYME(I,2) 
SET FLAG INDICATING THAT THE INTERNAL FORCE 





































SUBROUTINE DUPUV( SPAN, BLI:) 
IHPLIC1'r INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'cOIDlllon.lllain' 
INCLUDE 'oollllllon. elblt ' 
LOGICAL GEONL 
NNODE~ IPROPS( l ,ELBUS(I, BLK) 
NGP- IPROPS(6,f.t.nI.';Sll,I1LK» 
Num'- 11'1101'11( 4 ,1:1.111.1(1'11, III,K») 
Gf:ONL- U'HOI'SI18,t.:LIlI,J(S(l,IlLJ(») 
TOTDOF= NNODEtNDOF 
DO 10 J- l,TOTOOF 
DO 10 I- I,SPAN 
GATHER ELEMENT DESTINATION ARRAYS. 
BELDST(I,J)· EDEST(J ,ELBLKS( I ,BLK» 
CONTINUE 
DO 15 J. l,NNODE 
DO 15 I- I,SPAN 
GATHER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION FLAGS. 
TRNE( I ,J). TRN(INCID( INCMAP(ELBLKS(I ,BLIt) )+J-1» 
CONTINUE 
GATHER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION MATRICES. 
CNCALL 
DO 20 J. I,TOTOOr 
CALL GA1'RN (TRNH1'E,MXVL, MXEOOF ,TRNMAT, TRSZ, TDEST ,MXEOOF, 
ELBLKSll,BLK) ,NOOF, SPAN,J) 
CONTINUE 
00 25 J- l,JtNNODE 
DO 25 I- I,SPAN 
GATHER ELEMENT COORDINATES. 
CE(I,J)- CICDESTIJ ,ELBLKSII ,BLK)) 
CONTINUE 
IFIGEONL) TIIEN 
GATHER ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS AT STATE (N+1). 
DO 30 J .. I,TOToor 
DO 301m 1,SPAN 
UENl( I,J)- U(BELDST( I,J) )+DU(BELDST(I ,J» 
CONTINUE 













DO 35 I" 1,SPAN 
CALL TRNVEC (UEN1, TRNHTE, TRNE, NDOF, NNODE, I , 2) 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
GATHER ELEMENT PK STRESSES AT STATE (N+1). 
CVD$ CNCALL 
DO 40 J- 1,NGP 


































IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
LOGICAL GEONL 
INCLUDE 'eoJnllon.lla1n' 







BRANCH ON ELEMENT TYPE. 
GO '1'0 (100,100) TYPE 
CONTINUE 
ELEMENT TYPES ONE AND TWO. 3D LINEAR 
AND QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRICS. 
INITIIALIZE IFV'S. 
DO 105 J- 1,3*NNOOE 





DO 110 GPN- 1,NGP 








TRANSfORM ELEMENT INTERNAL fORCE 
VECTORS TO CCG COORDINATES. 
CVD$ CNCALL 




















SUBROUTINE GPIFVl (BELEMS, SPAN, TYPE, ORDER ,GPN ,NNODE, GEONL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_def' 
INCLUDE 'common. elblk' 




COMPUTE THE SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES 
fOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL QUADl (ORDER, GPN, XI, ETA, ZETA, H) 
CALL DERIV1(XI ,ETA, ZETA,tal ,NETA,NZETA) 
ELSE 
CALL QUADl (ORDER, GPN, XI, ETA, ZETA, H) 
CALL DERIV2 (XI, ETA, ZETA,NltI ,NETA,NZETA) 
END IF 
COMPUTE THE STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES 
fOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL JACOBI (SPAN ,BELEMS ,GPN ,JAC,DJ ,GAHA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA, CE ,NNODE) 
IF(GEONL) CALL TCOMP1(SPAN,THETA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,GAMA, UENI ,NNODE) 
CALL BCOMPI (SPAN ,B,BS, BL, BNL,THETA,GAHA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,NNODE, 
GEONL) • 
C COMPUTE THE INTERNAL fORCE VECTORS 







00 10 J .. 1,3*NNODE 
DO 10 1- 1,SPAN 














SUBROUTINE ADDIFV(SPAN, BLIt) 
IKPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 









TOTDOF- IPROPS( l,ELBLltS(1,BU:» *IPROPS( 4 ,ELBLJ:S( 1, BLIt» 
DO 10 Ja 1,TOTOOF 
DO lOla I,SPAN 




.......... t .......... ttttt •••••• _tt ••• t*.t* ••••• tt ••• 
'* *t.t * .t. t ••••• ttt It .t.t * ttt ttttt.t,t t ttt ttt.,.t * *t 
Internal force vector caloulation code for CBEVI 
.. '" * t .. * * *. *t. * .. t. *t.t tttt: .. * tttt ••• tt. *t * *t ttt * •••• *. 























IKPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE • cOllllllOn ... ain' 
CALL THYME(I,l) 





INITIALIZE TilE GLOBAL INTERNAL 
FORCE VECTOR. 
COMPUTE AND ASSEKBLE THE IFV' S 
FOR CONCURRENT BLOCltS OF SIMILAR, NON-
CONFLICTING ELEMENT BLOCI(S, TIIEHSELVES 
CONSISTING of SIMILAR, NON-CoNFLICTING ELEMENTS. 
DO 15 8LK- 1,NELBL': 
CSPAN- EBSPNS (0, BLIt) 
CNCALL 
DO 20 CBLI(- I,CSPAN 


















SET FLAG INDICATING THAT THE INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTOR HAS BEEN CALCULATED. 
SUDROUTINE IFVDRV(STRT ,NSTf{T,BLI(,PNUK) 

















COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE TnE I FV' S 








IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 



















DO 10 J- I,TOTDOF 
DO 10 I" I,SPAN 
GATnER ELEMENT DESTINATION ARRAYS. 
BELDST( I,J ,PNUH)- EDEST(J ,BELEHS(I» 
CONTINUE 

































DO 15 J- 1,NNODE 
DO 15 I- 1,SPl'N 
TRNE( I,J ,PNUH)- TRN( INCID( INCHAP(BELEMSII) )+J-1» 
CONTINUE 
GATHER ELEHENT TR.&.NSFORHATION HJ\TRICES. 
NOVECTOR 
DO 20 J- 1,TOTDOF 
CALL GATRN(TRNMTE(l, 1,l,PNUH) ,KXVL,KXEOOF ,TRNMAT,TRSZ,TDEST, 
, HXEDOF, BELEMS (1) ,HOOF, SP.&.N, J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 25 J- l,3"NNODE 
DO 25 I- l,SPAN 




GATHER ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS AT STATE (N+1). 
DO 30 J- 1,TOTDOF 
DO 30 I- 1,SPAN 
UEN1(I,J ,PNUM)- U(BELOST(I,J ,PNUM) )+OU(BELDST(I,J ,PNUM» 
CONTINUE 
NOVECTOR 
DO 35 I- 1,SPAN 
TRANSFORM ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS TO 
UC COORDINATES. 
CALL TRNVEC(UEN1(l,l,PNUM) ,TRNHTE( 1,1,1, PNUM), 
TRNE( 1,1, PNUM) ,NDOF,NHODE, I ,2) 
CONTINUP: 
END IF 
GATIIER ELEMENT pp\ STRESSES AT STATE (N+l). 
NOV ECTOR 
00 40 J- l,NGP 











IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'cOIIIIon •• ain' 
INCLUDE 'common. elblk' 
LOGICAL GEONL 
DIMENSION BELEMS(l) 
















BRANCH ON ELEHEHT TYPE. 
GO TO (100,100) TYPE 
ELEMENT TYPES ONE AND THO: 30 .LINEAR 






DO 105 J- l,3"NNODE 




C COMPUTE IFV'S, ONE GAUSS POINT AT 
C A TIME. 
C 
CVO$ NOVECTOR 
DO 110 GPN- l,NGP 
CALL GPIFV1( BELEMS(l) ,SPAN ,CE( 1, 1 ,PNUM), UEN1( 1, 1,PNUH), 





C TRANSFORM F.I,F.MENT JNTF.IlNAI. FOIlCF. 
C VECTOHS TO CCG CooHlllNATES. 
C 
C 






DO 120 Iu l,SPAN 
CAr,L TRNVF.C( ELEIFV( 1,1, PNUM), TRHMTE( I, 1,1, PNUM) ,TRNE( 1,1, PNUM), 
L HOOF, NNOOE, I ,1) 
120 CoNTINUE 





IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_def' 
REAL" B CE(MXVL,l), UENl (KXVL,1), PKGN1 (KXVL,l) ,ELEIFV(MXVL, 1), 
JAC(MXVL,NDIM,NDIM),GAMA(MXVL,NDIM,NDIM),DJ(MXVL), 




B(HXVL,HXEDOF,NSTR) ,BL(HXVL,HXEDOF ,NSTR) ,XI, ETA, ZETA, W, 























COMPUTE THE SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL QUAD1 (ORDER, GPN, XI, ETA, ZETA, H) 
CALL DERIV1(XI ,ETA, ZETA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA) 
ELSE 
" 
CALL QUADl (ORDER, GPN, XI, ETA, ZETA, H) 
CALL DERIV2 (XI, ETA, ZETA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA) 
END IF 
COMPUTE THE STRMN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL JACOB1(SPAN ,BELEMS,GPN,JAC,W ,GAHA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,CE,NNODE) 
IF(GEONL) CALL TCOMP1(SPAN ,THETA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,GAHA, UEN1,NNODE) 
CALL BCOMP1(SPAN ,B, BS, BL,BNL,THETA,GAMA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,NNODE, 
GEONL) 
00 10 J- 1,3'NNODE 
DO 10 1- 1,SPAN 
ELEIFV(I,J)-
COMPUTE THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTORS 
FOR THE ELEMENT BLOCIt. 
ELEIFV( I,J) + 
" CONTINUE 
B(I,J ,1)*PItGNl(I,1) 'N'W(I) + 
B(I,J,l)'PIGNl(I,l)'N'W(I) + 
B(I,J,3)'PIGN1(I,3)'W t W(I) + 
B(I,J,4)'PIGNl(I,4)'NtW(I) + 
B(I,J,5)*PIGNl(I,5)'W t W(I) + 
B(I ,J,6) 'PIGN1 (1,6) 'WOW (I) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ADDI FV (SPAN, BELEMS, PNUM) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 









TOTDOF- IPROPS( 2 ,BELEMS(l) )'IPROPS(4 , BELEMS ( 1» 
00 20 J- I,TOTDOF 
DO 20 I- 1,SPAN 
IFV(BELDST(I,J,PNUM»- IFV(BELDST(I,J,PNUM» + 






......... " ...... , ............. , ............. , ....... . 
Internal force vector calculation code for BEC!MPVI 
••••• t_tt**, ••••••••••• , •••••• ,_ •••• ,., ••• , ••• , •••• , •• 


































IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-2.) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 





INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL INTERNAL 
FORCE VECTOR. 
COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE THE IFV'S 
FOR EACH BLOCIt OF SIMILAR, NON-
CONFLICTING ELEMENTS. 
00 15 BLK- 1,NELBLK 
SPAN" ELBLKS(O,BLK) 
CNCALL 












IFVCMP" • TRUE. 
SET FLAG INDICATING THAT THE INTERNAL FORCE 












IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
















GATHER ELEMENT DESTINATION ARRAY. 
DO 10 1- 1, TOTDOF 
BELDST( I ,PNUM)- EDEST( I, ELEM) 
10 CONTINUE 
C GATHER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION FLAGS. 
C 
DO 15 1- 1,NNODE 
TRNE ( I, PNUM)" TRN ( INCID ( INCPTR+1 -1) ) 
15 CONTINUE 
C 













DO 20 1- 1,NDOF 






GATHER ELEMENT COORDINATES. 
DO 25 1- 1,J*NNODE 
CE(I,PNUM)- C(CDEST(I,ELEM» 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 J- 1,l*NNODE 




GATIIER ELEMENT 01 SP LACEMENTS AT STATE (N+ 1) • 
00 35 I- 1,TOTDOF 
VEN1 (I, PNUH)- U(BELDST( I ,PNUH) )+DU( BELDST( I, PNUM» 
CONTINUE 








CALL TRNVEC (UEN1 (1, PNUM) , TRNMTE (1,1, PNUH) , TRNE (1, PNUM) , 
NooF ,NNODE, 2) 
PARSE THE ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS TO THE G.P. 
DATA STRUCTURE. 
DO 40 J- 1,TOTooF 



















SUBROUTINE RKNI FV (ELEM, PNUM) 




















BRANCR ON ELEMENT TYPE. 
GO TO (100,100) TYPE 
ELEMENT TYPES ONE AND THO, 3D LINEAR 











DO 110 1- 1,3*NNODE 
ELEIFV(I,PNUM)- 0.0 
110 CONTINUE 
COMPUTE ELEMENT INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR. 
CALL GPIFV1(ELEM,TYPE,ORDER,NGP,NNODE,PKEN1(l,l,PNUM), 
ELEIFV(1,PNUH),CG(1,1,PNUH),UGN1(1,1,PNUM),GEONL) 









VECTOR TO CCG COORDINATES. 
CALL TRNVEC(ELEIFV(l,PNUM),TRNMTE(l,l,PNUM),TRNE(l,PNUM), 
NDOF,NNODE,l) 








IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'parAm_def' 




BNL(MXGP ,MXEOOF,NSTR), BS (HXGP ,HXEDOF ,NSTR), W(MXGP), 



























COMPUTE THE STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES. 
CALL JACOB1(NGP,ELEM,JAC,OJ,GAKA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,CE,NNODE) 
IF(GEONL) CALL TCOHPl(NGP,TBETA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,GAMA,UEN1,NNODE) 
CALL BCOMPl(NGP,B,BS,BL,BNL,TBETA,GAMA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,NNODE,GEONL) 
COMPUTE TnE INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR 
FOR THE ELEMENT. 
DO 10 J. 1,3 t NNODE 
DO 10 I- I,NGP 










IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.lllain' 







TOTOOr- IPROPS( 2, ELEM)*IPROPS( 4 ,ELEM) 
DO 10 1- I,TOTDOF 






•• t ••••• , •••••• t •• t * •• tt., ............................ t •• 
'* .... '* '* * * '*. * '* ... * '* *t' * '* t * * * * * .............. * •••••••••••••• 
Internal torce vector calculation code tor BEV/MPCI 
* til t,.t.t ......... tt ••••••••• t ..................... * •••• 
























IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 





INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL INTERNAL 
FORCE VECTOR. 
COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE THE IFv'S 
FOR EACH BLOC~ or SIMILAR, NON-
CONFLICTING ELEMENTS. 






SET FLAG INDICATING THAT THE INTERNAL FORCE 









































IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 





GEONL- LPROPS (18, ELBLKS (1, BLI() ) 
TOTDOF- NNODE*NDOF 
DO 10 J- 1,TOTDOF 
DO 10 1- l,SPAN 
GATHER ELEMENT DESTINATION ARRAYS FOR ONE G.P. 
BELDST(I,J)- EDEST(J,ELBLKS(I,BLK») 
CONTINUE 
DO 15 J- l,NNODE 
.DO 15 1- 1,SPAN 
GATHER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION FLAGS FOR ONE G. P. 
TRNE(I,J)- TRN(INCID(INCMAP(ELBLKS(I ,BLK) )+J-i)) 
CONTINUE 
CNCALL 
DO lO J- l,TOTDOF 





DO l5 J. l,3.NNOD£ 
DO 25 1- l,SPAN 




GATHER ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS AT STATE (N+1) 
FOR ONE G.P. 
DO 30 J- 1,TOTDOF 















DO 35 I" 1,SPAN 
TRANSFORM ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS TO 
UG COORDINATES. 
CALL TRNVEC(UEN1,TRNMTE,TRNE,NDOF,NNODE, 1,2) 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
GATHER ELEMENT PK STRESSES AT STATE (N+l). 
CVO$ CNCALL 
DO 40 J .. 1,NGP 







COPY DATA GATHERED ABOVE FOR ONE GAUSS POINT 
TO ALL GAUSS POINTS. 
CVO$ CNCALL 
DO 50 GPN- :I, NGP 









SUBROUTINE DPGPIF( SPAN ,NNODE,TOTDOF ,GEONL,GPN) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_def' 

















DO 10 J,. 1,3*NNODE 
DO 10 I- 1,SPAN 
CATHER ELEMENT COORDINATES FOR TilE CURRENT 
G.P. 
CE(I,J ,GPN)- CE(I,J ,1) 
CONTINUE 
IF(GEONL) THEN 
GATHER ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS AT STATE (N+l) 
FOR THE CURRENT G. P • 
DO 15 J. 1,TOTDOF 
DO 15 I- l,SPAN 






















SUBROUTINE R~IFV( SPAN, BLK) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'COaDOlI •• aiD' 




ORDER- IPROPS (5, ELBLl':S (l, BLK) ) 
NGP- IPROPS (6, ZLBLl':S (l, BLl':) ) 
NDOF- IPROPS(4,ELBLIS(l,BLl':» 
GEONL- LPROPS(18,ELBLl':S( l,BLl':» 
BRANCH ON ELEMENT TYPE. 
GO TO (100,100) TYPE 
ELEMENT TYPES ONE AND TWO. 3D LINEAR 
AND QUADRATIC ISOPAR~TRICS. 
100 CONTINUE 
C 










DO 110 GPN" I,NGP 
CALL GPIFVl(ELBLU(l,BLl':) ,SPAN ,CE(l,l,GPN), UENl( 1,1,GPN), 
PII:ENI( 1,1 ,GPN) ,ELEIFV(1,1,GPN) ,TYPE,ORDER,GPN, 
NNODE,GEONL) 
CONTINUE 
DO 115 1- l,NGP 
ACCUMULATE GAUSS POINT INTERNAL FORCE VECTORS 
IN PREPARATION FOR GLOBAL SCATTER. 
DO 115 J- l,TOTDOF 
DO 115 1- 1,SPAN 
ELEIFV( I,J,1)- ELEIFV(I,J ,l)+ELEIFV( I,J, L) 
115 CONTINUE 
TRANSFORM ELEMENT INTERNAL FORCE 







DO no I- I,SPAN 
CALL TRNVEC(ELEIFV,TRNMTE,TRNE,NDOF,NNODE,I,l) 
120 CONTINUE 





SUBROUTINE GPIFVl (BELEHS, SPAN ,CG, UGNl, PII:GN1,GPIFV, TYPE,ORDER, 
" GPN,NNODE,GEONL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCI.UDE 'pllrIlDl_<la[ I 
REAL' 8 CG(MXVL,l), UGN1(KXVL,l) ,HGN1(KXVL,1I,GPIFV(KXVL, 11, 
JAC(HXVL,NDIM,NDIH) ,GAHA(HXVL,NDIH,NDIM) ,DJ(HXVL), 
THETA(HXVL,HX'1llSZ) ,NXI (HXNDEL) ,NETA(HXNDEL) ,NZETA(.HXNDEL), 
B(HXVL,KXEDOF,NSTR) ,BL(KXVL,KXEDOF ,NSTR) ,XI ,ETA, ZETA, H, 
" BNL(HXVL,HXEDOF ,NSTR) ,BS(KXVL,HXEDOF ,NSTR) 
LOGICAL GEONL 





















COMPUTE THE SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL OUADI (ORDER, GPN, XI, ETA, ZETA, N) 
CALL DERIV1 (Xl, ETA, ZETA, NXI , NETA, NZETA) 
ELSE 
CALL OUAD2 (ORDER,GPN ,lI ,ETA, ZETA, H) 
CALL DERIVl (XI, ETA, ZETA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA) 
END IF 
COMPUTE THE STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL JACOBI (SPAN, BELEMS,GPN ,JAC,DJ ,GAHA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,CG,NNODE) 
IF(GEONL) CALL TCOMPl(SPAN ,THETA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,GAHA, UGNl,NNODE) 
CALL SCOMPI (SPAN, B, BS, BL, BNL, TBETA,GAHA,NXI, NETA, NZETA ,NNODE, 
GEONL) 
DO 10 J- 1,3*NNODE 





MULTIPLY THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTORS BY THE 
HEIGHT AND JACOBIAN DETERMINATES. 
B(I,J ,1)*PJ:GNl(I,1)*H*DJ(I) + 




B(I,J ,6)*PII:GN1(I ,6)*H*DJ(I) 
SUBROUTINE ADDIFV(SPAN ,BLII:) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common. main I 









C PERFORM GLOBAL SCATTER. 
C 
00 10 J- 1,TOTOOF 
00 10 Ix 1,SPAN 






.*. *. I.tt ••••••••••••••••••• t.t .... t .t .... tt ••••• t.t. 
•• It ••••••••••• tt •• ttttt •••••• ttt itt ttt.t ••• It ttt.t * 
Internal force vector caloulation code for BMPC: 
tit '* t ttt ••••••••• *t .*.*. ttttt ttt ........ t •••• t. tt t, • 



























IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common .lIain' 
LOGICAL GATHER 





INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL INTERNAL 
FORCE VECTOR. 
COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE TilE IFV'S 
FOR EACH BLOC': OF SIMILAR, NON-
CONFLICTING ELEMENTS. 
00 15 BL':- 1,NELBU 
SPAN- ELBL1I:5(0,BL1I:) 
NGP- IPROPS (6, ELBLltS (1, BLII:) , 
CNCALL 
00 20 BELE- 1,SPAN 




00 25 GPN- 1,NGP 
CNCALL 
00 30 BELE- l,SPAN 



















00 35 BELE"' l, SPAN 




IFVCMP'" .TRUE • 
RETURN 
END 
SET FLAG INDICATING THAT THE INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTOR HAS BEEN CALCULATED. 
SUBROUTINE DUPIFV(ELEM,PNUM) 






C CHEcr; IF GATHER NEEDS TO BE PERFORMED ON 

























GATHER ELEMENT DESTINATIO~ ARRAY. 
DO 10 Iu 1,TOTOOF 
BELDST(I,PNUM)= EDEST(I,ELEM) 
CONTINUE 
GATHER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION FLAGS. 
DO 15 1- 1,NNODE 
TRNE(I,PNUM)a TRN( INCID( INCPTR+I-l)) 
CONTINUE 
GATIIER ELEMENT TRlI.NSFORMATION MATRICES. 
DO 20 Ia 1,NDOF 
DO 20 J- 1,TOTOOF 
TRNMTE(J, I ,PNUM)~ TRNMAT(TDEST(J ,ELEM), I) 
CONTINUE 
GATHER ELEMENT COORDINATES. 



























GATHER ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS AT STATE (N+l). 
DO 30 1- I,TOTOOF 
UENl(I,PNUH)- U(BELDST(I,PNUH»+DU(BELDST(I ,PNUH» 
CONTINUE 
TRANSFORM ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS TO 
UG COORDINATES. 
CALL TRNVEC(UENl( I,PNU/'I) ,TRNMTE( 1, 1, PNUM) ,TRNE( 1, PNUN), 
NooF ,NNODE, l) 
END IF 
GATHER ELEMENT PIC STRESSES AT STATE (N+l). 




IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'oollUllon.main' 


























BRANCH ON ELEMENT TYPE. 
GO TO (100,100) TYPE 
CONTINUE 
ELEMENT TYPES ONE AND TWO: 3D LINEAR 
AND QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRICS. 
COMPUTE THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR FOR THE 
CURRENT GLOBAL GAUSS POINT. 
CALL GPIFVl (ELEM, TYPE,ORDER,GPN ,NNODE, PJ(ENl( I, GPN, PNUH) , 




















IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_det' 
























COMPUTE TilE SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES 







COMPUTE THE STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL JACOBl(ELEM,GPN,JAC,DJ,GAKA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,CE,NNODE) 
IF(GEONL) CALL TCOMPl(TIIETA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,GOO, UENl,NNODE) 
CALL BCOHPl(B,BS,BL,BNL,TIIETA,GAMA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,NNODE,GEONL) 
00 10 1= 1,3*NNODE 
COMPUTE TilE INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR 
FOR THE GAUSS POINT. 













IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE I COIll1lOD .lIaiD I 









TOTOOr- IPROPS (1, ELEM) *IPROPS( 4 ,ELEM) 
DO 10 I- l,TOTDOF 




.... t * i ••• " i ••• ft'. *t .'111 ttt ••••••••• tttttt ••••• '* *t' t t.t * ft *.* 
••• t,t tt •• t •• * •••••• t •••••••••••••••• ttt 11' ••••• t '* t •• t •• t *. 
In~ernal force vec~or calculation code for Convex BEV, 
••••••• t ••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •• _ •• , ••••• t. 






















I~LICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE I COIl1llOD .lIIain· . 
CALL THYME(l,l) 




INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL INTERNAL 
FORCE VECTOR. 
COMPUTE AND ASSEMBLE THE I FV' S 
FOR EACH BLOCK or SIMILAR, NON-
CONFLICTING ELEMENTS. 













































SET FLAG INDICATING THAT THE INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTOR HAS BEEN CALCULATED. 
SUBROUTINE DUPIFV(SPAN,BLK) 









00 10 J .. 1,TOTOOF 
00 10 1- I,SPAN 
GATHER ELEMENT DESTINATION ARRAYS. 
BELDST(I,J)- EDEST(J,ELBLKS(I,BLK» 
CONTINUE 
00 15 J. 1,NNODE 
00 15 1- 1,SPAN 
GATHER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION FLAGS. 
TRNE(I,J)- TRN(INCID(INCMAP(ELBLlS(I,BLK»+J-l» 
CONTINUE 
GATHER ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION MATRICES. 
SCALAR 
DO 20 J- 1,TOTOOF 
CALL GATRN(TRNMTE,MXVL,MXEDOF,TRNHAT,TRSZ,TDEST,MXEDOF, 
I. ELBLKS(I,BLK) ,NDOF,SPAN,J) 
CONTINUE 
00 25 J- 1,3*NNODE 
DO 25 Ie l,SPAN 













00 )0 J .. 1,TOTDOF 
00 30 I- I,SPAN 
UEN1(I ,J). U( BELDST( I ,J »+DU (BELDST( I,J) ) 
CONTINUE 
TRANSFORM ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS to 
UG COORDINATES. 
C$DIR SCALAR 









GATIIER ELEMENT PP; STRESSES AT STATE (N+l). 
C$DIR SCALAR 
DO 40 J= 1,NOP 



























BRANCH ON ELEMENT TYPE. 
GO TO (100,100) TYPE 
C ELEMENT TYPES ONE AND TWO: 3D LINEAR 




C INITIIALIZE IFV'S. 
c 
DO 105 J. l,3*NNOPE 




C COMPUTE IFV'S, ONE GAUSS POINT AT 
C A TIME. 
C 
C$DIR SCALAR 









TRANSFORM ELEMENT INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTORS TO CCG COORDINATES. 
C$DIR SCALAR 
00 120 I" 1, SPAN 






















SUBROUTINE GPIFVl (BELEMS, SPAN, TYPE ,ORDER, GPN ,NNODE, GEONL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_det' 
INCLUDE 'common. elblk ' 
INCLUDE 'common. map' 
LOGICAL GEONL 
DIMENSION BELEMS (1) 
IF(TYPE.EQ.l) THEN 
COMPUTE THE SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 






COMPUTE THE STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES 
FOR THE GIVEN GAUSS POINT. 
CALL JACOBI (SPAN ,BELEMS ,GPN ,JAC,OJ ,GAHA,NXI ,NETA,NZETA,CE,NNODE) 
IF(GEONL) CALL TCOMPl(SPAN,THETA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,GAHA,UENl,NNODE) 
CALL BCOMPl(SPAN,B,BS,BL,BNL,THETA,GAMA,NXI,NETA,NZETA,NNODE, 
GEONL) 
DO 10 J- 1,3"NNODE 
DO 10 I- I,SPAN 
COMPUTE THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTORS 
FOR TnE ELEMENT BLOC~. 




B( I ,J ,4) *nEN1( 1,4 ,GPN) *WtOJ( I) + 
B(I,J,5)*PKENl(I,5,GPN)*W*DJ(I) + 
















IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.wain' 
INCLUDE 'common.e1b1k' 
TOTDOF- IPROPS(2 ,ELBLKS( 1, BU» *IPROPS (4, ELBLKS(l,BLJI(» 




00 10 1- l,SPAN 




7.2.4 STEP LENGTH CALCULATION 
FORTRAN code is provided, in order, for the step length calculation of the follow-
ing element computation algorithms: BEC, BEY, and CBEV for the Alliant FX/8 and BEV 
for the Convex C240. Again, auxilIary code is not provided, only code directly relevant to the 





tt t. it t t. t.t •• *t't t •••• it *'t.t •••• t •• t 
.. * • t t *t' t .t .. t ... t ••• , ... ttt it .. t ... tt t ...... 
step leDgth calculation for BEC: 
..... 1 ................................ ,. 






























SUBROUTINE LFINDA(STEP, STPITR, ITER, TRCPCG, 1.1 TR1,ALPHA) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE • COIlSOD •• aiD' 
REAL.8 Z1 TR1, ALPHA, NFAC, PTAP 
LOGICAL TRCPCG 
SET NEHMMK MULTIPLICATION FACTOR. 
NFAC" 1.0/(NBETAtDT"DT) 
PERFORM LINEAR MATRIX PRODUCT. TilE LM 
PRODUCT IS STORED IN THE INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTOR, AS THE IFV WILL NOT BE USED AGAIN 
BEFORE ITS NEXT UPDATE. 
CALL LMPRD(NFAC,IFV) 
PTAP= 0.0 
00 10 I- 1,NOOOF 
COMPUTE TilE TRIPLE PRODUCT SDIR TRi\NSPOSE " LM " 
SDIR. 
. PTAP" PTAPtSDIR(I)·IFV(I) 
CONTINUE 
ALPHAm Z1 TR1jPTAP 
I r (TRCPCG) THEN 
COMPUTE THE STEP LENGTH. 
OUTPUT TilE VALUE Of' ALPIIA IF TilE TRACE FLl\G 
IS ON. 




SUBROUTINE LMPRD(NFAC, PRD) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'collllllon.l1ain' 
INCLUDE 'coDl1llon. e1b1k' 
REAL"S PRD(l) 
00 10 I" 1 , NOOOF 
PRD(I)· 0.0 






















IlO 15 IlLKa I, Nt!I.IlI.K 
SPl\N= ELBLKS (0, BLK) 
CNCALL 
00 20 BELEe 1,SPl\N 
CALL ELMGTH(ELBLKS(BELE,BLK) ,NFAC,CP(1, BELE) ,EMAT( 1, BELE) ) 
CONTINUE 
CNCALL 
00 25 BELE: 1, SPl\N 
CALL ELMPRD(ELBUS(BELE,BL1:) ,CP(1,BELE), 






SUBROUTINE ELMGTII (ELEM, NFAC, LCP ,MATBL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-1.) 
INCLUDE 'common. main' 



















TOTooF= IPROPS (2, ELEM) tIPROPS (4 ,ELEM) 
UTSZ= ( (TOToof'tTOToof')-TOTOOF)/2tTOTOOf' 
00 10 1= 1, UTSZ 
G,..TIIER TilE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR TilE CURRENT 
BLOCK ELEMENT. 
MATBL( I)e K( 1 ,ELEM)tNFAC"M( I ,ELEM.) 
CONTINUE 
CONSTRAIN TilE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR TilE 
CURRENT BLOC1: ELEMENT. 
00 20 J= l,ECSTMP(O,ELEM) 
JJ= ECSTMP(J ,ELEM) 





















SUBROUTINE ELMPRD(ELEH, LeP, EDBL,HATBL, X, Y) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.lllain' 
DIMF:NSION F.DOL( 1), LeP( 1) 






















TOTDOFa IPROPS( 2, ELEM) *IPROPS(", ELEM) 




DO 15 ROW- 1, TOTDOF 
CCP- LeP(ROW) 
DO 20 I- l,ROW 
YEt ROW)D YE(ROW)tHATBL( I+CCP) *XE( I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 25 1- ROWtl,TOTOOF 




DO 30 Iu 1,TOTDOF 




.... * * * * * t. **** .. *t ... t .. *t .t.t * *t t tttt *.t ttt.t.t '* * 
.... * ........ * '* ....... *",t ....... t .... t tt ... * .. * .......... _tt ... t 
Step length calculation for Allhnt BEV: 
*.t .. ittt.t ... t ••••••• *t *t* ••• t •••••• it *. t.t.it * 





































SUBROUTINE LFINDA (STEP, STPITR, ITER, TRCPCG, Zl TR1, ALPR") 




SET NEWMARK MULTIPLIC"TION F"CTOR. 
NFAC= 1.0/(NBETA*DT*DT) 
PERFORM LINE"" MATRIX PRODUCT. TRE LM 
PRODUCT IS STORED IN TilE INTERN"L FORCE 
VECTOR, AS TRE IFV WILL NOT OE USED AG"IN 
llt:rORE 1 TS NEXT UPDt\TE. 
CALL LMPRD(NFAC,IFV) 
PTAP= 0.0 
00 101m 1,NOOOF 




ALP II A" ZlTR1/PTAP 
IF(TRCPCG) TIIEN 
COMPUTE TnE STEP LENGTH. 
















INITIALIZE THE PRODUCT VECTOR. 
PERFORM THE HUTLIPLICATION IN ELEMENT BLOCKS. 





































TOTDOF- IPROPSp,ELBLlS(1,BLl)) *IPROPS( 4 ,ELBLlS(1,BLI':)) 
UTSZ-( (TOTDOF*TOTDOF)-TOTDOF)/l+TOTDOF 
CALL ELMGTH(SPAN ,ELBLlS( 1 ,BLl) ,NFAC, UTSZ,TOTDOF,EMAT,BELDST) 




SUBROUTINE ELMGTH(SPAN ,ELEMS,NFAC, UTSZ,TOTDOF ,Ml\TBL,EDBL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'co_on.aain' 
DIMENSION ELEHS( 1), EDBL(MXVL,11 
REAL" 0 MATBL(MXVL,1) ,NFAC 
GATUER TUE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR TilE CURRENT 
ELEMENT BLOCI':. 
DO 10 J. 1,UTSZ 
DO 10 I- 1,SPAN 
KATBL(I,J)· F;(ELEMS( I I,J )+NFAC*M(ELEMS( I),J I 
CONTINUE 
GATHER EDEST FOR THE CURRENT ELEMENT BLOCI':. 
DO 15 J. 1,TOTDOF 




DO 20 BELE- 1,SPAN 
CONSTRAIN TilE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR THE 
CURRENT ELEMENT Btoel':. 
CALL APCNEt( BEtE, TOTOOF, ELEMS (BELE I, ECSTMP ( 0, ELEMS I BELE) ) , 




SUBROUTINE ELMPRD( SPAN, CP, TOTDO~', EDEST, MAT, X, Y I 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'parall_def' 
DIMENSION EDEST(MXVL,1) ,CP(l) 
REAt*O KAT (MXVL,1 ) ,X(1) ,Y(1) ,XE IMXVL,MXEDOFI, YEIMXVL,MXEOOF), 
.. AXE (MXVL,MXEDOF) 






















DO 20 ROWs 1,TOTOOF 
00 25 J. 1,ROII 
DO 25 I- 1,SPAN 
AXE( I,J)c MAT ( I ,J+CPIROW) I"XE(I,J) 
CONTINUE 
00 30 J .. ROII+l,TOTDOF 
00 30 1- l,SPAN 
AXE(I,J)· MAT(I,ROII+CPIJ))"XEII,J) 
CONTINUE 
00 35 1= 1,SPAN 





DO 40 J .. 1, TOTOOF 





It ...................................... . 
••• t ••• ,.t ••• , •••••••• ,.,., ••• * ••• , •••• 
stop length calcuilltion for COEV: 
......................................... 










IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-ZI 
INCLUDE 'common. main' 
IH!AI.' n 7.1 Til 1, 1\1.Pllh, NFIIC, PThP 
LOGlCAL 'rHCPCG 
SF:T NF:WMARK MUI.TIPI.ICATION FACTOR. 
NFACD 1.0/(NBETA*DT"DT) 
PERFORM LINEAR MATRIX PRODUCT. TilE LM 
PRODUCT IS STORED IN TilE INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTOR, AS TilE If'V IIILL NOT DE USED AGAIN 












































DO 10 1- 1,NODOF 






COMPUTE TilE STEP LENGTH. 







IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'cozmon.main' 
REAL'S NFAC,PRD(1) 





INITIALUE TilE PRODUCT VECTOR. 
PERFORM THE MUTLIPLICATION IN BLOCKS OF 
CONCURRENT, NON-CONFLICTING ELEMENT BLOCKS. 
DO :10 BLJ;- 1,NELBLJ; 
CSPAN- EBSPNS(O,BLK) 
CNCALL 
DO 25 CBLK- 1,CSPAN 



























































GM'HER THE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR THE CURRENT 
ELEMENT BLOCJ:. 
DO 10 J. I,UTSZ 
DO 10 I- I,SPAN 
HATBL( I,J)a K(ELEMS( I) ,J)+NFAC*H(ELEMS (J:) ,J) 
CONTINUE 
GATIIER EDEST FOR TilE CURRENT ELEMENT BLOCK. 
DO 15 J- I,TOTDOF 
DO 15 Ie l,SPAN 
EDDL(I,J)· EDEST(J,ELEMS(I» 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 BELE: I,SPAN 
CONSTRAIN THE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR TilE 
CURRENT ELEMENT BLOC~. 
DO 25 J. I,ECSTMP(O,ELEHS(BELE» 
JJ- ECSTMP(J,ELEHS(BELE» 
DO 30 Ig 1,JJ-1 



























IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_det' 
DIMENSION EDEST(MlVL,l),CP(l) 















DO 15 J. 1,TOTDOF 




DO 20 ROW- 1, TOTOOF 
DO 25 J- l,RO'" 
00 25 1- l,SPAN 
YE(I, ROM)- YE( I, ROW )+MAT(I ,HCP(ROW) ) *XE( I,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 J. ROII+l,TOTOOF 
DO 30 I" l,SPAN 






DO 35 J- l,TOTDOF 





.t •••• , •••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• ··,.····· 
t*t •••••• " •• t •••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• ,,·· 
step length calculation tor Convex BEV: 
t •••••• t ............ , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
































SUDROUTINE LFINDA(STEP ,STPITR, ITER,TRCPCG, ZlTR1, ALPHA) 
IMPI.ICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE I common. ma in I 
REAL*O ZlTR1,ALPHA,NFAC,PTAP 
LOGICAL TRCPCG 
SET NEWMARK MULTIPLICATION FACTOR. 
NFI\C: 1.0/INBETA*DT*DT) 
PERFORM LINE~ MATRIX PRODUCT. THE LM 
PRODUCT IS STORED IN THE INTERNAL FORCE 
VECTOR, AS THE IFV WILL NOT BE USED AGAIN 
BEFORE ITS NEXT UPDATE. 
CALL LMPRD(NFAC,IFV) 
PTAP- 0.0 
DO 10 I- 1, NODOF 




ALPIIA= Zl TR1/PTAP 
If'(TRCPCG) THEN 
COMPUTE THE STEP LENGTH. 







IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'con~on.main' 
INCLUDE I common. elblk I 
REAL*O NFAC,PRD(l) 
00 10 I" 1,NODOF 
PRD(I)E 0.0 
CONTINUE 






































DO 15 BLII;- 1,NELBLK 
SPAN- ELBLKS(O,BLI) 
.TOTDOF- IPROPS( l ,ELBLKS(1,BLK» *IPROPS( 4 ,ELBLII;S(1 ,BLII;) ) 
UTSZ-«TOTDOF*TOTDOF)-TOTOOF)/l+TOTOOF 






IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 
DIMENSION ELEMS(1) ,EDBL(MXVL,1) 
REl\L*O MATBL(KXVL,1) ,NFAC 
GATHER THE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR THE CURRENT 
ELEMENT BLOCK. 
DO 10 J- 1,UTSZ 
DO 10 I- 1,SPAN 
, MATBL(I,J)- K(ELEHS(I),J)+NFAC*H(ELEKS(I) ,J) 
CONTINUE 
GATHER EDEST FOR THE CURRENT ELEMENT BLOCII;. 
DO 15 J- 1,TOTDOF 




DO :10 BELE- 1,SPAN 
CONSTRAIN THE LINEAR PCG MATRIX FOR TilE 







IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'parD_del' 


















REhL' 8 H ... ·r(HXVL, 1) ,X( 1), Y( l), XE(HXVL,HXEDOr), YE(HXVL,HXEDOr) 
DO 15 J. 1,TOTDOF 




DO lO ROM= 1,TOTDOF 
DO :15 J .. l,ROM 
DO 25 I- 1,SPl\N 
YE(I,ROM)· YE( I ,ROW)+MAT(I ,J+CP(ROW» tXE( I,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 J= R01Hl,TOTDOF 
DO 30 Iu 1,SPAN 
YE(I,RO)!)" YE(I,ROW)+MAT(I ,ROW+CP(J» tXE( I,J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 35 J- 1,TOTDOF 
NO_RECURRENCE 
DO 35 1= 1,SPAN 




7.2.5 ESE FACTORIZATION 
FORTRAN code is furnished, in order, for the ebe factorization of the following 
element computation algorithms: BEC, BEV, and CBEV for the Alliant FX/8 and BEV for 
the Convex C240. Again, auxillary code is not provided, only code directly relevant to the ebe 
factorization. The operations included in the ebe factorization are the element Winget regu-
larization, the element Crout factorization, and the scatter of the element diagonal scaling 





.t it t.tt** •••• t.t.t t ............ . 
Ebe [actorl7.lItion [or BECI 
ttt * .t. ,-.*t.t tt •• *t *t. ttt.t ••• " * 


































IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common. mil in' 
LOGICAL DI ... FLG 
CALL TIIYME(10,1) 
COMPUTE THE PRECONDITIONING AATRIX. 
CoUL SETPCM 
APPLY THE CONSTRAINTS TO THE PCM. 
CALL APPLCN (01 "'FLG) 
IF THE PCH IS DI"'GONAL, SJl:IP THE EBE FACTOR-
I ZATION PHOCESS. 
IF(DHoFLG) GO TO 9999 
00 10 I- 1,NOOOF 
INVERT AND TAKE TilE SQUARE ROOT OF TilE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. INITIALIZE THE ELEMENT 
DIAGONAL SCALING VECTOR. 
DIAG(I)- 1.0/DSQRT(DIAG(I» 




PERFORM WINGET REGULARIZATION AND CROUT 
FACTORIZATION. MULTIPLY THE ELEMENT DIAGONAL 
SCALAING VECTOR. 
00 15 BLK· I,NELBLJI: 
SPAN" ELBLKS(O,BLJI:) 
CNCALL 
DO 20 BELEa I,SPAN 





DO 25 BELE- I,SPAN 








DO 30 BELEa 1, SPAN 
CALL EDGSCL(ELBLJl:S(BELE,BLJI:) ,DCP(1, BELE) , 
EDEST( 1,ELOLKS(BELE,OLK», 






DEACTIVATE FLAGS NECESSITATING A NEW PCM. 













SUBROUTINE WNREGL(ELEH, LCP ,LDCP ,EDBL,PCMBL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCI.UCr. 'oolDJaon.mllin' 
DIMENSION EDBL( 1) , LCP (1) , LDCP (1 ) 
REALtS PCMBL(1) ,DINV(HXEOOF) 

















TOTDOF- IPROPS(l ,ELEM) tIPROPS( 4 ,ELEH) 
00 10 I" 1,TOTOOF 
DINV(I)· DIAG(EDBL(I» 
CONTINUE 
00 20 J .. l,TOTOOF 
00 20 Iu l,J-l 
PCMBL( I+LCP(J». PCHBL(I+LCP(J» tDINV(J) tDINV( I) 
CONTINUE 





SUUHOU1'lNE CHOUTF( ELEH, LCP, PCMDL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 
DIMENSION LCP(l) 


















TOTDOF- IPROPS (2, ELEM) *IPROPS (4, ELEM) 
DO 10 cor,.. 1,TOTDOF 
CCP- LCP(COL) 
DO 15 I- 1,COL-1 
PCBAR( I)- PCMBL( HCCP) 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 J. 1,COL-2 
DO 20 1- J+1,COL-1 
PCBAR( I)· PCBM(I )-PCMBL(J+LCP( I) ) .PCBAR(J) 
CONTINUE 
NOOEPC"~ 
DO 15 I- 1,COL-l 
PCMBL( HCCP)- PCBM(I )/PCMBL( HLCP( I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 I- 1,COL-1 











SUBROUTINE EDGSCL( ELEM, LDCP, EOBL, PCMBL, Z ) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE • common •• ain· 
DIMENSION EOBL(l) ,LDCP(l) 






TOTDOF- IPROPS(2 ,ELEH) *IPROPS(4 ,ELEM) 
DO 10 I- 1,TOTDOF 










DO 10 1- 1,TOTDOF 
ZE(I)· ZE( I )/PCMBL(LDCP(I)) 
CONTINUE 
NODEPCB~ 






...... t. tft' ** .... *t. *. t .... t'.'_'*t, ,.* •• ,. it 
t ....................................... . 
Ebe factorization for Allhnt BEV: 
.. *t ......... , ........................... .. 































SUBROUTINE UPDPCM( DIAFLG) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE • common. main' 




COMPUTE THE PRECONDITIONING MATRIX AND THE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. 
APPLY THE CONSTRAINTS TO TilE PCM AND THE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. 
CALL APPLCN(DIAFLG) 
IF THE PCM IS DIAGONAL, SKIP TilE EBE FACTOR-
IZATION PROCESS. 
IF(OIAFLG) GO TO 9999 
DO 10 I~ 1,NODOF 
INVERT AND TA~E THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. INITIALIZE' THE ELEMENT 






PF.RFORM HINGET REGULARI ZATION AND CROUT 
FACTORIZATION. MULTIPLY TilE ELEMENT DIAGONAL 
SCAL~NG VECTOR. 
DO 15 BLK- 1,NELBLK 
SPAN" ELBL~S(O,BLK) 
TOTDOF'" IPROPS (2,ELBLKS( l,BU») *IPROPS( 4 ,ELBLKS( 1,BLK») 



































C1.LL EBGTIIR(SPJI.N, ELDLJl:S( 1, DLK), UTSZ,TOTDOF ,PCH, EMAT,EDEST, 
BELDST) 
C~LL WNREGL(SPJI.N ,CP ,DCP ,TOTDOF, BELDST,DI1.G,EMAT) 
C1.LL CROUTF(SPAN ,CP , TOTDOF,EHAT) 
C1.LL EDGSCL (SPJI.N, DCP, TOTDOF, BE LOST , EMAT, PDI1.G) 
NODEPCIIJI: 
DO 20 J- 1,UT5Z 










DE1.CTIV1.TE FLMS NECESSIT1.TING 1. NEil PCM. 
SUBROUTINE EBGTHR(SPJI.N ,ELEMS, UTSZ,TOTDOI' ,H.a.T ,H.a.TBL, EDE5T ,EDBL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (~-Z) 
IN~LUDE 'pare_de!' 
DIMENSION ELEH5 (1) ,EDE5T(HXEDOF,1), EDDL(HXVL, 1) 
RE1.L*8 HAT(MXEL,1) , H.a.TBL(MXVL,1) 
GATHER H.a.T FOR THE ELEMENTS IN TIlE CURRENT BLOCK. 
DO 10 Ja 1,UT57. 
DO 10 I- 1,SPJI.N 
MATBL(I,J)· HAT(ELEHS(I),J) 
CONTINUE 
G~THER EDEST FOR THE ELEMENTS IN THE CURRENT BLOCK. 
DO 15 J .. 1,TOTDOF 
DO 15 Ia 1,SPJI.N 




SUBROUTINE NNREGL( SPJI.N, CP, DCP ,TOTDOF, EDEST, DIAG, PCH) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (1.-7.) 
INCLUDE 'param_de!' 
DIMENSION EDEST(HXVL,1) ,DCP(l) ,CP(1) 
RE1.L*8 DIAG(1) ,PCM(HXVL,1) ,DINV(HXVL,HXEDOF) 
C 
C 
DO 20 J- 1, TOTDOF 





DO 25 L- 1, TOTDOF 
c 
CVO$ CNCALL 
DO 30 J'" 1,L-1 
DO 30 I- 1,SPAN 



















DO 35 1= l,SPAN 










DO 15 COL- 1, TOTDOF 
CCP- CP(COL) 
DO 20 Jc 1,COL-1 
DO 20 I- l,SPAN 
PCBAR(I,J)- PCM(I,JtCCP) 
CONTINUE 
DO 25 J'" 1,COL-l 
CNC1.LL 
DO 25 La J+1,COL-1 
DO 25 I- 1,SPJI.N 












DO 30 J= 1,COL-1 
NODEPCflK 
DO 30 I- 1,SPAN 







DO 35 J .. 1,COL-l 
DO 35 1- 1,SPAN 
35 














SUBROUTINE EOGSCL (SPAN, OCP , TOTDOF , EDEST, peM, Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'parall_def' 
DIMENSION EDEST(HXVL, 1), OCP (1) 
REAL'8 PCM(MXVL, 1), Z( 1), ZE(MXVL,MXEDOF) 
DO 10 J- 1,TOTDOF 








DO 20 J .. 1,TOTDOF 






DO 30 J- 1,TOTDOF 





t * ... ** * tt ••••• * .. tt_ * ••• tt It .t" t* __ 
•• t ••••••••••••• _ ................ . 
Ebe factori~ation for CBEV, 
., •••••••• t ••••••••• "t ••••••• 6 ••• 
t*III •••• t ............ , ••• lIIt •••••• tt 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE UPDPCM( DIAFLG) 











































COMPUTE THE PRECONDITIONING MATRIX. 
CALL SETPCM 
APPLY THE CONSTRAINTS TO THE PCM. 
CAI.1. APPLCN(DIAFl.G) 
IF THE PCM IS DIAGONAL, SKIP THE EBE FACTOR-
IZATION PROCESS. 
IF(DIAFLG) GO TO 9999 
DO 10 I- 1,NODOF 
INVERT AND TAKE THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. INITIALIZE THE ELEMENT 






PERFORM WINGET REGULARIZATION AND CROUT 
FACTORIZATION. 
DO 15 BLK- 1,NELBLK 
CSPAN- EBSPNS(O,BLK) 
CNCALL 










DEACTIVATE FLAGS NECESSITATING A NEH PCM. 
SUBROUTINE WRCFDR(STRT,NSTRT,BLK,PNUM) 



























FACTOR I ZATION , 
SPAN- NSTRT-STRT 




CALL NNREGL(SPAN ,CP 11, PNUM), OCP( 1,PNUH) ,TOTOOr, BELDSTI1, 1, PNUH), 
" DI~G,EH~T(l,l,PNUM» 
CALL CROUTr(SPAN,CP(1,PNUM),TOTOOr,EMATI1,1,PNUM» 
CALL EDGSCL (SPAN ,OCP( 1, PNUH), TOTOOr, BELDST( 1,1, PNUH), 
" EMAT(1,1,PNUM) ,PDI1.G) 
NODEPCHJI\ 
00 30 J. 1,UTSZ 
00 30 1- 1, SPAN 




SUBROUTINE EBGTHRI SPAN, ELEMS, UTSZ, TOTOOF, MAT ,MATBL, EDEST, EDBL) 


















GATHER MAT FOR THE ELEMENTS IN THE CURRENT BLOCK, 
00 10 J. 1, UTSZ 
DO 10 1- 1,SPAN 
MATBL(I,J)- MAT(ELEMS(I),J) 
CONTINUE 
GATHER EDEST FOR TilE ELEMENTS IN TilE CURRENT BLOCJI\, 
00 15 Ja 1,TOTOOF 






IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_def' 
DIMENSION EDEST(MXVL,l),DCP(1),CP(1) 


















00 20 J- 1,'1'OTOOr 
DO 20 I" l,5Pi\N 
DINV(I,J)· DIAG(EDEST(I,J» 
CONTINUE 
00 25 Lc 1,'1'OTOOr 
DO 30 J. 1, L-1 
00 30 1- 1,SPAN 
PCMI I ,HCP( L»- PCM( I ,JtcP( L) )*DINV(I, L) *DINV( I,J) 
CON1'WUF: 







IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'pulIlII_def' 
DIMENSION CP(l) 














DO 15 COLz 1, '1'OToor 
CCPa CP(COL) 
DO 20 Ja l,COL-l 
00 20 I- 1,SPAN 
PCBAR(I,J)- PCM(I,J+CCP) 
CONTINUE 
DO 25 J- 1,COL-2 
00 25 L- J+1,COL-1 
DO 25 I- 1,SPAN 
PCBARII, L)- PCBAR(I, L)-PCHI I ,J+CP( L» *PCBAR( I ,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 J- 1,COL-1 
NOOEPCIIK 
DO 30 I- 1,SPAN 
PCM(I,J+CCP)- PCBARII,J)/PCMII,J+CP(J» 
CONTINUE 
DO 35 J .. 1,COL-l 






























DO 10 J- 1,TOTDOF 
DO 10 1- 1,SPAN 
ZE(I,J)- Z(EDEST(I,J» 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 J- 1,TOTDOF 
DO 20 I- 1,SPAN 





DO 30 J- 1,TOTDOF 






t •••••••••••••••••••••••• __ ••••••• • •••• 





























COMPUTE THE PRECONDITIONING MATRIX AND THE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. 
APPLY THE CONSTRAINTS TO THE PCM AND THE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. 
CALL APPI,cN(DIAFLG) 
IF THE PCM IS DIAGONAL, SKIP THE EBE FACTOR-
IZATION PROCESS. 
IF(DIAFLG) GO TO 9999 
DO 10 1- 1,NOooF 
INVERT AND TAr;E THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE 
DIAGONAL VECTOR. INITIALIZE THE ELEMENT 
DIAGONAL SCALING VECTOR. 






PERFORM WINGET REGULARIZATION AND cRou'r 
FACTORIZATION. MULTIPLY TilE ELEMENT DIAGONAL 









DO 15 BLK- 1,NELBLK 
SPAN- ELBLKS(O,BLK) 




CALL WNREGL(SPAN,CP, DCP ,TOTDOF ,BELDST, DIAG, EMAT) 
CALL CROUTF( SPAN, CP, TOTDOF, EHAT) 
CALL EOGSCL(SPAN,DCP,TOTDOF,BELDST,EMAT,PDI~G) 










DO 20 I'" 1,SPAN 
PCH(ELBLKS(I,BLK) ,J)= EMAT(I,J) 
20 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 
9999 NEHCNS- . FI\I,SE. 
NEHMAS" • FALSE. 
NEHSTFD • FALSE. 
CALL THYME(10,2) 











IMPLICIT INTEGER (,0.-1.) 
INCLUDE 'paralll_def' 
DIMENSION ELEMS (1) , EOEST( MXEOOF, 1) , EDBL( MXVL, 1) 
1lF."I,'O M"T(MXt:I., 1) ,MM'I)L(MXVI., J) 
C G ... THER M ... T FOR TnE ELEMENTS IN TilE CURRENT BLOC)!;. 
C 
PO 10,1- 1,"T.n 



























G ... THER EDEST FOR THE ELEMENTS IN TilE CURRENT BLOCK. 
00 15 J= 1,TOTOOF 






I~nLICIT INTEGER ("-1.) 
INCLUDE I parAIII_def I 
DIMENSION EDEST(MXVL,11 ,DCP(l) ,CP(I) 
REAL"S DI"G(II,PCM(HXVL,I),DINV(HXVL,HXEOOFI 
DO 20 Jz I, TOTOOF 
00 lO I- 1,SP,W 
DINV(I,JI- DI"'G(EDEST(I,J) I 
CONTINUE 
DO 25 I.- I, TOTDOF 
00 30 J- 1,L-l 
00 30 I- 1,SPAN 
POol ( I ,J+CP( LI)- PCM( I ,J+CP(LI) "DINV( I, L) *DINV( I,J) 
CONTINUE 





























SUBROUTINE CROUTF(SPAN,CP,TOTOOF ,PCM) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (,0.-1.) 
INCLUDE 'pare_def' 
DIMENSION CP(l) 
REAL* 8 PCBAR(MXVL,HXEOOF), PCH(HXVL,l) 
00 15 COL2 1,TOTOOF 
CCI'- CP(COL) 
00 20 J2 1,COL-l 
110 7.0 IH I,SI'''N 
I'CII"II( 1 ,,1)- J1!!M( 1 "IIC!!I') 
CON'I'INUE 
00 25 J= 1,COL-2 
00 25 1.2 J+l ,COL-1 
JCPL- HCP(L) 
00 25 1- 1,SPAN 
PCBAR( 1,1.1- PCBAR( I, L)-PCH(I ,JCPL) "PCBAR( I,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 J= 1,COL-1 
NO_RECURRENCE 
00 30 I" 1,SPAN 
PCM( I ,J+CCPI- PCBAR( I,J )/PCH( I ,HCP(J» 
CONTINUE 
DO 35 J'" 1,COL-1 
00 35 Iu l,SPAN 





SUBROUTINE EooSCL( SPAN, DCP, TOToor, EDEST, PCM, 1. I 
I~LICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'parall_def' 
DIMENSION EDEST(HXVL,ll,DCP(l) 
RE"'L"S PCM(MXVL, 1 I, Z(1), ZE(HXVL,HXEOOF) 
00 10 J= 1,TOTOOF 
00 10 1= 1,SP,w 





00 20 J .. l,TOTOOF 
00 20 1= l,spm 










DO 30 J- 1,TOTDOF 
NO_RECURRENCE 





7.2.6 ESE PRECONDITIONING 
FORTRAN code is supplied, in order, for the ebe preconditioning of the following 
element computation algorithms: BEC, BEY, and CBEV.for the Alliant FX/8 and BEV for 
the Convex C240. Again, suuplementaty code is not provided, only code directly relevant to 
the ebe preconditioning. The operations included in the ebe preconditioning are the element 
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SUBROUTINE EBESLV(R, 1., DIAFLG) 




IF( .NOT.DIAFLG) THEN 
PERFORM INITIAL GLOBAL DIAGONI\L SCI\LING. 





PERFORM ELEMENT FORWARD REDUCTION. 
DO 15 BLK- l,NELBLK 
SPt.N- ELBLtS(O,BLl) 
CNCALL 
DO 20 BELE- l,SPt.N 





PERFORM ELEMENT DII\GONI\L SCI\LING. 





PERFORM ELEMENT BACJ: SUBSTITUTION. 
DO )0 BLJ:- NELBLJ:,l,-l 
SPt.N.. ELBLJ:S (0, BLJ: I 
CNCALL 
DO 35 BELE- 1,SPAN 
CALL EBKSUB(ELBLJ:S (BELE, BU) ,CP( 1, DELE I, 
EDEST(l,ELBLKS(BELE,BtJ:» , 






















PERFORM FINI\L GLOBI'.L DII\GONI\L SCI\LING. 




TilE PRECONDITIONING MATRIX IS DII\GONI\L. SOLVE 
DIRECTLY. 






















TOTDOF2 IPROPS (2, ELEM) *IPROPS(4,ELEM) 
DO 10 I" 1,TOTDOF 
ZE(I)= Z(EDBL(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 J= 1,TOTDOF-1 
DO 20 I- Jt1,TOTDOF 














SUBROUTINE EBKSUB( ELEM, LCP ,EDDL,PCMBL, 1.) 


















TOTOOF- IJlROPSP, ELEH) ,{PROPS( 4, ELEH) 
DO 10 1- l,TOTDOF 
ZE(I)~ Z(EDBL(I)) 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 J- TOTDOF,2,-1 
DO 20 I- I,J-l 
ZE( I)= ZE( I )-PCMBL( I+LCP(J)) 'ZE(J) 
CONTINUE 
cvn$ NODEPCRK 
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SUBROUTINE EBESLV (R, Z, DIAFLG) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (10.-70) 
INCLUDE 'common.main' 
INCLUDE 'common. elblk' 
REAL*O R(ll,Z(l) 
LOGICAL DI ... FLG 
IF( .NOT.DIAFLG) THEN 
PERFORM INITIAL GLOBAL DIAGONAL SCALING. 





PERFORM ELEMENT FORWARD REDUCTION. 





































'J'O'rDOf'- 1 PHOI'S (:l, ELBLKS( I, ULK) )' IPROPS (4, ELDLKS (1, ULK II 
UTSZ-«TOTDOF'TOTDOF)-TOTDOF)/l+TOTDOF 




PERFORM ELEMENT DI ... GONAL SCl\LING. 
DO 20 ,- 1, NOl>Ot' 
70(11- Z(II'PDIl\G(I) 
CONTINUE 
PERFORM ELEMENT Bl\CK SUBSTITUTION. 
NOVECTOR 
NOCONCUR 








PERFORM FINAL GLOBAL DIAGONAL SCALING. 




THE PRECONDITIONING MATRIX IS DIl\GON ... L. SOLVE 
DIRECTLY. 






































GATHER MAT FOR THE ELEMENTS IN THE CURRENT BLOC';. 
DO 10 J. 1, UTSZ 
DO 10 1- 1,SPAN 
MATBL(I,J)- MAT(ELEMS( I),J) 
CONTINUE 
GATHER EDEST FOR THE ELEMENTS IN TilE CURRENT BLOCK. 
DO 15 Ja 1,TOTDOF 





SUBROUTINE EFRWRD(SPAN ,CP, TOTDOF, EDEST, PCM, 1.) 




DO.15 J. 1,TOTDOF 
DO 15 I- I,SPAN 
ZE(I,Jla Z(EDEST(I,J» 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 J .. 1,TOTDOF-l 
DO 20 L- J+1, TOTDOF 
DO 20 1- I,SPAN 








DO 30 Ja 1, TOTOOF 
DO 30 I- 1,SPAN 

















DO 15 Jm 1,TOTDOF 
DO 15 1- 1,SPAN 
ZE(I,J)" Z(EDEST(I,J» 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 J- TOTDOF, 2,-1 
DO 20 La 1,J-l 




DO 25 J. 1,TOTDOF 







...................... -... , ....... . 
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IF( .NOT.DIAFLG) TIIEN 
PERFORM INITIAL GLOBAL DIAGONAL SCALING. 





PERFORM ELEMENT FORWARD REDUCTION. 
DO 15 BLKc 1,NELBLK 
eSPAN- EBSPNS(O,BLK) 
CNCALL 















































PERFORM ELEKENT DIAGONAL SCALING. 







PERFORM ELEMENT BACK SUBSTITUTION. 
DO 30 BLK~ NELBLK,1,-1 
CSPAN- EBSPNS(O,BLK) 
CNCALL 





PERFORM FINAL GLOBAL DIAGONAL SCALING. 
DO 40 1- 1,NODOr 
Z (I ) - Z ( I ) * 01 AG ( I ) 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
THE PRECONDITIONING MATRIX IS DIAGONAL. SOLVE 
DIRECTLY. 

























PERFORM ELEMENT FORWARD REDUCTION. 
SPAN" NSTRT-STRT 
TOTDOF= IPROPS(2,ELBLKS(STRT,BLK»*IPROPS(4,ELBLKS(STRT,BLK» 
UTSZ- ( (TOTDOF*TOTDOF )-TOTDOF )/2+TOTDOF 
CALL EBGTHR(SPAN,ELBLKS(STRT,BLK),UTSZ,TOTDOF,PCM,EMAT(1,1,PNUM), 
EDEST,BELDST(l,l,PNUH» 





IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_det' 
DIMENSION ELEMS(1),EDEST(HXEDOF,1),EDBL(HXVL,1) 





GATItER MAT FOR THE ELEMENTS IN THE CURRENT BLOCK. 
DO 10 Ja I,UTSZ 
DO 10 I" l,SPAN 
MATBL( I,J)- MAT(ELEMS (I) ,J) 
10 CONTINUE 
C 







DO 15 J'" I, TOTDOF 






IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_det' 
DIMENSION EDEST(MXVL,I) ,CP(l) 





DO 15 J- 1,TOTDOF 







DO 20 J- 1,'roTDOF-l 
DO 20 L- J+1,'roTDOF 











DO 25 J- 1,'roTDOF 
DO 25 1- 1,SPAN 




SUBROUTINE tBkSDR( S'l'RT, NSTRT ,BLk, PNUM, Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'common.allin' 




















Cl\LL EBGTHR(SPAN ,ELBLII:S(STRT,BLK) ,UTSZ ,TOTDOF, PCM, EHAT( 1, 1 ,PNUMI, 
EDEST,BELDST(l,l,PNUM» 
CALL EBlSUB(SPAN,CP(1,PNUM),TOTDOF,BELDST(l,l,PNUM), 




IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'plIrllm_def' 
DIMENSION EDEST(MXVL,l),CP(l) 






DO 10 Ja 1,TOTDOF 
DO 10 I" 1,SPAN 
ZE(I,J)- Z(EDEST( I,J») 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 J= 'roTDOF,2,-1 
DO 20 x,.. 1,J-l 
DO 20 1- 1,SPAN 





DO 30 Ja 1,'1'OTDOF 
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SUBROUTINE EBESLV (R, Z, 01 AFLG) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'coJlllllon.main' 
INCLUDE 'coJ\llllOn. elbH. ' 
REAL'8 R(l) ,Z(l) 
LOGtCl\L DIl\FLG 
IF( .NOT.DIAFLG) Til EN 
PERFORM INITIAL GLOBAL DIAGONAL SCALING. 
DO 10 Iz l,NOOOF 
Z(I)a R(I)'DIAG(I) 
CONTINUE 
PERFORM ELEMENT FORWARD REDUCTION. 
SCALAR 
DO 15 BLK= 1,NELBLIC 
SPANc ELBLKS ( 0, BLK I 
TOTDOFm IPROPS( 2, ELBLICS (1, BLlq ). IPROPS (4, ELBLKS (1, BLl) ) 
UTSZ= ( (TOTDOF*TOTDOF) -TOTDOF 1/2+TOTDOF 
CALL EBGTRR(SPAN,ELBLKS(1,BLKI,UTSZ,TOTDOF,PCM,EMAT,EDEST, 
BELDSTI 





c PP.RFORM P.I,F.MP.NT DIM'ONAI. SCAI,TNG, 
C 
































00 25 BLKa NELBLK,1,-1 
SPAN- ELBUS(O,BU) 




CALL EBKSUB(SPAN,CP, TOTDOF , BELDST,EMl\T, 70) 
CONTINUE 
PERFORM FINAL GLOBAL DIAGONAL SCALING, 




THE PRECONDITIONING Ml\TRIX IS DIAGONAL, SOLVE 
DIRECTLY, 






SUBROUTINE EBGTHR(SPAN ,ELEMS, UTSZ, TOTOOF ,Ml\T ,MATDL, EDEST ,EOBL) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_de(' 
DIMENSION ELEMS( 1) ,EDEST(MXEOOF, 1) ,EOBL(MXVL, 1) 
REAL*O Ml\T(MXEL,l) ,MATBL(MXVL,l) 
C GATHER MAT FOR THE ELEMENTS IN TilE CURRENT BLOCK, 
C 
00 10 J- l,UTSZ 
00 10 Ia 1, SPAN 
Ml\TBL( I,J)- MAT(ELEMS( I),J) 
10 CONTINUE 
C 













no 15 J~ I,TOTI)()F 





SUDROUTINE EFRWRD( SPI\N ,CP ,TOTOOF, EDEST,PCM, Z) 
IMPI.ICIT INTF.GF.R (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_dct' 
DIMENSION EDEST(MXVL,l) ,CP(l) 
REAL*8 PCM1MXVL,1) ,70(1) ,ZE(MXVL,MXEOOF) 
I)() 15 J~ 1, 'ro'l'l)()t' 
00 15 1- 1,SPAN 
ZE(I,J)- Z(EDEST(I,J» 
CONTINUE 
00 20 J= l,TOTOOF-l 
00 20 v- J+1,TOTOOF 
00 20 I- 1,SPAN 




00 30 Ja 1,TOTDOF 
C$DIR NO_RECURRENCE 

















SUBROUTINE EBKSUD(SPAN ,CP ,TOTOOF ,EDEST,PCM, 70) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
INCLUDE 'param_def' 
DIMENSION EDEST(MXVL,l) ,CPt 1) 
REAL' 8 PCM(MXVL, 1), Z( 1) ,ZE(MXVL,MXEDOF) 
00 15 Ja 1,TOTOOF 
00 15 I'" 1,SPAN 
ZE( I,J)· Z(EDEST(I,J» 
CONTINUE 
00 20 J .. TOTOOF,2,-1 
00 20 v- 1,J-1 
00 20 I" l,SPAN 










DO 25 I- 1,SP~ 
Z(EDEST(I,J»- ZE(I,J) 
25 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
